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Abstract 

Enterocytes are polarized epithelial cells responsible for nutrient absorption from the 

intestinal content. They develop a specialized apical surface with a large number of F-actin 

protrusions called microvilli (MV). MV represent a physical barrier that regulates commensal 

bacteria and impedes the internalization of pathogenic microorganisms into deeper sterile 

tissues. However, Salmonella enterica (Salmonella) is able to destroy MV and breach the 

epithelial barrier. Its type 3 secretion system 1 (T3SS-1) encoded in the Salmonella 

pathogenicity island 1 (SPI1) injects a set of virulence proteins into the cytoplasm of the host 

to induce F-actin reorganization during invasion of Salmonella. Here, we investigated the 

influence of the T3SS-1 effector proteins to the MV effacement during the Salmonella 

invasion. Our results demonstrated that only SopE was sufficient to recover the Salmonella 

invasion and cause MV effacement. Furthermore, live cell imaging experiments showed that 

Salmonella simultaneously induced membrane ruffling and MV effacement. Ruffle formation 

at the apical side of the cells by Salmonella WT-strain facilitated the invasion of non-invasive 

and non-adherent Salmonella strains. In contrast, knockdown of the microvillar proteins villin 

and myosin 1a in C2BBe1 cells prevented the invasion of Salmonella and impeded the MV 

destruction. We also observed that ezrin was recruited to intracellular Salmonella and was not 

recovered to the apical side of the host cells, which likely avoids the recovery of MV. 

Destruction of MV dependent on SopE also reduced the macropinocytosis. Collectively, MV 

effacement is necessary for efficient invasion of Salmonella and permits the internalization of 

non-invasive bacteria by a cooperative infection process. Furthermore, microvillar proteins 

positively contribute to the reorganization of the F-actin and invasion of Salmonella. 

However, MV destruction by the internalization of Salmonella perturbs the physiological 

macropinocytosis of the host cells. All these phenotypes likely contribute to the infection in 

vivo and development of diarrhoea organisms infected by Salmonella.  
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Zusammenfassung 

Darmepithelzellen entwickeln eine spezielle apikale Oberfläche zur Aufnahme von 

Nährstoffen aus dem Darminhalt. Diese Oberfläche besteht aus F-Aktin Protrusionen und 

werden als Mikrovilli (MV) bezeichnet. MV regulieren die kommensalen Bakterien und 

schützen die inneren Gewebe gegen den Angriff pathogener Mikroorganismen. Dennoch  

kann das Enteropathogen Salmonella enterica (Salmonella) die MV auslöschen und zerstört 

durch sein Typ-3-Sekretionssystem und dessen sekretierte Virulenzsproteine die 

Epithelschicht. Diese Virulenzproteine werden in das Zytoplasma der Wirtzellen injiziert und 

führen während des Eindringens von Salmonella zur F-Aktin Umlagerung. Durch 

Untersuchungen des Einflusses einiger T3SS-1 Effektorproteine auf die Zerstörung der MV 

konnte nachgewiesen werden, dass allein die Translokation von SopE die MV-Auslöschung 

verursachte und ausreichend für die Wiederherstellung der Invasion war. Echtzeitlebend-

zellmikroskopie zeigte, dass MV ausgelöscht werden während Membranausstülpungen 

(Ruffles) gebildet werden. Diese Ruffle-Bildung vereinfachte ein paralleles Eindringen nicht-

invadierender Stämme von Salmonella. Es konnte beobachtet werden, dass die Ausschaltung 

von Villin und Myosin 1a durch shRNA in C2BBe1 Zellen die Invasionsrate von Salmonella 

ermäßigte. Darüber hinaus wurde Ezrin zu den intrazellulären Bakterien aber nicht zur 

apikalen Seite rekrutiert. Außerdem verhinderte die durch das SopE verursachte Umlagerung 

des F-Aktins, welche die MV-Auflösung zur Folge hatte, die Makropinozytose der infizierten 

Zellen. Es lässt sich daraus schließen, dass die Zerstörung der MV für eine effiziente Invasion 

von Salmonella nötig ist. Die F-Aktin Umlagerung begünstigt zudem das Eindringen von 

nicht-invadierenden Bakterien. Des Weiteren benötigt Salmonella MV-Proteine zur F-Aktin 

Polymerisierung und Invasion in polarisierten Epithelzellen, was die Makropinozytose der 

Zellen beeinträchtigt. Möglicherweise tragen diese Phänotypen zur  Infektion in vivo bei und 

verursachen das klinische Bild des Durchfalls.  
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Epithelial cells at the small intestine are specialized for nutrient uptake, secretion of digestive 

enzymes such as disaccharases, lipases and proteases. Ions and monosaccharaides are 

absorbed and transported to blood vessels. To fulfill these functions, intestinal epithelial cells 

develop a specialized morphology. They compartmentalize their membrane domains in 

basolateral, lateral, and apical. The apical side of enterocytes and other polarized epithelial 

cells is characterized by the presence of highly structured F-actin-membrane extensions called 

microvilli (MV). The high number of MV confers the appearance of brush border (BB) in 

intestinal polarized epithelial cells as well as other epithelial cells, i.e. in the trachea and 

kidney. These structures are the actual organelle dedicated to the absorption and secretion of 

substances from and to the intestinal lumen, respectively. Further functions of MV are the 

secretion of antimicrobial peptides as defensins, removal of particles, and protection against 

the intestinal microbiota. 

In spite of these antimicrobial functions, MV can be destroyed by bacterial pathogens as 

Escherichia coli or Salmonella enterica. Both species evolved some virulence factors to 

manipulate the host cell cytoskeleton. Subversion of the host molecules responsible for F-

actin organization provokes diverse changes in the host cells, which include MV effacement, 

loss of tight junctions, and alteration of absorption functions. Although this phenomenon was 

observed in diverse studies, the mechanism to explain MV effacement remains unclear. This 

is because many studies do not focus on the morpho-physiological consequences of the 

infections but instead in the cellular signaling that only leads to the response of the host cells 

after translocation of virulence proteins. 

Here, the structure and assembly of MV will be reviewed with emphasis on the physiological 

role of the organization of the cytoskeleton. We also revise the infection process of 

Salmonella and its type 3 secretion system-1 (T3SS-1) effector proteins, and the consequences 

of the translocation of effector proteins into polarized epithelial cells. 
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The highly compacted core of the MV is created by the association of structural proteins 

to the F-actin filaments. 

A microvillus is an F-actin membranous extension observed at the apical side of polarized 

epithelial cells. These structures can easily react to the external stimuli from the environment 

to enhance uptake activity, organ development, or the damage caused by external agents like 

chemical injury or infections. All these changes require remodelling of the F-actin 

cytoskeleton to provide a backbone to those responsive structures generated by the cell. 

Hence, each microvillus contains a series of diverse proteins to signal and regulate F-actin 

cytoskeleton, and the structure of the F-actin, which enable the cell to quickly respond to 

environmental signals. 

The main molecular structure of a microvillus consists of a hexagon-like distribution of 19 F-

actin filaments along the membrane bundled by the structural proteins villin, espin, EPS8-L3 

and plastin-I (fimbrin). F-actin filaments are anchored to the membrane by myosin 1a, ezrin 

and EBP50 (Bretscher and Weber, 1980; Brown and McKnight, 2010; Garbett et al., 2010; 

Glenney et al., 1981; LaLonde et al., 2010; Lin et al., 1994; Zwaenepoel et al., 2012). 

Additionally, myosin 1a tails are associated to calmodulin (Brown and McKnight, 2010; 

Wolenski et al., 1993), which responds to Ca+2. Regulating and signaling proteins of the F-

actin cytoskeleton cofilin 1, profilin, IQGAP1, Arp2/3, Rac1, Cdc42, other Rho GTPases, 

EGRF-R, Src kinase, cortactin, mDia1, Cap protein, gelsolin, phospholipases A1, B1 and D1 

were also detected by proteomic analysis (Babusiak et al., 2007; Donowitz et al., 2007; 

McConnell et al., 2011). In addition to signaling proteins, various motor proteins as myosin 

1a, 1d, 1c and 1b were detected in large amounts, followed by myosin 15-like (McConnell et 

al., 2011).  

All these proteins are concentrated in MV (Fig. 1) but their diffusion along them is rather 

limited, since the paracrystalline structure of the F-actin core is highly tight and compacted  
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Fig. 1. MV are F-actin structures containing structural proteins. Most of microvillar proteins bundle F-actin 
filaments. These are villin, fimbrin, epsin. Additionally, F-actin filaments in MV are associated to the membrane 
by ezrin and myosin 1a. Myosin 1a is a motor protein responsible to traffic membrane to the MV and generate a 
protrusion force directed to the MV tips. At the terminal web F-actin from MV is associated with class II 
myosins and keratin 19 filaments, which are necessary for correct assembly of F-actin in MV. 
 

(Brown and McKnight, 2010). Due to the large amount of proteins within a microvillus, each 

protein contributes to the steric hindrance and electrostatic force that, in turn, would only 

allow the free diffusion of ions or small molecules through the whole microvillus (Brown and 

McKnight, 2010; Lange, 2011). Possibly, the formation of MV is a process that requires 

overcoming the steric hindrance of the microvillar molecular core to transport molecules, e.g. 

G-actin, to the MV tips during their assembly. 

Experimental evidence suggest that class I myosins are likely involved in the transport of G-

actin, which could also help to explain the generation of MV together with the function of 

other F-actin-associated proteins (Benesh et al., 2010; Fan et al., 2012; McConnell et al., 

2009; Rzadzinska et al., 2004). Additionally, MV formation depends on asymmetric 

distribution of phosphoinositides as reviewed in Shewan et al. (2011). Hence, proteins 
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necessary for F-actin anchoring and bundling are oriented to the apical side of the cell 

allowing the formation of MV.  

Phosphoinositides are responsible for cell polarization. 

The assembly of MV only at the apical side of the polarized epithelial cells is dictated by the 

distribution of phosphoinositides, which influence the recruitment of proteins responsible for 

MV creation (Shewan et al., 2011). Phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5 triphosphate [PtdIns(3,4,5)P3] 

and PtdIns(4,5)P2 are the main phosphoinositides to promote cell polarization (Gassama-

Diagne et al., 2006). These authors demonstrated that addition of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 to polarized 

MDCK cells induced loss of polarity and activation of Rac1 and Cdc42. Experimental data 

also demonstrated that other markers of the basolateral side as Syntanxin 4, p58 and Sec8 are 

recruited to the former apical side of the epithelial cell.  

Distribution of phosphoinositides is regulated by phosphoinositol 3 kinase (PI3K) and the 

phosphatase-and-tensin-homologue on chromosome ten (PTEN) phosphatase (Gassama-

Diagne et al., 2006; Shewan et al., 2011). Since PTEN associates with Par3 during 

polarization development (Feng et al., 2008), PTEN ensures the enrichment of PtdIns(4,5)P2 

by dephosphorylation of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3. In addition to the activity of PTEN, PI5PK 

phosphorylates PtdIns(4)P to produce PtdIns(4,5)P2 (Gericke et al., 2013). Cellular contacts 

contribute to the establishment of polarity of the cell and the height of epithelial cells (Jeanes 

et al., 2009). PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 was found to be enriched at the cell contacts of MDCK cells. 

However, the precise molecular mechanism responsible to cause a reduced height of the cells 

was not described. These authors attributed a possible role of Rac1 that is recruited in those 

places at the basolateral side of the cell and integrins (Jeanes et al., 2009; Shewan et al., 

2011). In contrast to this observation, the increment of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 was restricted to the 

basolateral side by the atypical phosphokinase C (aPKC) (Takahama et al., 2008). Thus, the 

reduced height observed in MDCK-cells treated with PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 may occur due to a 

general disorganization of this phophoinositide rather than to a localized enrichment at the 
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lateral junctions. In addition, the absence of the PI3K only reduces the amount of 

PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 and cells probably fail to correctly establish their asymmetry. This would 

conclude with a poor organization of the apical complex proteins and junctional proteins, 

which finally avoid the binding between cells and reduced height. 

Further evidence supporting the asymmetry of the cells mediated by Cdc42 was obtained from 

the polarization process in CaCo2 cells and astrocytes. In astrocytes, Cdc42 and Arf6 are 

transported to the site of lamellipodia formation during cell branching (Osmani et al., 2010), 

whereas absence of Cdc42 and Par6 in CaCo2 cells in cyst model alters spindle orientation 

that leads to cells with aberrant polarization (Durgan et al., 2011). Arf6 works together with 

myosin 1c in recycling lipid rafts containing PtdIns(4,5)P2 and its random transport to the 

cytoplasmic membrane in retinal pigment epithelial cells (Brandstaetter et al., 2012). Thus, 

Arf6 likely orientate the transport of Cdc42 to the luminal side of the cells, there myosin 1c 

would reorganize the complex Par6/Cdc42/aPKC at the membrane with PtdIns(4,5)P2. This 

lately permits the late recruitment of PTEN that enhances the enrichment of PtdIns(4,5)P2 at 

the new apical side of the cells. 

Therefore, MV formation occurs, once the apical membrane has been enriched with 

PtdIns(4,5)P2. Enrichment with PtdIns(4,5)P2 promotes the recruitment of WASP (Tomasevic 

et al., 2007), villin (Janmey et al., 1992), epsin, ezrin (Bosk et al., 2011), annexin 1, mDia1 

(Ramalingam et al., 2010), Arp2/3 (Tsujita et al., 2010), probably plastin I and myosin 1a to 

the apical side of the cell. Hence, F-actin can be organized in bundles that lately create MV. 

MV formation is a cooperative process of class I myosins, mDia1, G-actin, F-actin 

polymerization and ezrin. 

The restricted diffusion of molecules in the MV raises the question of how MV are created 

and how F-actin polymerization occurs. F-actin polymerizes in any cell at the plus ends, 

commonly called barbed ends; and depolymerization, on the other hand, is carried out at the  
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Fig. 2. Polarization of epithelial cells depend on the asymmetrical distribution of PtdIns(4,5)P2 to the apical side 
and PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 to the basolateral side of the cell. A) Epithelial cells are amorphous and lack MV, they begin 
to adhere to surfaces by the membrane which later become the basolateral side enriched with PtdIns(3,4,5)P3. B) 
Enrichment of PtdIns(4,5)P2 by PTEN and the activity of the PI5K promotes the recruitment of structural 
proteins necessary for MV assembly. C) Once structural proteins are at the apical side of the cell, MV are 
assembled. Additionally, cells develop tight junctions (indicated by the green ellipsoid) which are also regulated 
by PIs. Altogether, cells develop an epithelial barrier responsible to absorb nutrients with their MV and divide 
the apical from the basal side by cellular unions. D) Proteins recruited to the apical side of polarized epithelial 
cells that associate with PtdIns(4,5)P2. 
 

pointed ends (Pollard and Mooseker, 1981; Tyska and Mooseker, 2002a). Thus, barbed ends 

are oriented to MV tips and pointed ends to the terminal web in the cytoplasm of the cell. 

The process of F-actin polymerization and depolymerization is commonly called treadmilling. 

Diverse studies have already demonstrated that F-actin polymerization occurs at the tip of the 

MV and stereocillia (Pollard and Mooseker, 1981; Rzadzinska et al., 2004). However, it is not 

clear how G-actin monomers achieve the MV tips. Recent evidence indicating that myosins 

are probably responsible for the transport of monomeric actin was obtained from lamellipodia 

of endothelial cells. In this case, the transport of G-actin to the lamellipodia was attributed to 

the tail domain of myosin 1c (Fan et al., 2012). Myosin 1c was enriched in BBs of 

knockdown myosin 1a enterocytes from mice (Tyska et al., 2005). Furthermore, MV of B 
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lymphocytes are also enriched with myosin 1c after stimulation with LPS and IL-4 

(Maravillas-Montero et al., 2011). 

In neurons, myosin 1c contributes to the formation of protrusions at the neuronal growth cone, 

which is negatively controlled by class II myosins (Diefenbach et al., 2002). Protrusions 

generated by myosin 1c in neurons created a retrograde force accompanied with a reduction 

of lamellipodia in those neurons lacking class II myosins. In contrast, if myosin 1c was 

absent, number of protrusions was reduced but there was an increment of the lamellipodia 

associated with class II myosins. Other studies also demonstrated that myosin 1c is 

responsible to transport glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol (GPI) linked cargo proteins 

(Brandstaetter et al., 2012). Since GPI-associated proteins are detected at the apical side of 

polarized epithelial cells (Paladino et al., 2006), it is probable that myosin 1c shuttles vesicles 

containing microvillar proteins and G-actin to the apical side of the cell in early stages of the 

cell development. Thus, although the concentration of myosin 1c is higher at the basolateral 

side of developed enterocytes (Tyska et al., 2005), myosin 1c may also contribute to the MV 

formation during enterocyte maturation by establishing the initial F-actin protrusions that 

become MV, once microvillar proteins are also present at the apical side of the cell (Fig. 2B, 

3B.ii). This conclusion could also suggest that class I myosins recruitment occurs at different 

stages of the development of polarized epithelial cells. Hence, myosin 1c could promote the 

organization of the microvillar proteins at the apical side and then myosin 1a provide 

tensional force to those protrusions generated by myosin 1c to establish a proper BB 

morphology. Although its role as shuttle protein of G-actin in mature enterocytes, it is 

possible that myosin 1c contribute with this function, since this motor protein is still detected 

by WB (Tyska et al., 2005) 

While the transport of G-actin for the formation of MV can be probably solved by the shuttle 

function of myosin 1c, the nucleation of F-actin polymerization in MV has to be solved. 

Proteomic analysis demonstrated that nucleator proteins Arp2/3 and mDia1 are detected in 
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MV and in those myosin 1a-derivated vesicles (McConnell et al., 2011; McConnell et al., 

2009; Revenu et al., 2012). Although Arp2/3 is present in BBs, it seems to be inactive, since 

F-actin filaments observed by electron microscopy did not show any ramification (Mooseker 

et al., 1982; Pollard and Mooseker, 1981; Revenu et al., 2012; Tyska et al., 2005). In contrast 

to Arp2/3 that requires existent F-actin to nucleate F-actin polymerization, mDia1 promotes 

linear F-actin polymerization de novo reviewed in (Chhabra and Higgs, 2007). Actin 

nucleation activity of mDia1 is controlled by the domains FH1, FH2 and DAD. Although 

these domains can independently nucleate F-actin in vitro, DAD-domain depends on an intact 

FH2-domain to nucleate F-actin, and the FH1-domain cooperatively acts with profilin for F-

actin nucleation. Thus, whereas the concentration of profilin modulates the polymerizing 

activity of FH1-domain, the F-actin nucleation of the DAD-domain is not affected (Gould et 

al., 2011). The apparent insensitivity to profilin concentration of the DAD-domain may 

suggest that other mechanisms might be responsible to modulate mDia1 and its F-actin 

polymerizing activity.  

Recent data suggest that the contribution of mechanical stimuli is necessary for activation of 

mDia1. Mechanical pulling force originated by microfluidics against a surface-anchored 

mDia1 bound to F-actin filaments contributed to maintain the mDia1-FH2 domain open and 

the elongation of F-actin by incorporation of monomeric G-actin (Jegou et al., 2013). 

Although in this work the effect of a DAD-deficient protein in the elongation of the F-actin 

filaments was not shown, it may be possible that this induces dimerization of the FH2-

domains and, consequently, enables the nucleating activity of the mDia1 DAD-domain rather 

than its auto-inhibitory state (Gould et al., 2011). Authors also detected that mDia1 also 

induced depolymerization of F-actin at the barbed ends, which was attributed to the own 

pulling force of mDia1. Thereby, the role of mDia1 in F-actin polymerization is mainly 

controlled by pulling forces. Hence, new monomers of G-actin can be added to the barbed 

ends of any growing F-actin by the nucleation activity of FH2 and DAD domains.  
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Since mDia1 requires a pull force acting on F-actin filaments to maintain its nucleating 

activity, class I and class II myosins could play a role to induce the open conformation of the 

FH2-domain of mDia1 and the nucleating activity of the DAD-domain. The force created by 

the migration of myosin 1a and, probably myosin 1c, towards the MV tips (Diefenbach et al., 

2002; Maravillas-Montero et al., 2011; Nambiar et al., 2009a) would maintain barbed ends 

and, consequently, mDia1 close to MV tips. In contrast, the retraction force exerted by class II 

myosins at the terminal web of the BB (Grimm-Gunter et al., 2009; Keller et al., 1985) would 

pull the F-actin bundles to the cytoplasm, which would act as the microfluidic force applied 

by Jegou and co-workers (2013). Therefore, the opposing forces exerted by class I myosins at 

MV and class II myosins at the terminal web likely induce an open state of the FH2-domain 

and nucleation of F-actin by the FH2-DAD-domain of mDia1. This should consequently 

result in elongation of F-actin in the MV (Fig. 3B.iii). 

Lange (2011) suggests that exocytic vesicle transport plays the main role in the generation of 

MV. Myosin 1a, formerly called BB myosin (Mooseker, 1985), and myosin 1c could fit this 

model, since vesicles transported by myosin 1a are delivered from the MV tips of isolated 

BBs after treatment with ATP (McConnell et al., 2009; McConnell and Tyska, 2007) and 

myosin 1c regulates the vesicle transport of GPI-anchored proteins (Brandstaetter et al. 2011). 

Early observations proposed that myosin 1a may be involved in exocytosis, since Golgi-

membrane fractions contained myosin 1a (Fath and Burgess, 1993; Fath et al., 1994). In 

addition to the transport mediated by myosin 1c, myosin 1a and myosin 1c traffic the 

intracellular vacuoles within enterocytes to the apical membrane at the terminal web of the 

cell. There, they move along the MV membrane towards MV tips, in the case of myosin 1a 

(McConnell and Tyska, 2007), where they are delivered as vesicles, whereas myosin 1c 

would provides with proteins necessary for MV assembly. Therefore, the function of both 

myosin-vesicles is probably necessary to seed F-actin polymerization at the apical membrane 

of polarized epithelial cells and allow the further assembly of MV. The association of tetherin 
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(CD317) with GPI and mislocalization of ezrin in tetherin knockdown cells (Rollason et al., 

2009) supports the idea that transport of myosin 1c might enhance the enrichment of ezrin at 

the apical side of the polarized epithelial cells. 

Ezrin and EPS8 L3 interact with each other to promote the correct formation of MV, whereas 

ezrin tethers F-actin to the membrane, EPS8-L3 bundles it (Zwaenepoel et al., 2012). Since 

ezrin form part of the scaffolding complex EBP50-PDZ1-ezrin that anchors F-actin to the 

cytoplasmic membrane by the interaction of the carboxyl-end ezrin-radixin-moesin domain 

(ERMAD) (Garbett et al., 2010; LaLonde et al., 2010), the increment of ezrin at the 

membrane should provide the anchoring site to F-actin. Thereby, establishment of discrete 

regions or hot spots at the apical membrane containing ezrin may be necessary to enable the 

assembly of the F-actin polymerization machinery which should include mDia1, G-actin, 

myosin 1a and 1c necessary for MV assembly. The increment of ezrin-anchored F-actin 

filaments to the apical membrane should conclude with the reorganization of single filaments 

into F-actin bundles.  

Recent evidence supports the role of ezrin and other signaling proteins to permit the formation 

of MV in polarized epithelial cells (Dhekne et al., 2014; Gloerich et al., 2012; LaLonde et al., 

2010; Saotome et al., 2004). Ezrin is active in an open conformation, which depends on the 

phosphorylation on T567 by Mst4 (ten Klooster et al., 2009). Mst4 is oriented to the apical 

side of epithelial cells by Lbk1 kinase (ten Klooster et al., 2009). Once Mst4 is at the apical 

side of the host cells, it is phosphorylated and activated by Rab2A/TNIK complex (Gloerich 

et al., 2012). Loss of Lbk1, Rab2A or TNIK diminishes the phosphorylated form of ezrin, 

consequently no MV are formed. In addition to the signaling mechanism controlled by Lbk1 

and Rap2A, myosin Vb and Rab11a enables the phosphorylation of ezrin by Mst4, since 

myosin Vb and Rab11a shuttle Mst4 to the apical side of polarized cells. The absence of 

myosin Vb avoids the formation of BBs in enterocytes and cell lines as C2BBe1 cells due to 

an altered exocytic trafficking of Rab proteins (Ruemmele et al., 2010; Thoeni et al., 2014). 
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Moreover, patients with microvillar inclusion disease show 15 distinct mutations in the gen of 

MYO5B (Muller et al., 2008). Hence, the presence of myosin Vb is paramount for activation 

of ezrin and MV formation. Therefore, formation of MV as function of ezrin can follow the 

next series of events (Fig. 3): 1) after formation of the apical domain of the cell, and 

establishment of PtdIns(4,5)P2 [see below (Bosk et al., 2011)] (Fig. 2), ezrin anchors to the 

membrane (Fig. 3A); 2) once ezrin is anchored, Mst4 transported by myosin 5b 

phosphorylates ezrin to promote its open conformation (Fig. 3B). 3) Ezrin in an open 

conformation anchors F-actin; 4) further F-actin polymerization in MV might be enhanced by 

mDia1, the protrusion force and active transport of class I myosins, and the organization of F-

actin filaments into bundles to create an initial protrusion or primary MV (Fig. 3B.i, B.ii, 

B.iiii). Finally, 5) MV grow until the primary substrates G-actin and myosins become 

limiting. Although G-actin and myosins primarily control the length of MV, bundling proteins 

also participate in the organization and, consequently, in the growth of the MV.  

The length of MV is dominantly controlled by the bundling proteins in the MV  

Growing MV and their length primarily depends upon the nucleation of the F-actin 

polymerization, G-actin and myosins XVa in stereocillia (Rzadzinska et al., 2004). However, 

elimination of F-actin bundling proteins in enterocytes reduces the MV length and loss of 

various proteins from the apical side (Grimm-Gunter et al., 2009; Revenu et al., 2012). The 

dominant phenotype was observed in mice deficient of plastin-I (Revenu et al., 2012), 

although villin and espin also had a slight negative effect. The elimination of these F-actin 

bundling proteins would fit to the mathematical model proposed by Gov (2006). Gov 

considered that the length of a microvillus is directly proportional to protein density within 

MV (Gov, 2006). Thus, decay in the density of proteins (due to mutations or downregulation) 

reduces the length of microvillus. 

Small MV could have further consequences, since MV with reduced length could form 

networks (Gov, 2006). The network formation was also predicted to occur when plastin-I is 
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below the critical concentration necessary to bundle linear F-actin filaments in yeasts (Laporte 

et al., 2012). Hence, loss of the bundling protein plastin-I alters the organization of the F-actin 

core in a microvillus (Grimm-Gunter et al., 2009). In absence of bundled F-actin, it is possible 

that the force created by the F-actin polymerization or class I myosins might also diminish. In 

fact, deletion of villin, epsin und plastin I caused mislocalization of myosin 1a in BBs. Thus, 

the consequent reduction of the microvillus length is caused by the decay in the protrusion 

force generated by myosin 1a. Furthermore, mislocalization of myosin 1a in these knockout 

mice did not recruit myosin 1c or 1d either (Revenu et al., 2012), suggesting that despite the 

absence of myosin 1a in MV, myosin 1a could interfere with the recruitment of myosins 1c 

and 1d. Therefore, the absence of villin, espin and plastin I globally alters the recruitment of 

various class I myosins into the MV. Consequently, the protrusion force provided by these 

motor proteins is abrogated and the length of MV is reduced, which might be probably 

accompanied by a decrement of the F-actin polymerization due to the transport of G-actin to 

the MV tips. These results also suggest that plastin-I might be recruited in early stages of the 

MV formation, since plastin-I associates with keratin 19 at the terminal web (Grimm-Gunter 

et al., 2009). Thereby, after organization of the F-actin filaments by ezrin, EPS8 L3, G-actin 

and myosin 1a, plastin-I should be quickly recruited from the terminal web, providing more 

stability to primary MV.  

The organization of F-actin at the apical side of polarized epithelial cells obeys to signals 

from the environment. These signals promote the compartmentalization of the cell and 

formation of F-actin structures as MV (Shewan et al., 2011). Even if MV possess several 

signaling molecules that are necessary to F-actin remodelling (Babusiak et al., 2007; 

Donowitz et al., 2007; McConnell et al., 2011; Revenu et al., 2012), MV are only modified 

when changes in the cell occur due to environmental stimulus. Signals necessary to prime the 

reorganization of the F-actin at the BB are diverse and include temperature, growth factors,  
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Fig. 3. Proposed model for MV formation. This model depicts a series of steps proposed to give rise a 
microvillus in polarized epithelial cells. A) Once vesicles from Golgi-apparatus are exocytic, myosin 1a, 1c and 
probably ezrin associate with the cytoplasmic membrane. Afterwards Mst4 activates ezrin (not show), and then 
ezrin changes its conformation to an open state to anchor F-actin filaments. The increment of anchored F-actin 
associated with ezrin could create hot spots (B.i), where the microvillar proteins myosin 1a, villin, plastin I easily 
associates with F-actin, increasing the protein density (Gov, 2006). Recruitment of myosin 1c likely promotes 
the protrusion force necessary to permit the development of a primary microvillus (B.ii). mDia1-mediated F-
actin polymerization, recruitment of myosin 1a and further association of microvillar bundling proteins generate 
a microvillus (B.iii). This increases its size by further F-actin polymerization. Although the function of myosins 
as shuttle proteins for G-actin in MV is not clear, myosin 1c could favour the transport of G-actin to hold F-actin 
polymerization at the tips of MV. The continuous recruitment of myosin 1a favours the protrusion tension 
necessary to keep the finger-like structure of a microvillus (C), whereas the class II myosins hold contraction at 
the terminal web and keratin filaments maintain the structure of F-actin from MV at the terminal web. 
 

ions -mainly Ca+2-, particulate nutrients, or bacterial stimulus like toxins, adhesins or effector 

proteins that mimic the host signaling proteins. These signals are sensed by receptors like 

those for growth factors (Athman et al., 2003), or by physic-chemical changes as mechanical 
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stimulus (Tsukamoto et al., 2010), as occurs with stereocilia or osmolarity changes 

(Rzadzinska et al., 2004); or in case of bacterial products that directly activate host signaling. 

F-actin bundling proteins in MV are mainly controlled by Ca+2. 

The structure of the F-actin bundles in MV is mainly maintained by the F-actin filaments and 

their bundling proteins. However, there is a higher regulation level mediated by the 

concentrations of Ca+2 and responsible to modulate the function of the F-actin-bundling 

proteins. Concentrations of Ca+2 higher than 1µM disrupt the filament cores of isolated MV 

because Ca+2 destabilises the F-actin filaments releasing villin, fimbrin, actin, calmodulin and 

myosin 1a (Glenney et al., 1980).  

Ca+2 concentration directly modulates the functions of villin whereas Ca+2 bound to 

calmodulin regulates plastin and myosin 1a (Brown and McKnight, 2010; Glenney et al., 

1980; Lange, 2011). Villin changes its function from bundling to severing (Bretscher and 

Weber, 1980; Ferrary et al., 1999b; Glenney et al., 1981; Revenu et al., 2007), plastin-I loses 

its bundling activity (Lin et al., 1994) and myosin 1a loses the calmodulin units bound to their 

neck domain (Wolenski et al., 1993). Furthermore, many healing processes at the intestine are 

accompanied by the entry of Ca+2, which is triggered by Rac1 and its downstream effectors 

(Rao et al., 2008; Ubelmann et al., 2013). 

Calcium is taken up by diverse sort of channels localized at the cytoplasmic membrane. They 

can be synport channels or channels specific for Ca+2 such as the transient receptor potential 

(TRP) channels (Lange, 2011). TRP channels are very diverse and some of them respond to 

stimuli of epidermal growth factors (EGF) (Hatano et al., 2013a; Lange, 2011; Wen et al., 

2006). Activation of EGF receptor (EGFR) and similar receptors at the cytoplasmic 

membrane of cells translate the signals by activation of Rac1 (see below) (Athman et al., 

2003; Rao et al., 2008), although TRP channels are also triggered by mechanical stimulus 

(Eijkelkamp et al., 2013). In enterocytes it was described the presence of the canonical TRP 

channel 3 (TRPC3), and melastatin TRP 4, 6 and 7 channels (TRPM6 and TRPM7) 
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(McConnell et al., 2011; Thebault et al., 2009). Vanillin TRP 6 channel (TRPV6), which 

localization is regulated by ezrin. (Hatano et al., 2013b). In other models it was described that 

TRPM6 and TRPM7 are not activated by inhibition of Rac1, ERK1/2 or PI3K (Thebault et 

al., 2009), suggesting that these channels are directly activated by stimuli from growth factors 

or by signals that trigger Rac1. Since Rac1 binds and stimulates the activation of diverse 

phospholipases (Athman et al., 2003; Jezyk et al., 2006; Tsukamoto et al., 2010), 

phospholipase activation permits the aperture of TRP channels. For instance, phospholipase γ 

(PLCγ) interacts with TRPC3 domain allowing the entry of Ca+2 (Patterson et al., 2002). 

However, there is recent evidence revealing that the proposed split-homology (SH) domain 

PLCγ is not responsible for TRPC3 activation (Wen et al., 2006). 

Hence, Ca+2-uptake depends on stimuli related with F-actin reorganization and modification 

of the cellular morphology. One can conclude that a group of TRP channels are opened during 

F-actin organization and the number and type of channels activated during that process only 

depends of the initial stimulus and its propagating effect during signaling.  

Regardless the fine molecular mechanism of TRP channel aperture, they allow the entry of 

Ca+2 that modifies the activity of the microvillar proteins (Fig. 4AB). F-actin bundles 

disappear after loss of plastin I. Releasing of F-actin filaments from the membrane and 

unbundling may improve the severing activity of villin (Fig. 4C). Therefore, F-actin is 

completely depolymerized and cells loss MV (Fig. 4D).  

This process seems to be transient, since cells recover MV after the stimulus is diluted either 

because no further stimulus from the environment is applied or because the initial stimulus 

has no more effect on the cell. Changes in the Ca+2-concentration and F-actin 

depolymerization increase the cell G-actin pool. Polarized epithelial cells possess more F-

actin than G-actin to a ratio of 7:4 (Stidwill and Burgess, 1986). In diverse models it has been 

observed that G-actin from F-actin structures is later detected in motile structures as  
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Fig. 4. Calcium causes F-actin depolymerization and MV effacement. This scheme proposes a series of events 
observed during Ca+2+ in polarized cells. MV possess distinct kind of Ca+2 channels. TRP channels are 
modulated by environmental stimulus as growth factors, mechanical stimulus or physical changes (e.g. 
temperature), and virulence proteins. A) Once the stimulus has activated the signaling, which involves Rac1 and 
phospholipases, inside the microvillus, the Ca+2-channel is open. After Ca+2 uptake, Ca+2 rapidly binds to 
calmodulin (not shown), plastin I and villin (B). Then plastin releases F-actin, which is severed by villin (C). 
Finally, MV disappear as consequence of the depolymerization of F-actin. This also releases G-actin to the 
cytoplasm of the cell (D).  
 

lamellipodia or ruffles as observed in the case of Salmonella (Kiuchi et al., 2011; Vonaesch et 

al., 2013). A similar mechanism has been proposed to be necessary to heal the damaged 

intestinal layer in a mouse model (Ubelmann et al., 2013). In this case, villin depolymerizes 

F-actin from MV and releases G-actin (Fig. 4D) that is recruited to the lamellipodia as shown 

in cell culture model. Therefore, the modification of MV in response to the changes of Ca+2 

and activation/inactivation of microvillar proteins is a mechanism that contributes to 

establishment a cell monolayer observed in vitro, or to repair damages caused to the epithelial 

barrier at the intestine. Furthermore, these changes in the F-/G-actin ratio are necessary to 

maintain the homeostasis in the cell, and suggest that cells primarily employ G-actin from F-

actin structures rather than from new synthetized G-actin monomers. 

In summary, MV are highly organized structures regulated by several and unique proteins 

indispensable for F-actin polymerization and bundling. These proteins respond to external 

stimuli that modify the F-actin cytoskeleton. Although the correct mechanism of MV 
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assembly is not clear, the current data already suggests that polarization and MV formation 

depends on the membrane domains and enrichment of PIs. This orchestrates the recruitment 

of proteins necessary for F-actin polymerization and MV assembly. Since MV are 

microcompartments rich in diverse proteins necessary for F-actin assembly, intestinal 

bacterial pathogens like enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (EPEC), Salmonella, Shigella, 

Yersinia and Listeria can deploy all this molecular machinery in order to gain access into the 

host cell. There are many data regarding the targets of the virulence proteins of all these 

pathogens. Nevertheless, many of these studies were performed using non-polarized cells, 

which are very useful for screening but not to observe the physiological consequences of the 

infection process of these pathogens. Therefore, many events in the pathogenesis of intestinal 

infections are still missing and need to be investigated with more detail. The next section will 

be dedicated to describe the current state of knowledge about the infection caused by 

Salmonella, and a set of the effector proteins that control the F-actin cytoskeleton during 

Salmonella invasion.   
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Salmonella enterica subspecies I includes a group around 2000 serovars. This group of 

subspecies are characterized to cause gastrointestinal diseases. However, S. enterica sv. Typhi 

disease is accompanied by typhoid fever, and, in some cases, patients become asymptomatic 

carriers. The members of the subspecies I are featured by a repertoire of virulence factors, 

most of them encoded in large group of genes called pathogenicity islands, and in this 

particular case Salmonella pathogenicity islands (SPI). Other virulence factors are encoded in 

mobile elements as the Salmonella-virulence plasmid or are integrated in regions responsible 

for metabolism. 

S. enterica invades enterocytes by injecting a set of proteins that interfere with the F-actin 

cytoskeleton and its regulators. Bacteria are then transported to the basolateral side of the 

enterocyte layer. From there bacteria reach the Payer patches eventually infecting 

macrophages (Muller et al., 2012). Macrophages are used by Salmonella as carriers to be 

spread into other lymphatic organs such as spleen, where Salmonella can replicate. In all of 

these processes several secretion systems and their respective group of effector proteins are 

involved to control the cytoskeleton and membrane vesicle transport. 

Salmonella invasion remodel F-actin cytoskeleton in order to gain access into host cells. 

Once Salmonella contacts the host cell, it injects diverse virulence proteins into the cytoplasm 

of the cell to modulate the organization of the F-actin cytoskeleton (Ginocchio et al., 1992b). 

Later, the presence of a syringe-like structure was demonstrated to be present in those 

bacterial cells expressing InvA but not in deficient strains (Altmeyer et al., 1993). Genes 

coding the structural proteins and diverse substrates of the T3SS-1 are encoded within SPI1 

(Galan, 1996) and were described to have similitude to those genes in species of the genus 

Shigella (Groisman and Ochman, 1993; Kaniga et al., 1995). Many functions of the secreted 

proteins by Salmonella were discovered by complementation assays in exogenic strains of 

Shigella. Hence, IpaB of Shigella was introduced into a Salmonella SipB-deficient strain and 
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observed that IpaB recovered the function of SipB (Hermant et al., 1995; Rosqvist et al., 

1995). This complementation phenotype was also observed with SipA (Kaniga et al., 1995). 

The translocation of virulence proteins into the host cells prepares distinct cellular elements to 

permit the ingress of Salmonella into the host cell. F-actin polymerization is triggered by 

SopE, SopE2 and SipA, and membrane lipid composition is altered by SopB. The molecular 

interaction of each effector protein is described in the next sections (Fig. 5).  

SopE and SopE2 trigger F-actin polymerization by activating the rhoGTPases Cdc42 and 

Rac1 

SopE and SopE2 trigger the F-actin polymerization due to their guanidine-exchange factor 

activity on Cdc42 and Rac1 (Chen et al., 1996; Friebel et al., 2001a; Hardt et al., 1998a; Hardt 

et al., 1998b; Stender et al., 2000) Both rhoGTPases are responsible to nucleate F-actin 

polymerization by WASP/WAVE2 and Arp2/3, which triggers membrane ruffling (Fig. 5A). 

SopE and SopE2 virulence proteins mainly contribute to the invasion of Salmonella in 

different infection models (Boyle et al., 2006; Raffatellu et al., 2005; Zhou et al., 2001). Early 

studies of Salmonella invasion demonstrated the formation of appendages at the apical side of 

the host cells in polarized epithelial cells (Ginocchio et al., 1994). This phenotype was later 

corroborated with the rearrangements of F-actin and the absence of membrane extensions in 

cells expressing a dominant negative variant of Cdc42 (Cdc42N17C) (Chen et al., 1996). 

Further experiments in non-polarized Henle-407 cells demonstrated that SopE a T3SS-1 

effector protein activated Rac1 and Cdc42 after translocation into the host cells (Hardt et al., 

1998a; Hardt and Galan, 1997). SopE is encoded within the temperate phage Φ, which is 

inserted in the chromosome of some Salmonella serotypes (Mirold et al., 1999). The absence 

of SopE in several clinical isolates, which were still invasive and able to induce ruffles in 

infected cells, suggested the presence of similar proteins with activity on Cdc42 or Rac1. 

Thus, Stender and co-workers (2000) detected a second protein with a similitude of 69% to 

SopE and activity on Cdc42 designated SopE2. 
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However, in presence of SopE, SopE2 had not dominant effect on the invasion, since only 

20% of the invasiveness was lost in cells infected by a SopE2 mutant strain. In contrast, a 

double mutant strain of SopE and SopE2 reduced the invasion more than 80% compared to 

the WT-strain (Stender et al., 2000). Thus, although Salmonella possess a second GEF protein 

represented by SopE2, this is not enough to induce those alterations observed in cells infected 

with strains harbouring SopE.  

The reduced virulence in SopE-deficient strains could be explained by environmental 

adaptation to the host. If SopE had a pleiotropic effect that could increase the cell death or an 

exacerbated defence reaction from the host against Salmonella, then the spreading of 

Salmonella would have been restricted, and these bacteria would have been negatively 

selected. On the other hand, only the less virulent strains carrying only SopE2 can still infect 

host cells and spread in a defined population, since host defence mechanisms would not be 

extremely exacerbated by the infection of Salmonella compared to the infections in which 

SopE is present. Indeed, the presence of SopE has a role during inflammation of gut due to the 

activation of caspase-1 in mice (Muller et al., 2009). 

The T3SS-1 effector protein SipA modulates the F-actin polymerization  

Virulence proteins secreted by the T3SS-1 of Salmonella into the host cells control host-

proteins in order to assembly the F-actin structures that permit Salmonella invasion. Effector 

proteins SipA and SipC nucleate F-actin polymerization. SipA reduces the critical 

concentration of G-actin that increases the F-actin polymerization (Fig. 5B). SipA-decorated 

F-actin filaments are also protected against depolymerization in vitro by cofilin and gelsolin 

(McGhie et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 1999b). Mutations in this protein demonstrated reduced 

invasiveness in HeLa cells, a cell line without polarization features. This reduced invasiveness 

caused by absence of SipA was however recovered when bacteria was incubated for long time 

periods with the cells. Further molecular studies revealed that SipA targets plastin T, an 

isoform of plastin I expressed in all mammal cell tissues. This interaction was responsible to 
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stabilize the F-actin filaments in vitro (Zhou et al., 1999a). Further observations with mutant 

strains lacking SipA demonstrated that ruffles created by Salmonella in polarized epithelial 

cells were diffuse compared to those triggered by the wild-type strain in polarized epithelial 

cell lines (Jepson et al., 2001). In addition to the morphology of the ruffles, mutant strains of 

SipA were unable to remain in the centre of the ruffles. Instead bacteria were found at the 

ruffle ridge, and in many cases these bacteria triggered the formation of actin protrusions at 

the apical side of the host cells (Perrett and Jepson, 2009b) suggesting that SipA not only 

binds to F-actin but may interact with proteins found in polarized epithelial cells that 

previously could not be identified due to their absence in non-polarized epithelial cells. These 

observations may indicate that the function of SipA is not completely understood.  

SipA likely binds other microvillar proteins as plastin I and ezrin, since both host proteins are 

necessary for F-actin bundling and anchoring to the cell membrane. Further investigation 

using polarized epithelial cells as model would reveal new targets of SipA and its contribution 

to remodel the F-actin at the MV. 

SopB dephosphorylates the phosphoinositides in host cells and blocks apoptosis. 

Salmonella also translocates a phosphoinositol phosphatase through its T3SS-1 designated 

SopB. This effector protein was detected within SPI5 of S. Dublin, which is located upstream 

of tRNASer. Deletion of any gene within this locus reduced the secretion of fluid in bovine 

ileal loop model. Nevertheless, absence of SPI5 or any of its genes altered the invasion of 

Salmonella from spleen or liver, indicating that the proteins encoded in SPI5, including SopB, 

only cause inflammation at the gut of the infected animals but they do not interfere with the 

invasion ability of Salmonella (Wood et al., 1998). Further studies demonstrated that SopB is 

an inositol phosphatase. This property enables Salmonella to avoid the activation of apoptosis 

in the host cells caused by the enhanced secretion of Ca+2 (Norris et al., 1998). These authors 

showed that SopB has more preference for phosphatidyl inositide PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 than for 

inositol phosphates as Ins(3,4,5)P3. These results were supported by assays performed in non-
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polarized cells. In contrast, the amount of Ins(1,4,5)P3 was also degraded in cells infected by 

WT-strain (Fig. 5C), although other inositides were not highly processed by SopB (Norris et 

al., 1998; Zhou et al., 2001). Phosphatase activity of SopB was necessary to avoid apoptosis 

in those infected cells by activation of Akt (Knodler et al., 2005). The same group also 

described that SopB breakdown PtdIns(4,5)P2 in HeLa cells (Terebiznik et al., 2002). The 

apparent phosphatase activity of SopB on PtdIns(4,5)P2 may be indirect, since Terebiznik and 

co-workers (2002) also showed that infection by Salmonella recruits PLCγ. Τhey used the 

pleckstrin (PH) domain of PLCγ which binds to PtdIns(4,5)P2. Thus, the low degradation of 

PtdIns(4,5)P2 by SopB could indirectly increase the degradation of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 by PTEN 

or Ins(1,4,5)P3 (Shewan et al., 2011). Furthermore, Norris et al., did not detected phosphatase 

activity of PtdIns(4,5)P2. Thereby, the function of SopB may be required for further stages of 

the infection to dephosphorylate phosphoinositides created during the invasion by Salmonella 

and not to breakdown the existent substrates at the beginning of the infection. If so, then the 

sole activity of SopB may not be sufficient to restore the invasiveness of Salmonella by itself 

but in cooperation with other effector proteins (Raffatellu et al., 2005; Zhou et al., 2001). In 

this view, the proposed function of SopB for the activation of class II myosins (Hanisch et al., 

2011) could be only an indirect effect of its phosphatase activity and not its direct function. 

Thus, further investigation is required to find out the contribution of SopB in the molecular 

context of polarized epithelial cells and in relation with other effector proteins.  

SopE and signaling cascades in host cells. 

Activation of Rac1 and Cdc42 by SopE and SopE2 primes F-actin polymerization and ruffle 

formation in several kinds of cells. After the discovery of the function of these two proteins 

(Friebel et al., 2001a; Hardt et al., 1998b; Stender et al., 2000), other groups focused to 

investigate the effect on polarized epithelial cells of SopE and molecules involved in the 

organization of F-actin (Criss et al., 2001a; Criss and Casanova, 2003; Shi and Casanova, 

2006; Shi et al., 2005). 
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Fig. 5. Translocation of T3SS-1 effector proteins and F-actin polymerization triggered by Salmonella. 
Salmonella translocates SopE and SopE2 responsible to active Rac1 and Cdc42. These both proteins, in turn, 
stimulate the nucleation of F-actin polymerization by activation of WASP or WAVE and recruitment of Arp2/3 
(A). The critical concentration of G-actin necessary to induce F-actin polymerization is achieved by the 
transocation of SipA and the translocase SipC (B). F-actin polymerizes and become decorated with SipA. 
Further activation of WASP and WAVE2 occurs by increment of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 and PtdIns(4,5)P2 at the 
membrane (C, blue-yellow dashed line). Once SopB is secreted, probably the concentration of these both PIs is 
reduced by SopB, which increases the concentration of IP3 and other IPs. 
 

Salmonella infection of polarized epithelial cells was dependent on SopE at the apical but not 

at the basolateral side of the host cell. This observation led the authors to analyse the 

distribution of Rac1 and Cdc42 in polarized epithelial cells. Although both proteins are 

present at basolateral and apical sides, only Rac1 was indispensable for apical entry of 

Salmonella. In contrast, SopE, which has more affinity for Rac1 than Cdc42 (Friebel et al., 

2001a), was necessary for invasion of both poles of the cell (Criss et al., 2001a).  

GTP-Rac1 promotes the activation of WAVE2 and binding to Arp2/3 to trigger F-actin 

polymerization. F-actin polymerization by Salmonella also recruited other proteins involved 

in the Src-kinase signaling pathway, which indeed is also activated upon Salmonella contact 

and activation of epidermal-growth factor receptor (Galan et al., 1992). In studies with 
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MDCK cells revealed the recruitment of Arp2/3 and WAVE2 to the invasion site (Criss and 

Casanova, 2003; Shi et al., 2005). Results with this cell line also demonstrated the recruitment 

of FAK, pCas130 and IRSp50. However, only, the deficiency of WAVE2 and Abi1 

negatively affected the internalization of Salmonella in MDCK cells (Shi et al., 2005). The 

role of FAK and p130Cas was not demonstrated in polarized cell lines but in mouse 

embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) under overexpression conditions (Shi and Casanova, 2006), 

which may introduce artefacts to the physiology of the infection either with the effector 

protein or with F-actin. PAK, a target downstream of Rac1 was also activated upon 

Salmonella infection but its role in F-actin and internalization remains unclear (Chen et al., 

1999). Further F-actin Src-homology (SH-) domain II adaptor proteins ShcA, Crk and Nck 

were recruited to the ruffle formation in HeLa cells. Knockdown experiments showed that 

ShcA was necessary for invasion, whereas Nck and Crk only contributed to Salmonella 

invasion in MEFs model (Boyle et al., 2007) (Fig. 6).  

 

Fig.6. Host signaling kinases activated during the infection of Salmonella. This diagram shows the kinases 
involved during the infection of Salmonella (red) and the signaling pathways they activate. In black are indicated 
the kinases that probably are activated upon infection of Salmonella but there is not experimental evidence 
demonstrating this fact. In blue are represented the effector proteins of Salmonella invasion.  
 

Signaling cascades activated by SopE additionally includes the recruitment of cofilin, LIM 

kinase, slightshot phosphatase (Dai et al., 2004), activation of the ERK1/2 and the recruitment 

of the scaffold proteins IQGAP1 (Brown et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2011) and cortactin 

(Unsworth et al., 2004). All these proteins bind to F-actin. Thus, the recruitment to the ruffle 

formation and Salmonella internalization should be interpreted carefully, since some of these 

proteins contribute to physiological organization of F-actin and are independent of any 
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stimulus from Salmonella. Besides, the relevance of these F-actin regulating proteins for the 

Salmonella infection was investigated in MEFs. MEFs are a good alternative to study the 

effect of defined molecules in the physiology of the cell or in infection processes. However, 

these systems overexpress the desired protein. Therefore, since all these proteins contribute 

per se to the F-actin organization in physiological conditions, their role in the internalization 

of Salmonella should be only considered as a real contribution if these proteins also modify 

the level of invasion in a proper cellular model as polarized epithelial cells or in vivo. 

Otherwise, the recruitment of these F-actin organizing proteins may be secondary and likely 

not relevant for Salmonella. 

Many F-actin-regulating proteins also interact with each other through the scaffold proteins as 

IQGAP1 (White et al., 2012) or cortactin (Oser et al., 2009). This indicates that cellular 

mechanisms evolved to tightly regulate the F-actin cytoskeleton and simultaneously to permit 

the translation of environmental or structural signals into the cell under physiological 

conditions. But when an external and continuous stimulus is applied by a bacterial pathogen 

as Salmonella, then the regulation of these signaling proteins may be masked and highly 

surrogated or subordinated to the activity of the effector proteins i.e. SopE. Therefore, their 

function in Salmonella invasion is likely limited. 

Microvilli effacement by Salmonella enterica. 

The destruction of the MV by Salmonella was first observed in guinea pigs (Takeuchi, 1967). 

Guinea pigs treated with opium previous to the Salmonella infection showed MV effacement 

after infection with Salmonella 8 h post-infection (p.i.). MV effacement was always 

associated with several bacterial cells invading one single host cell. After 12 h p.i. cells 

recovered the BB structure and Salmonella remained inside the host cells (Takeuchi, 1967).  

MV effacement was later observed in the polarized cell line MDCK, which was caused by S. 

Cholerasuis  (Finlay et al., 1988). Similar to the guinea pig model, Salmonella was able to 

destroy the MV after complete bacteria engulfment, and the apical side of these epithelial 
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cells remained without MV. These observations were repeated by other groups (Gerlach et al., 

2008a; Ginocchio et al., 1992b). However, the molecular mechanism behind this 

morphological changes caused by Salmonella was never clarified. 

The possible explanation for this phenotype is the reorganization of F-actin caused by the 

translocation of diverse T3SS-1 effector proteins. It is possible that F-actin polymerization 

caused by SopE and SopE2 is the responsible process to trigger the changes observed in 

polarized epithelial cells. However, it is not possible to discard the contribution of other 

effector proteins, since there is no description of interaction partners in polarized epithelial 

cells and T3SS-1 effector proteins.  

Molecular interaction levels between the Salmonella and the F-actin structures of host 

cells.  

Salmonella interacts with different kind of cells, from macrophages to epithelial cells, either 

polarized or not. However, depending on the kind of cell, the F-actin structures are very 

different and regulated by distinct pools of F-actin binding proteins, i.e. MV contain epsin, 

EPS8 L3, villin, plastin-I and myosin 1a (Brown and McKnight, 2010; McConnell et al., 

2011; Small et al., 2002) whereas lamellipodia only contain gelsolin, cofilin, IQGAP1, 

cortactin, Arp2/3, plastin T, diverse F-actin nucleator factors and myosins II, X, VI, and VII 

(Small et al., 2002). These proteins in lamellipodia are not directly activated by changes in the 

calcium concentration as occurs with the microvillar proteins e.g villin and the severing factor 

gelsolin. Gelsolin severs F-actin in vitro upon a Ca+2-concentration ten-fold higher than the 

concentration necessary to activate the severing activity of villin (Janmey and Matsudaira, 

1988). 

Therefore, depending of the pool of F-actin proteins bound to the F-actin, the interaction of 

Salmonella effector proteins could trigger changes in larger or lower scale. Furthermore, 

Salmonella can be limited to reorganize the F-actin cytoskeleton if proteins in host cells 
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responsible to regulate F-actin cannot be modulated by a direct interaction with the 

Salmonella-effector proteins or an immediate consequence derived from their activity.  

Interplay of bacterial virulence factors, microvillar proteins and F-actin cytoskeleton. 

The current knowledge about the molecular mechanism necessary to invade polarized 

epithelial cells by Salmonella enterica and its serovars may be considered incomplete. 

Although many targets of the T3SS-1 effector proteins are well described, their function in 

intestine or in polarized epithelial cells is poorly understood. In addition to the investigation in 

non-polarized cells, current descriptions of T3SS-1 effector proteins were performed in a 

single context regardless the collateral consequences on other effector proteins activities or 

the interplay of other molecules necessary to remodel the F-actin cytoskeleton, which are not 

necessarily targeted by Salmonella. There is no clear information about the interrelationship 

between the function of effector proteins or their host targets.  

From this point of view one can ask the following questions: if the proteins responsible to 

respond to external stimulus to regulate the F-actin cytoskeleton under physiological 

conditions are not necessary for the Salmonella infection e.g. Src kinases, do microvillar 

proteins contribute to the internalization of Salmonella? If so, do they contribute by direct 

interaction with any T3SS-1 effector protein of Salmonella, or are they activated by signals 

from cognate proteins of any T3SS-1 effector protein? Many microvillar proteins regulate the 

F-actin cytoskeleton, thus could the proteins in MV contribute to the organization of the F-

actin during internalization of Salmonella?  

So far, there is no evidence suggesting that Salmonella interacts or requires any microvillar 

protein to gain access into the host cells. Although there are already many studies on 

polarized epithelial cells, they have been concentrated on the signaling molecules as described 

before. In contrast, infections by enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (EPEC) already 

demonstrated the involvement of some microvillar proteins as ezrin (Simonovic et al., 2001) 

or myosin 1c (Iizumi et al., 2007) as well as proteins involved in the tight junctions formation 
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(Simonovic et al., 2000). Other example regarding the role of villin was observed in infections 

by Shigella flexneri (Athman et al., 2005). But even these studies are limited and do not 

provide information about the molecular mechanism that is involved in the attaching and 

effacing lesion in polarized epithelial cells caused by EPEC. As occurs with Salmonella, most 

studies have been mainly performed in non-polarized cells, so that part of the events that 

would explain the infection of this pathogen, are still unknown.  

During internalization, Salmonella triggers the uptake of Ca+2 from the lumen. Inhibition of 

Ca+2-uptake by CdCl2/LaCl3 salts abrogated the invasion of Salmonella (Pace et al., 1993). 

Chelation of intracellular Ca+2 at high concentrations of BAPTA-AM also caused a reduction 

of the internalized bacteria in HeLa cells (Ruschkowski et al., 1992). These authors also 

observed that chelation of Ca+2 with BAPTA did not affect the invasion. This contradictory 

data argue that microvillar proteins are involved in Salmonella invasion. Experiments carried 

out by Pace et al. (1993) were performed with Henle 403. Although, these cell line is 

contaminated with HeLa cells (see ATCC web site), Henle 403 are derived from embryonic 

intestine, which indicate that microvillar proteins are likely expressed to certain extend in 

such cells. Thus, if Ca+2-uptake is inhibited, then the reorganization of F-actin triggered by 

Salmonella is limited. In contrast, HeLa cells did not contain such proteins. Therefore, the 

inhibition of Ca+2-uptake did not affect the entry of Salmonella. 

As described in past sections, many microvillar proteins including F-actin are activated at 

high concentrations of Ca+2. Villin becomes a F-actin depolymerizing factor upon arising of 

Ca+2 concentration. Thus, the absence of any of these proteins could negatively affect the 

Salmonella internalization into epithelial cells, since the organization of F-actin by these 

proteins would cause an inefficient remodelling of the F-actin. In a non-polarized cell model 

was demonstrated that Ca+2 is intrinsically associated with the F-actin reorganization (Tran 

Van Nhieu et al., 2013). Galan (2000) already proposed that entry of Ca+2 could be mediated 

by Rac1 and phospholipase A. Since Rac1 is activated by SopE, the entry of Ca+2, though 
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indirect, may be a consequence of the translocation of SopE. Furthermore, SopE-Rac1 was 

indispensable to entry at the apical side of polarized cells (Criss et al., 2001a). In addition to 

the F-actin polymerization activated by Rac1, Rac1 could have other effects in microvillar 

proteins as aperture of Ca+2 and activation of villin. Phospholipases interacts directly with 

villin. After activation PLCγ binds villin and powers its severing activity upon growth factor 

stimulation (Athman et al., 2003). 

Therefore, microvillar proteins of polarized epithelial cells likely play a relevant function in 

the entry of Salmonella and other enteric pathogens. If T3SS-1 proteins would directly bind to 

any microvillar protein, then the manipulation of the F-actin cytoskeleton by Salmonella is 

easier in polarized epithelial cells than that observed in non-polarized epithelial cells. Such a 

scale of interaction would magnify the invasion process of Salmonella and would suggest that 

virulence proteins of Salmonella, and probably other pathogens, are adapted to polarized 

epithelial cells, which explain the observations by (Holzer and Hensel, 2012).  

The consequence of the specific interaction of Salmonella with microvillar proteins would not 

only conclude with the organization of the F-actin cytoskeleton but also with the cell 

organization including MV effacement, loss of lateral junctions and signaling to the host to 

induce a response against the infection, which could represent novel signaling cascades no 

described for infections by Salmonella. This idea is supported by recent data demonstrating 

that infection of mice with Giardia duodenalis causes loss of villin and ezrin from the BBs. 

Degradation of villin promotes cell proliferation and migration from non-differentiated cells 

from the crypts in mice (Solaymani-Mohammadi and Singer, 2013). Other infection models 

with Entamoeba histolytica also demonstrated the degradation of villin (Lauwaet et al., 2003).  

Future studies on the interaction of microvillar proteins and effector proteins in Salmonella 

will provide new insights about the infection process in cell models similar to the enterocytes. 

This should clarify the real mechanism by which Salmonella binds and induces the F-actin 

remodeling of the polarized epithelial cells. Furthermore, the study of Salmonella infection at 
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the polarized epithelial cells would reveal the damage caused by this pathogen and the 

physiological disturbance of the cells i.e. loss of the absorption activity, regeneration or 

proliferation. Therefore, there is a large open field in the research in the infection biology of 

Salmonella that still requires to be explained. 
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Aim 

Small intestine is the main organ responsible to absorb nutrients and protect the digestive tract 

against a large number of commensal bacteria. MV are the specialized organelle for nutrient 

absorption. However, Salmonella enterica breaches the epithelial barrier causing 

inflammation and MV effacement. Previous studies already demonstrated that MV destruction 

occurs upon bacterial contact and is triggered by the type 3 secretion system 1 (T3SS-1) 

encoded within the Salmonella pathogenicity island 1. Therefore, one aim of the present work 

was to determine whether MV effacement is a pre-requisite for the invasion of Salmonella or 

whether the membrane ruffling is independently triggered in the presence of MV, which, in 

turn, will be effaced by the reorganization of F-actin. 

T3SS-1 and its effector proteins manipulate the reorganization of the F-actin cytoskeleton of 

the host cell, in order to enable the entry of Salmonella into the cell. Most of the studies 

focused to discover the function of each T3SS-1 effector protein were carried out in non-

polarized epithelial cells. Nevertheless, they failed to show the morphological changes 

induced in polarized epithelial cells. Therefore, we addressed here the contribution of each 

T3SS-1 effector protein to the MV effacement and the remodelling of the F-actin cytoskeleton 

in polarized epithelial cells. 

Furthermore, there is no information available about the mechanism behind the reorganization 

of the F-actin cytoskeleton in polarized epithelial cells that lead to the destruction of the MV 

during infection of Salmonella. MV content a pool of F-actin bundling proteins, which is 

absent in non-polarized epithelial cells. Therefore, we also investigated whether microvillar 

proteins contribute to the invasion process and MV effacement caused by Salmonella. 

Destruction of MV would alter the absorption ability of polarized epithelial cells. Hence, our 

present study was also focused to demonstrate whether Salmonella influence the absorption 

function of polarized epithelial cells. 
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Abstract 

Enterocyte invasion by the gastrointestinal pathogen Salmonella enterica is accompanied by 

loss of brush border and massive remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton. MV effacement 

involves two distinct mechanisms: i) F-actin depolymerization mediated by villin and ii), the 

consumption of cytoplasmic G-actin by formation of membrane ruffles. By live cell imaging, 

we demonstrate that the translocated effector protein SopE dominantly triggers MV 

effacement and formation of membrane ruffles. Furthermore, SopE via Rac1 indirectly 

manipulates villin, which culminates in F-actin depolymerization. Collectively, these results 

indicate that SopE has dual functions during F-actin remodeling in polarized epithelial cells. 

While SopE-Rac1 triggers F-actin polymerization and ruffle formation, activation of PLCγ 

and villin by SopE depolymerizes F-actin thae concludes with MV effacement in polarized 

epithelial cells. These results demonstrate the central role of SopE in destruction of the 

intestinal barrier during intestinal infection by Salmonella. 
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Introduction 

The intestinal epithelium provides an efficient barrier between sterile tissue of mammalian 

organisms and the intestinal microbiota, including exogenous pathogens. Despite the large 

surface area of the intestinal epithelium, a single cell layer of enterocytes is sufficient to fulfil 

the uptake of nutrients, secretion of material into the lumen, and protect the organism from 

any intestinal pathogen. This layer is also part of the mucosal immune system. 

Enterocytes are polarized epithelial cells that show a unique cellular architecture, as a dense 

array of microvilli (MV) on the apical side, and presence of cell contacts maintained by tight 

junctions between cells in the mucosa. The brush border generates a massive extension of the 

intestinal surface important for nutrient uptake, but also acts as an important barrier for 

protection of underlying sterile tissue against infections.  

MV consist of F-actin bundled by villin, EPS8 L3 and fimbrin (plastin I), and anchored to the 

membrane by myosin 1a, ezrin, and EBP50 (Brown and McKnight, 2010). The microvillar 

structure is mainly regulated by the intracellular Ca2+ concentration and calmodulin 

(Bretscher and Weber, 1980; Brown and McKnight, 2010; Lange, 2011; Lin et al., 1994; 

Wolenski et al., 1993). MV are dynamic structures with a half-life of 10 min. with continuous 

retraction and rebuilding (Gorelik et al., 2003). This turnover is governed by polymerization 

of F-actin at the tip of MV and depolymerization at the terminal web (Pollard and Mooseker, 

1981; Rzadzinska et al., 2004). MV suffer depolymerization upon arising of intracellular Ca+2 

and the consequent activation of villin (Ferrary et al., 1999b; Glenney et al., 1980). Villin 

bundles, caps and severs F-actin depending of the intracellular Ca+2 concentration (Glenney et 

al., 1981). Once villin severs F-actin in MV, G-actin is released and recruited to those regions 

where new F-actin is polymerized (Ubelmann et al., 2013) e.g. lamellipodia or ruffles 

(Athman et al., 2003). On the other hand, myosin 1a regulates the membrane tension and 

traffic of membrane along MV (McConnell and Tyska, 2007; Nambiar et al., 2010), which is 

necessary to keep the morphology of MV (Tyska et al., 2005). Since myosin 1a specifically 
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localizes at the MV, any membrane modification associated with F-actin polymerization 

caused by e.g. pathogens or stimulation with growth factors can be probably modulated by the 

function of myosin 1a. 

Various bacterial pathogens have evolved strategies to interfere with the barrier function of 

the brush border, including the production of toxins, localized colonization and penetration of 

the epithelial layer by invasion (Sansonetti, 2004). Salmonella enterica is a gastrointestinal 

pathogen with the ability to invade enterocytes, and disruption of the brush border during 

Salmonella invasion has been reported (Finlay et al., 1988; Gerlach et al., 2008b; Takeuchi, 

1967). During analyses of polarized epithelial cell invasion by Salmonella, we observed a 

number of remarkable alterations to infected host cells: i) invasion results in the complete loss 

of MV (Gerlach et al., 2008b) and ii), invasion is more efficient in polarized cells compared to 

non-polarized host cells (Holzer and Hensel, 2012). However, the molecular mechanisms 

deployed by Salmonella to destroy brush border integrity have not been investigated. 

Salmonella invasion is mediated by action of various effector proteins translocated into the 

host cell by a type III secretion system (T3SS-1) encoded within the Salmonella Pathogenicity 

Island 1 (SPI1). The translocation of SopE, SipA, SopE2, SopB and SipC results in 

remodeling of the F-actin cytoskeleton that concludes in ruffle formation and Salmonella 

engulfment (reviewed inSchlumberger and Hardt, 2006). The Salmonella guanidine exchange 

factor (GEF) SopE and its homologue SopE2 (Hardt et al., 1998c; Stender et al., 2000) target 

Rac1, thus triggering F-actin polymerization, membrane ruffling and macropinocytosis by 

recruitment of WAVE2, WASP and Arp2/3 and other nucleator proteins (Hanisch et al., 2010; 

Hanisch et al., 2011). Cdc42, another Rho GTPase able to induce F-actin polymerization is 

also activated by SopE2 and, in lesser extent, SopE (Friebel et al., 2001a; Stender et al., 

2000). SipA together with SipC nucleates F-actin polymerization (Hayward and Koronakis, 

1999; Zhou et al., 1999a) and restrict the formation of actin tails during ruffle formation 

(Perrett and Jepson, 2009b). SopB increases the level of inositol 1,3,5 tri-phosphate (Norris et 
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al., 1998), activates Akt (Steele-Mortimer et al., 2000), and plays a role in the biogenesis of 

the Salmonella-containing vacuole during the intracellular life of Salmonella (Hernandez et 

al., 2004).  

While the function of the these various effector proteins in manipulation of the actin 

cytoskeleton during Salmonella invasion has been studied in great detail, their role in 

interfering with the brush border of polarized epithelial cells is less well understood. In this 

study, we set out to identify the factors required for interfering with the barrier function of the 

epithelial cells and the brush border. Here we demonstrate that SopE is sufficient to induce 

brush border effacement by disruption of F-actin in MV, resulting in an increased G-actin 

pool that is used for F-actin in membrane ruffles. We propose an amplification loop for 

remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton triggered by Salmonella.   
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Results 

Invasion of polarized epithelial cells by Salmonella induces brush border effacement and 

reticular F-actin formation  

During infection of polarized epithelial cells by S. enterica serovar Typhimurium 

(Salmonella), the translocation of T3SS-1 effector proteins reorganizes the F-actin 

cytoskeleton, causing massive membrane ruffles (Criss et al., 2001b; Ginocchio et al., 1992a) 

and effacement of MV (Finlay et al., 1988; Gerlach et al., 2008b). We followed these 

observations and infected the polarized epithelial cell line MDCK with Salmonella wild-type 

(WT) bacteria. Cells not associated with Salmonella maintained the typical finger-like 

appearance of the brush border MV (Fig. 1AB, detail i). We observed the following 

modifications at the apical side of infected cells. i) Many cells in contact with Salmonella 

showed the formation of massive membrane ruffles (Fig. 1AB, detail ii). ii) Cells with 

intracellular Salmonella had neither ruffles nor brush border, but showed prominent reticular 

structures extending over the entire apical cell side (Fig. 1AB, detail iii). Correlative analyses 

by fluorescence microscopy of Lifeact-eGFP transfected MDCK cells to visualize F-actin and 

AFM to profile surface topologies (Fig. 1C) revealed that the elevated reticular structures 

fully co-localized with F-actin. Thus, we term this morphotype reticular actin and its features 

are described elsewhere (Felipe-López et al., 2014b).  

The effector protein SopE is sufficient for polarized cell invasion, microvilli effacement and 

reticular F-actin formation 

We set out to identify the effector protein(s) responsible for the remodeling of the apical F-

actin cytoskeleton of polarized epithelial cells. Invasion of MDCK or C2BBe1 cells by 

Salmonella WT or mutant strains lacking T3SS-1 effector proteins SopE, SopE2, SopA, SopB 

or SipA was quantified (Fig. 2A, Fig S2 AC). Lack of SopE reduced invasiveness about 3-

fold (26.0 ± 5.3 % vs 9.2 ± 2.1 % for WT and ∆sopE, respectively) and reduced areas of 

membrane ruffles were determined (33.4 ± 9.7 µm2 vs. 8.5 ± 4.4 µm2 for WT and ∆sopE,  
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Fig. 1. Salmonella invasion causes loss of the brush border architecture in polarized epithelial cells by 
reorganization of F-actin. A) Salmonella disrupts the brush border of MDCK cells. MDCK cells were infected 
with Salmonella wild type (WT) (red) and fixed 25 min post infection (p.i.), labeled with Phalloidin-Alexa488 
(white) and analyzed by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). Micrographs show an overview of the 
infected monolayer and boxes indicate (i) cells retaining normal architecture of the brush border microvilli 
(MV), (ii) membrane ruffle (R) morphology and disruption of MV, and (iii) reticular F-actin (RA) appearing 
after bacterial internalization. See also Fig. S 1 for micrographs of single Z planes. B) Atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) 3D topography analyses. An overview of apical topography of a monolayer of MDCK cells after 
Salmonella infection is shown and sample height is indicated by a heat map. White boxes indicate positions of 
detail micrographs of distinct MV (i), R (ii) and RA (iii) phenotypes (highlighted by arrowheads). White bars 
indicate the positions for height profile analyses plotted below detail micrographs. C) Reticular F-actin formation 
leads to remodeling of the apical membrane of polarized epithelial cells. MDCK Lifeact-eGFP cells were 
infected with Salmonella, fixed 1 h p.i. The same area was imaged by spinning disc microscopy (SDM) and 
AFM. Positions of adherent Salmonella cells are indicated (black lines). Merge of both images indicates that F-
actin (green) is fully underlying the reticulate surface structures of the apical membrane. Scale bars: 10 µm (A), 
2 µm (B), and 5 µm (C). 
 
respectively) (Fig. 2 AC). Lack of SopE2, SipA, SopA, or SopB had similar small, or no 

effects on membrane ruffling and invasion on MDCK and C2BBe1 cells (Fig. 2ADE; Fig S2 

ABCDE). Since SipA, SopB, SopE and SopE2 have been demonstrated to induce F-actin 
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polymerization either in infection model (Boyle et al., 2006; Hardt et al., 1998b; Stender et 

al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 1999a) or by transfecting each protein into the host 

cells (Hardt et al., 1998b; Hernandez et al., 2004; Patel and Galan, 2006a), we deployed a 

reductionist approach to monitor the contribution of each effector protein to the microvilli 

effacement. A mutant strain lacking sipA, sopA, sopB, sopE and sopE2, termed ∆5, neither 

induced membrane ruffling nor MV effacement but still bound to the host cells (Fig. 2EF). 

Strain ∆5 was more than 10,000-fold reduced in polarized cell invasion (Fig. 2BEF), 

comparable to the ∆invG strain lacking a functional T3SS-1. Complementation of ∆5 with 

low-copy number plasmids for expression of single effectors revealed that sopE was sufficient 

to restore invasion of MDCK cells to 21.0 % of WT invasion (Fig. 2B), as well as membrane 

ruffling (Fig. 2EF). Complementation with sopE2 resulted in only 1.2 % of WT invasion (Fig 

2B), and limited F-actin accumulations were associated with bacteria (Fig. 2EF). Cells 

infected with WT, ∆sopE2, or ∆5 + [sopE] strains showed loss of MV and the presence of 

reticular F-actin. Invasion phenotypes were similar in the human cell line C2BBe1 (Fig. S 

2Fig. S CDE), but far less pronounced in the non-polarized cell line HeLa (Fig. S 2DFG). 

Compared to polarized cells, the invasion of non-polarized cells by Salmonella was much 

lower (Fig. 2AB vs. Fig. S 2DG).  

Altogether, these results demonstrate that GEF SopE is sufficient to trigger invasion of 

Salmonella, to induce MV effacement, and formation of reticular F-actin networks. Although 

the contribution to invasion is similar in polarized and non-polarized epithelial cell lines, the 

effects of SopE on apical surface morphology are unique to polarized epithelial cells. 

SopE is sufficient for destruction of barrier functions of polarized epithelial monolayers  

Since F-actin is also involved in maintaining the tight junction organization (Eaton et al., 

1995; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2002), the dominant effect of SopE on the actin cytoskeleton 

might influence the integrity of the barrier function of polarized epithelia. We quantified the  
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Fig. 2. Microvilli effacement and reticular F-actin formation are caused by the translocation of SopE. A, B) 
Polarized MDCK monolayers were infected with Salmonella WT and various mutant strains for 25 min. After 
washing, non-internalized bacteria were killed by incubation with medium containing 100 µg x ml-1 gentamicin 
for 1 h. Cells were lysed and internalized bacteria were quantified by plating onto agar plates. Invasion rates are 
expressed as percentage of the inoculum applied. A) Invasion of MDCK cells by WT, mutant strains deficient in 
single effector genes, and plasmid-complemented mutant strains indicated by [sopE] and [sopE2]. B) Invasion of 
MDCK cells by mutant strain ∆5 lacking sipA sopA sopB sopE sopE2, and ∆5 complemented with plasmids 
expressing single effector genes. For tests of further effectors, and invasion of human C2BBe1 and non-polarized 
HeLa cells, see Fig. S 2. For microscopy, MDCK cells were infected for 15 min (C, D) or 25 min (E, F) with the 
indicated strains expressing mTagRFP (red). Subsequently, cells were washed, fixed with PFA, permeabilized 
with 0.5 % Triton X-100 and stained with Phalloidin-Alexa488 (green or white). Micrographs of infected 
C2BBe1 and HeLa cells are presented in Fig. S 2C) Deletion of sopE results in decreased ruffle areas. Ruffle 
areas were determined using maximal intensity projection (MIP) from CLSM micrographs to obtain the maximal 
area of each element. Areas of at least 30 ruffles per strain were quantified after manually outlining the ruffle 
front. D) Representative images used to quantify ruffle areas. Scale bar, 5 µm. E) Translocation of SopE results 
in MV effacement and formation of reticular F-actin. MIP images of representative cells after infection with 
various strains are shown and white boxes indicate the detailed positions of detail micrographs shown below (F-
actin, green or white, Salmonella, red). Scale bars, 15 and 5 µm for overview and details, respectively. F) 3D 
AFM topographies of apical surfaces of MDCK cells infected with various strains were generated as in Fig. 1. 
White lines indicate positions of height scans shown in panel G). Scale bars, 2 µm. One-way ANOVA was 
applied for statistical analysis and results are indicated as n.s., not significant; *, P > 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 
0.001.  
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transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) and imaged distribution of tight-junctions (TJ) 

protein ZO-1 as indicators of epithelial barrier integrity in response to Salmonella infection of 

C2BBe1 cells (Fig. 3). 

Infection with Salmonella WT resulted in loss of epithelial barrier function as indicated by 

loss of TEER, while the ∆invG strain had no effect on barrier function (Fig. 3A). Mutant 

strains lacking single effectors ∆sopE or ∆sopE2 showed similar reduction in TEER as WT 

infection. Infection with ∆5 + [sopE] resulted in TEER decrease similar to the WT strain, 

whereas infection by ∆5 + [sopE2] (Fig. 3B) or other effectors (data not shown) did not result 

in epithelial barrier damage. The effects of various strains on TJ integrity as determined by 

continuity of ZO-1 were in line with TEER reduction by various mutant strains (Fig. 3C). 

This result indicates that SopE-mediated re-modeling of the F-actin cytoskeleton also affects 

other F-actin-containing structures such as TJ. 

Salmonella causes microvilli collapse and ruffle formation parallel. 

So far, MV effacement, membrane ruffling and reticular F-actin formation were observed as 

outcome of infection. However, endpoint observations only provide restricted information 

about the kinetics of F-actin remodeling. Moreover, it remains open if Salmonella induce 

membrane ruffling and MV collapse simultaneously, or if MV effacement is prerequisite for 

subsequent membrane ruffling.  

We performed live cell imaging of Salmonella invasion of MDCK Lifeact-GFP cells with 

high temporal and spatial resolution using SDM (Fig. 4A). Shortly after addition of the 

inoculum, WT bacteria reached the cell monolayer and adhered to cells. Only a subset of the 

adhesion events result in a productive invasion process, and another subset of WT bacteria did 

not induce any detectable alteration of the host cell actin (Fig. 4A, ‘futile’). About 90-120 s 

after adhesion, individual bacteria triggered ruffle formation (Fig. 4A, ‘invasive’).  
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Fig. 3. Translocation of SopE is sufficient to breach epithelial barriers. C2BBe1 cells were seeded on transwell 
inserts of polycarbonate filters with a pore size of 0.4 µm, and incubated for 10-15 d in order to allow the 
formation of polarized monolayers, as indicated by increase of transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) to 
500-700 Ω per well. A) Cells were infected with Salmonella WT and various mutant strains lacking single 
effector genes sopE or sopE2, or defective in T3SS-1 (∆invG) at MOI 50. B) Cells were infected with the ∆5 
strain without or with plasmids for expression of sopE or sopE2. The TEER was determined over 2.5 h. The 
effect on epithelial barrier function is expressed as percentage of TEER immediately prior infection. Means and 
standard errors are shown (n = 2). One-way ANOVA was applied for statistical analysis and is indicated as for 
Fig. 2. C) After infection with various strains expressing mCherry (red), cells were fixed and tight junctions (TJ) 
were immune-stained for ZO-1 (green). Red and yellow arrowheads indicate bacteria and regions of destruction 
of TJ, respectively. Scale bar, 10 µm.  
 

Since Lifeact-eGFP signal is directly proportional to F-actin changes, this indicates, therefore, 

MV collapse or effacement induced by Salmonella. We observed effacement of the entire 

brush border of cells invaded by WT or ∆5 + [sopE]. No alterations of MV were detected if 

WT adhesion did not result in ruffle induction, or if cells were invaded by single bacteria of 
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the ∆sopE strain. In order to quantify the microvilli effacement, the signal from maximal 

intensity projection images of the whole cell infected by Salmonella was quantified. This 

avoids missing signal due to Z-drift. We quantified the duration and the size of the ruffles 

induced by WT- and ∆sopE strains. Analysis of the kinetics of invasion revealed a radial 

extension of the ruffle from the bacterial adhesion point over an interval of 8 min. (Fig. 4B), 

Although the duration of ruffles induced by both strains was the same, the area of ruffles 

induced by WT-strain was larger than those triggered by ∆sopE strain. (Fig. 4B). Time-lapse 

series revealed that the loss of MV occurred parallel with the ruffle induction (Fig. 4AC, 

Movie 1). MV effacement is a consequence of the F-actin depolymerization which can be 

active or passive. Thus, we quantified the signal decay from those zones rich in MV during 

the infection. This quantification demonstrated that the depolymerization of F-actin occurred 

exponentially (Fig. 4D, insert), suggesting an active depolymerization process.  

Further observations from live cell imaging showed that after ruffle retraction the brush 

border architecture was not restored, instead reticular F-actin appeared 30 s before complete 

retraction of the ruffle and remained present over the entire acquisition period (Fig. 4A, 

Movie 1). F-actin depolymerization during ruffle formation was restricted to the apical side of 

infected cells (Fig. 4C), since the basolateral F-actin cytoskeleton remained unchanged 

throughout the entire acquisition period (Fig. S 3C).  

The ∆5 strain induces no detectable alterations of the actin cytoskeleton (data not shown), 

whereas infection with ∆5 + [sopE] resulted in extensive ruffle formation (Fig. 4A). Although 

the membrane ruffling was similar for ∆5 + [sopE] and WT, the invasion by ∆5 + [sopE] 

often resulted in extensive spikes decorating the ruffle and F-actin protrusions (Fig. 4A). 

Furthermore, cells invaded by ∆5 + [sopE] showed effacement of the entire brush border, 

while no alteration of MV was detected if cells were invaded by single bacteria of the ∆sopE 

strain (Fig. 4A). In contrast to the effacement caused by ∆5 + [sopE] and WT Salmonella,  
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Fig. 4. Salmonella infection of polarized cells induces simultaneous MV effacement and ruffle formation. A) 
MDCK cells expressing Lifeact-eGFP were grown on fluorodishes for 5 d. Cells were infected with various 
strains as indicated and image acquisition by SDM at maximal acquisition speed (2-3 frames per min) over 120 
min was started immediately after infection. MIP images are shown. Scale bar, 15 µm. Time stamp, min:sec. 
Cells were infected with Salmonella WT, ∆sopE or ∆5 + [sopE] strains and events without entry of bacteria 
(WT, futile) or invasion (WT, invasive) are shown in time-lapse sequences (A, Movie 1). B) Reduced ruffles are 
formed by infection with the ∆sopE strain. Kinetics of changes in ruffle areas were estimated as described in Fig. 
2C. Time scale is absolute time. C) MV collapse and ruffle formation occurs simultaneously. F-actin signals in 
two rectangular areas of the same infected cell were quantified. One area was set on a ruffle and the second area 
distant to the ruffle in an area maintaining MV. Quantification was performed from 10 min prior infection until 
80 min after infection and the relative intensity (RI) of the Lifeact signal per µm2 was determined. D) Salmonella 
infection causes exponential decay of MV. Lifeact signals of MV-rich areas were quantified as in C) after 
infection with Salmonella WT (black line) or ∆sopE (red line) strains. The arrow indicates the time point of 
Salmonella docking to the host cell. Intensity was adjusted to 100 % of the docking time point for 14 infection 
events per strain. The insert represents the exponential behavior of signal decay in infected cells determined by 
fitting the measured signal to exponential decay model (absolute time is presented). Statistical analysis was 
performed as for Fig. 2 
 

cells infected by the ∆sopE strain did not show any appreciable decay of F-actin signal from 

MV (Fig. 4D).The ∆5 strain induces no detectable alterations of the actin cytoskeleton (data 
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not shown), whereas infection with ∆5 + [sopE] resulted in extensive ruffle formation (Fig. 

4A). Although the membrane ruffling was similar for ∆5 + [sopE] and WT, the invasion by 

∆5 + [sopE] often resulted in extensive spikes decorating the ruffle and F-actin protrusions 

(Fig. 4A). Furthermore, cells invaded by ∆5 + [sopE] showed effacement of the entire brush 

border, while no alteration of MV was detected if cells were invaded by single bacteria of the 

∆sopE strain (Fig. 4A). In contrast to the effacement caused by ∆5 + [sopE] and WT 

Salmonella, cells infected by the ∆sopE strain did not show any appreciable decay of F-actin 

signal from MV (Fig. 4D). 

These results demonstrate that MV effacement and ruffle formation are simultaneously caused 

by Salmonella. In addition, MV are not restored after complete engulfment of Salmonella, but 

reticular F-actin is newly polymerized. This also suggests that the increased F-actin 

polymerization at the ruffle leads to consumption of the G-actin pool. Once this pool is 

decreases, MV retract by enhanced depolymerization, as suggested by the exponential decay 

of the F-actin signal. The reduced F-actin polymerization activity observed during infection 

by the ∆sopE strain would not require consumption of the G-actin pool. In turn, MV integrity 

is not affected. 

Consumption of cytosolic G-actin during Salmonella invasion results in microvilli collapse 

To further test if membrane ruffling triggered by Salmonella consumes the cytoplasmic G-

actin and finally concludes in MV depolymerization, two inhibitors of F-actin polymerization 

were applied to invasion and live cell imaging experiments. Latrunculin B (Lat B) is a G-actin 

sequestering agent, whereas cytochalasin D (Cyt D) blocks F-actin polymerization by 

blocking the barbed ends of F-actin (Pollard and Mooseker, 1981), therefore avoiding F-actin 

depolymerization (Morris and Tannenbaum, 1980) and the interaction with cofilin at the 

pointed ends (Shoji et al., 2012) (Fig. 5A). At concentrations of 10 µM, both inhibitors 

blocked the invasion by interrupting ruffle formation. However, Lat B inhibited the invasion 
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more efficiently than Cyt D (Fig. 5C), since Lat B sequesters G-actin. Titration experiments 

showed that at inhibitor concentrations of 1 µM, invasion of Lat B-inhibited cells was 1.44-

fold lower than of Cyt D-inhibited cells. Time-lapse series of WT infection in presence of 1 

µM of either inhibitor supported this observation (Movie 2). Lat B-treated cells showed full 

disruption of F-actin cytoskeleton, aggregation of actin at the apical side, and, though 

Salmonella triggered F-actin polymerization, ruffles were not fully formed. In contrast, Cyt 

D-treated cells maintained MV and membrane ruffling proceeds slower and remained for 

more than 60 min without retraction, whereas in DMSO-treated cells the ruffle formation 

terminated in less than 20 min (Fig. 5D). The different effects of the inhibitors indicate 

Salmonella deploys the G-actin from other F-actin structures as MV. If depolymerization of 

these structures is blocked by Cyt D, then ruffle formation is only limited to the cytoplasmic 

G-actin, which concentration is reduced in polarized epithelial cells (Stidwill and Burgess, 

1986) To follow the fate of the G-actin pool during Salmonella infection, staining was 

performed with Phalloidin and DNase I to label F-actin and G-actin, respectively. At 25 min. 

p.i. most of the G-actin signal was concentrated at ruffles, the origin of ruffles and basolateral 

sides but no G-actin was observed at the apical side (Fig. 5E). In contrast, non-infected cells 

presented homogenous distribution of G-actin with the exception of the nucleus. Taken 

together, these results confirm consumption of G-actin from the cytoplasmic pool. Moreover, 

these results confirm the observations that only the apical F-actin cytoskeleton is affected by 

Salmonella infection (Fig. 4, Fig. S 3). 

Src and MAPK pathways are not required for Salmonella invasion of polarized epithelial 

cells 

We set out to identify regulators of F-actin required for the Salmonella-induced cytoskeletal 

remodeling that could explain MV effacement during the invasion of Salmonella. In 

accordance with previous reports, we observed that cofilin, IQGAP1 and cortactin were  
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Fig. 5. Consumption of the G-actin pool during invasion of Salmonella causes MV collapse. A) Model for 
inhibitor action on the MV cytoskeleton. Latrunculin B (Lat B) sequesters G-actin monomers avoiding F-actin 
polymerization, while Cytochalasin D (Cyt D) binds to barbed ends impeding the incorporation of G-actin 
monomers to the F-actin filaments. Cyt D also blocks the depolymerization at the pointed ends of the F-actin 
filaments. B, C, D) Effect of Lat B and Cyt D on the invasion of polarized epithelial cells. Infection of MDCK 
cells by Salmonella WT was performed as in Fig. 1, and solvent DMSO alone, Lat B or Cyt D were added to 10 
µM final. B) Representative micrographs are shown (F-actin, green; Salmonella, red). C) Invasion of Salmonella 
WT was determined as in Fig. 2A in presence of DMSO or various concentrations of Lat B and Cyt D added 
simultaneously to the inoculum (n = 3). D) Salmonella-induced membrane ruffling is not ablated, but decelerated 
in the presence of Cyt D. Infection of MDCK Lifeact-eGFP cells was performed as described for Fig. 3 in the 
presence of 1 µM Lat B, 1 µM Cyt D or the same amount of DMSO. Still series of live cell imaging are shown 
(Lifeact-eGFP, grey scale; Salmonella, red; time stamp, h:min), corresponding to Movie 2. E) Consumption of 
cytoplasmic G-actin at the apical side is caused by Salmonella invasion. MDCK cells were infected with 
Salmonella WT or mock infected for 25 min. After fixation and permeabilization, G-actin was stained with 
DNase I-Alexa488 (grey scale) and F-actin with actin stain 555 (red). Samples were analyzed by CLSM as 
before (Fig. 1A) and micrographs show various positions of a Z-stack as indicated. Scale bars: 15 µm (A), 10 
µm (C), 5 µm (E). Statistical analysis was performed as for Fig. 2. 
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recruited to ruffles triggered during invasion of MDCK cells by Salmonella (Fig. S 4A). Since 

all of these proteins are controlled by MAPK and Src kinases, we investigated the effect of 

pharmacological inhibitors PP1 (for Src kinase) and PD98059 (for ERK1/2 kinase) on 

Salmonella invasion. Although significant results were obtained with all inhibitors and strains, 

none of the inhibitor concentrations tested strongly diminished the invasion compared to the 

control DMSO-treated cells (Fig. S 4BC). These results indicate that although proteins 

involved in the Src and ERK1/2 kinase pathways are recruited to the ruffle formation in 

polarized epithelial cells, their function is secondary, since inhibition of the regulatory kinase 

pathway moderately reduces Salmonella invasion. 

Class I and class II myosins contribute to ruffle formation by Salmonella 

Class II myosins are involved in the invasion of Salmonella (Hanisch et al., 2011), thus 

invasion experiments in the presence of class II myosin inhibitor (-) blebbistatin were 

performed. In contrast to previously published data (Hanisch et al., 2011), invasion of 

Salmonella was affected by S (-) blebbistatin, since we observed a 3-fold reduction in 

invasion of MDCK cells (Fig. 6A). Furthermore, Salmonella infection of cells treated with S 

(-) blebbistatin led to induction of very large ruffles at 1 h p.i. (Fig. 6BC). Quantification of 

ruffle areas demonstrated a two-fold increment in ruffles size for S (-) blebbistatin-treated 

cells (Fig. 6C). Interestingly, membrane vesicles at the apical side of cells treated with 

blebbistatin were observed during image acquisition (Fig. 6B).  

The formation of vesicles at the apical side of the cells and the large ruffles recalled the 

function of myosin 1a. Myosin 1a controls the tension in MV, membrane shedding and 

formation of vesicles at the brush border (McConnell et al., 2009; Nambiar et al., 2009b). 

Cells transfected with myosin 1a-eGFP were used in order to establish the involvement of 

myosin 1a in invasion by Salmonella. We observed the recruitment of myosin 1a-eGFP to 

ridge of the ruffles, whereas β-actin-RFP was recruited to the central area of the ruffle (Fig. 

6D, Movie 3). To test whether myosin 1a actually contributes to Salmonella invasion, 
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C2BBe1 cells were stably transfected by a lentiviral construct encoding shRNA for myosin 1a 

(shMyo1a). In accordance to previous results (Tyska et al., 2005), the apical side of shMyo1a 

cells contained large amounts of vesicles. The invasiveness of Salmonella in shMyo1a cells 

was reduced to 82.8 ± 0.1 % (Fig. 6E). In spite of the reduced effect of the knockdown of 

myosin 1a, ruffle size was also altered in absence of myosin 1a and MV, although with 

vesicles, were still present in cells infected by Salmonella (Fig. 6GH). These results 

demonstrate that class I and class II myosins contribute to the correct formation of the ruffles 

by Salmonella. Abrogation of the function of these myosins impedes Salmonella entry into 

host cells.  

Villin and PLCγ are required for Salmonella invasion in polarized epithelial cells 

The exponential decay of the F-actin observed during MV effacement indicates an active 

depolymerization process. Since the contribution of cofilin was already ruled out (see above, 

Fig. S 4), we investigated further candidates. Villin regulates the F-actin polymerization in 

MV by severing and capping F-actin filaments, concluding in G-actin release (Bretscher and 

Weber, 1980; Ferrary et al., 1999a; Ubelmann et al., 2013). Thus, the functions of villin may 

also be required for invasion of polarized cells by Salmonella. We generated C2BBe1 cells 

with lentiviral transfection of shRNA for villin knockdown (shVIL1). These cells showed a 

normal distribution and structure of MV (Fig. 6G and Fig. S 4) similar to previous reports 

(Ferrary et al., 1999a; Revenu et al., 2012). Invasion of shVIL1 cells was reduced to 58.7 ± 

1.2 % compared to parental C2BBe1 cells (Fig. 6F). Further examination demonstrated that 

the size of Salmonella-induced ruffles was highly decreased in contrast to those observed in 

parental cells. Membrane ruffles did not show large extensions as observed for infection with 

WT (Fig. 6GH). In shVIL1 cells, MV were intact and invading bacteria surrounded by small 

ruffles, similar to the invasion phenotype of the ∆sopE strain (Fig. S 2G). These results show 

that MV are only effaced in presence of villin, which is probably associated with its severing 

activity. 
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Our results indicate that SopE dominantly controls the F-actin polymerization in host cells 

(Fig. 2, Fig. 4). Furthermore, we observed that F-actin depolymerization in MV is exponential 

and related to villin. However, the connection between SopE and villin is in this case 

unknown. Previous data already demonstrated that isoforms of phospholipase C-γ (PLCγ), 

PLCβ and PLA interact with Rac1 (Jezyk et al., 2006; Peppelenbosch et al., 1995; Piechulek 

et al., 2005). Thus, we inhibited PLCγ with pharmacological agent U73122, and determined 

the effect on invasion of the ∆5 + [sopE] strain. Invasion rates after treatment with U73122 of 

C2BBe1 and shVIL1 cells were 25 % lower compared to that of the WT strain (Fig. 6I) but in 

shVIL1 cells inhibited with U73122, no further inhibition of the Salmonella invasion was 

detected. Therefore, SopE requires the function of PLCγ. If PLCγ is not activated, probably 

the villin is not active. Similarly if villin is absent, then inhibition of PLCγ is futile, since 

there is not binding partner for PLCγ.  Once villin is activated, then depolymerization of F-

actin culminates with MV collapse. 

Discussion 

Microvilli effacement has been previously observed during Salmonella invasion of intestinal 

epithelium (Takeuchi, 1967) or in polarized epithelial cell models (Finlay et al., 1988; 

Gerlach et al., 2008b), but the underlying molecular mechanisms have not been described. 

Here we report the detailed analysis of the events and propose a new model for manipulation 

of the brush border (Fig. 7). Translocation of T3SS-1 effector protein SopE only dominantly 

induces MV effacement, recovers invasion of Salmonella, destroys tight-junctions integrity, 

and reorganizes the F-actin in polarized epithelial cells. These observations indicate a dual 

effect of the interaction between SopE and Rac1, which involves both F-actin 

depolymerization and polymerization represented by the MV effacement and ruffle formation 

respectively. Therefore, since the only targets described for SopE are Rac1 and Cdc42  
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Fig. 6. Class I and class II myosins and villin are required for efficient invasion of polarized epithelial cells by 
Salmonella. A) Inhibition of class II myosins impedes invasion. Infection of MDCK cells was performed as for 
Fig. 2A in presence or absence of 120 µM (-) blebbistatin or its inactive enantiomer (+) blebbistatin. B) 
Inhibition of class II myosins by S (-) blebbistatin inhibits the ruffle retraction and induced vesicle formation at 
the apical side of the MDCK cells. Representative infected cells with ongoing invasion and infected cells with 
futile invasion are shown. White boxes indicate areas shown in enlarged micrographs below. MDCK Lifeact-
eGFP cells were infected with Salmonella WT for 1 h with simultaneous addition of 120 µM (-) blebbistatin. C) 
Size of ruffles triggered by Salmonella after 25 min p.i. is enlarged as consequence of the treatment with S (-) 
blebbistatin as in A). Ruffle areas were quantified as in Fig. 2C. D) Myosin 1a is recruited to ruffles formed 
during Salmonella invasion. MDCK cells were transfected with myosin 1a-eGFP (green) and β−actin-RFP (red) 
and infected with Salmonella WT (not visible) as for Fig. 4A. Images were acquired by SDM at the indicated 
time points (time stamp, min:sec) and the time lapse series is shown in Movie 3. The white box indicates the 
section shown enlarged and merged. C2BBe1 cells were permanently transfected by empty vector or constructs 
expressing shRNA for knockdown of myosin 1a (shMyo1a) or villin (shVIL1). invasion assays with Salmonella 
WT (E, F, I) or ∆5 + [sopE] (I) strains and microscopy analysis (G, H) were performed. E, F) Parental C2BBe1 
or knockdown cells were infected with Salmonella WT at a MOI of 10. Invasion was determined as before (Fig. 
2) and is expressed as percentage of invasion of the parental cell line. G, H) Silencing of villin and myosin 1a 
affects ruffle formation and MV effacement. G) Micrographs of C2BBe1 cells were prepared as described for 
Fig. 1. H) Total ruffle areas were quantified as for Fig. 2C). I) Inhibition of PLCγ negatively affects invasion. 
C2BBe1 parental and knockdown cells were prepared as for Fig. S . C2BBe1 monolayers were treated with 
PLCγ inhibitor U73122 for 30 min prior infection. Results are expressed as percentage invasion of DMSO-
treated cells. Scale bars, 20 µm (B, overview), 10 µm (B, detail, D, overview), 2.5 µm (D, detail, merge), 5 µm 
(G). Statistical analysis was performed as for Fig. 2. 
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(Friebel et al., 2001a; Hardt et al., 1998a), all cellular events observed during Salmonella 

invasion exclusively depend on the signalization triggered by SopE-Rac1. Our quantification 

of lifeact signal indicated that F-actin depolymerization actively caused MV effacement. 

Villin is a F-actin depolymerizing factor specifically localized in MV and responsible for MV 

effacement upon activation of its severing activity by Ca+2 and phosphorylation (Athman et 

al., 2003; Ferrary et al., 1999b). Knockdown of villin in C2BBe2 cells showed that invasion 

by Salmonella was reduced, MV were not effaced and only small ruffles were detected. 

Although it is unknown if any T3SS-1 effector protein binds to villin, the Ca+2-uptake 

triggered by Salmonella (Pace et al., 1993) and only SopE (data not shown) probably turns on 

the severing activity of villin. Additionally, the activation of PLCγ by Rac1 stimulation 

permits that PLCγ binds to villin and powers its severing activity (Athman et al., 2003; 

Piechulek et al., 2005; Rao et al., 2008). Indeed, our results confirmed that chemical 

inhibition of PLCγ reduced the invasion of the ∆5 + [sopE] strain. Therefore, SopE via Rac1 

stimulates the activation of PLCγ. In turn, activated PLCγ likely powers the severing activity 

of villin that concludes in depolymerization of F-actin and MV effacement (Fig. 7B). This 

facilitates Salmonella to trigger ruffle formation (Fig. 7C), which in absence of villin does not 

occur.  

Since membrane ruffles triggered by SopE radially grew over the apical side of the cells, we 

propose that F-actin remodeling gradually propagate complexes of villin-PLCγ that 

depolymerize F-actin in other regions at the apical side of the host cells (Fig 7C) causing MV 

effacement (Fig 7D). Contrary, if ruffle expansion does not occur due to the absence of SopE, 

then villin-PLCγ cannot propagate to other regions of the cell and no MV effacement occurs.  
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Fig. 7. Salmonella effector protein SopE causes MV effacement by usurpation of microvillar proteins villin and 
myosin 1a, and consumption of the G-actin pool. The model depicts the sequence of manipulations of host cell 
actin by Salmonella. A) After adhesion of Salmonella to MV, the T3SS-1 translocates effector proteins. B) Then 
SopE activates Rac1. Rac1 has a dual function in the invasion process of Salmonella: i) Rac1 triggers the F-actin 
polymerization and ruffle formation by binding to F-actin regulators WASP/WAVE and the activation of Arp2/3 
(actin nucleation). ii) PLCγ, also activated by Rac1, might power villin that severs F-actin filaments of MV. 
Thereby, G-actin is released. The activation of PLCγ may also induce the aperture Ca+2 channels. The entry of 
Ca2+ may contribute to trigger the severing activity of villin. C) Once F-actin in MV at the invasion point is 
depolymerized, Ca2+ and PLCγ-villin complexes would diffuse to the neighboring MV, again activating villin 
and consequently, F-actin depolymerization. Simultaneously, G-actin from the terminal web and cytoplasm is 
consumed by polymerization of F-actin in ruffles initiated by SopE. Since the concentration of G-actin becomes 
lower, other MV are capped and begin to depolymerize by the severing activity of villin (proposed sequence 
indicated by numbers). D) The active depolymerization by the possible function of PLCγ-villin complexes and 
consumption of G-actin conclude with MV collapse as observed in Fig. 4A and measured in Fig. 4D. Since 
ruffles triggered by Salmonella are structures with constant F-actin polymerization per se, myosin 1a likely 
provide the protrusion force necessary to maintain the growth of the ruffle during the invasion process. Finally, 
cells lose the brush border once ruffles are completely formed. 
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F-actin depolymerization caused by villin releases more G-actin to the cytoplasm (Ubelmann 

et al., 2013), which probably contributes to the formation of ruffles by Salmonella. We 

showed that Salmonella infection still triggered ruffles in cells inhibited by Cyt D, but these 

grew slowly. This suggests that although F-actin polymerization by Salmonella is also 

inhibited by Cyt D, G-actin can still be incorporated into the membrane ruffles. Since the 

effect of Cyt D is associated with reduced F-actin depolymerization due to the interefence 

with the binding to cofilin (Morris and Tannenbaum, 1980; Shoji et al., 2012), Cyt D may 

also impede that F-actin depolymerization by villin occurs. In consequence, ruffle formation 

by Salmonella is limited to recruit the cytoplasmic G-actin. Recent work demonstrated that 

migration of polarized epithelial cells in the intestine and in cell culture model requires the 

severing activity of villin. Cells lacking villin or its severing domain migrated slower than 

WT cells, and lamellipodia formation was highly diminished (Ubelmann et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, actin found first in MV was later detected in lamellipodia, which reflect the high 

ratio F-/G-actin 7:3 observed in polarized epithelial cells (Stidwill and Burgess, 1986; 

Ubelmann et al., 2013). Thus, in analogy to this system and in view of the low amount of G-

actin in polarized epithelial cells, SopE-induced F-actin polymerization quickly consumes the 

cytoplasmic G-actin. Since F-actin depolymerization by villin simultaneously occurs in MV, 

this likely provides more actin monomers, allowing the continuation of F-actin 

polymerization in ruffles (Fig. 7C). Therefore, villin is indispensable to remodel the F-actin at 

the apical side of the host cells and suggests that effacement of MV is indispensable for 

efficient Salmonella invasion. 

Further molecular analysis of MV effacement showed that class I and II myosins contribute to 

the ruffle dynamics. In contrast to results by Hanisch et al. (2011), MDCK cells inhibited by S 

(-) blebbistatin were less invaded by Salmonella. Blebbistatin-treated cells revealed extremely 

enlarged ruffle morphology. Class II myosins are found at the terminal web of microvilli as 

part of the F-actin belt and in brush borders. They mislocalize in absence of plastin I but 
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retraction of MV at the terminal web of polarized epithelial cells is still intact, even if brush 

borders are isolated from the cell body (Grimm-Gunter et al., 2009; Keller et al., 1985; 

McConnell and Tyska, 2007). Since class II myosins are responsible for apical contraction in 

polarized epithelial cells, their inhibition by blebbistatin therefore likely interfere with the 

ruffle retraction from the terminal web. Then, these remain open and Salmonella fails to enter 

into the cells.  

Brush borders contain myosin 1a, which is specifically localized in MV. Myosin 1a is 

responsible for membrane shedding from the barbed ends of isolated microvilli and treatment 

of brush borders with blebbistatin did not affect it (McConnell and Tyska, 2007). Therefore, 

we assumed that the large size of the ruffles was mediated by myosin 1a. Further results 

demonstrated that myosin 1a was indeed recruited to the ridge of the ruffles triggered by 

Salmonella. Inactivation of myosin 1a by shRNA in C2BBe1 cells reduced the invasion rate 

and only small ruffles were observed, which were similar to those observed in shVIL cells. 

Myosin 1a keeps the tension of MV and is responsible for membrane translation to the plus 

ends in MV (McConnell et al., 2009; McConnell and Tyska, 2007; Nambiar et al., 2009b; 

Tyska et al., 2005). Therefore, knockdown of myosin1a in C2BBe1 cells negatively 

influences the tension and translation of new membrane to the ruffle formation. This, in turn, 

concludes with small ruffles and reduced Salmonella invasion, in spite of functional F-actin 

polymerization machinery. Hence, myosin 1a is an essential motor necessary for Salmonella 

invasion during ruffle formation in polarized epithelial cells. 

It is probable that recruitment of myosin 1a would occur due to F-actin polymerization and 

not by direct interaction with any T3SS-1 effector protein. It has been reported that 

enteropathogenic Escherichia coli inhibits the function of myosin 1c by its T3SS effector 

protein EspB (Iizumi et al., 2007). Nevertheless, Salmonella sv. Typhimurium does not 

possesses any homologue effector protein to EspB that would indicate an interaction with 
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myosin 1c or other class I myosins, despite myosin 1c has been described to participate in the 

infection of Salmonella (Brandstaetter et al., 2012). 

In summary, our data demonstrate how Salmonella remodels the F-actin cytoskeleton in 

polarized epithelial cells and reveal molecular mechanisms leading to MV effacement. Our 

model suggests that SopE Rac1-interaction has dual functions in remodeling of the F-actin 

cytoskeleton. While F-actin polymerization is induced by SopE-Rac1, WAVE2 and Arp2/3, 

activation of PLCγ and villin by SopE-Rac1 contributes to depolymerize F-actin structures as 

a mechanism that may ensure a new source of G-actin. We also identified that myosin 1a and 

class II myosins are necessary in signaling and reorganization of F-actin during the ruffle 

formation and retraction in polarized epithelial cells. Therefore, the translocation of SopE into 

host cells is essential to trigger both mechanisms, and provides the substrates for ruffle 

formation during Salmonella invasion. Changes induced by SopE Rac1-interaction may 

contribute to the recruitment of other proteins targeted by SopB, SipA and SopE2. Hence, the 

functions of effector proteins are cooperative, rather than redundant, as assumed from 

analyses in non-polarized cell models. This conclusion calls for further detailed studies of the 

interaction of these effectors with microvillar proteins in polarized epithelial cells. This 

should provide insights about novel mechanisms involved in the host cell signaling to 

response against the infection of Salmonella and so far unknown physiological consequences 

of the infection by this intestinal pathogen.  
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Materials and Methods 

Bacterial strains, construction of mutants and plasmids for complementation  

Salmonella enterica sv. Typhimurium strain SL1344 was used as wild-type (WT) strain and 

mutant strains were isogenic to either WT. Bacterial strains used in this study are listed in 

Table 1. In order to obtain mutant strains of sopA, sopB and sopE2 in the strain background of 

SL1344, gene replacements by an aph cassette were generated in NCTC12023 by Red-

mediated recombination (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000b) using pKD13 as template and 

primers specified in Table S1. Subsequently, P22 transduction according to standard methods 

(Maloy et al., 1996) was used to move the mutations to SL1344. Plasmid used for 

complementation of mutations or expression of fluorescent proteins are listed in Table S2 and 

construction is described in Suppl. Materials.  

Cell lines and culture conditions 

Cell lines were cultured at cells were incubated at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere 

containing 5.0 % CO2. For invasion assays and microscopy analyses, MDCK clone Pf were 

used as standard cell culture model, kindly provided by the Nephrology department of the 

University Hospital Erlangen. Confluent monolayers in 25 cm2-cell culture flask were seeded 

each week in a new 25 cm2 flask with MEM supplemented with 1 x non-essential amino acids 

(PAA, Germany), 10 % inactivated fetal calf serum (FCS, Sigma, Germany) and 1 x 

Glutamax (PAA, Germany). Changes in the trans-epithelial electrical resistance (TEER) due 

to the infection of Salmonella were monitored using the cell line C2BBe1, a derivate of 

CaCo2 cell line (ATCC CRL-2102). These cells were cultured in DMEM high glucose 

without pyruvate (PAA, Germany), containing Glutamax, 10 % FCS and 2.5 µg x ml-1 holo-

transferrin (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany). Cells were seeded at 105 cells per 12 mm 

polycarbonate filter insert (0.4 µm pore size, Millipore, Germany). TEER was measured every 

third day with a platinum electrode and an Ohmmeter EVOM (World Precision Instruments, 

USA). Cells were cultured until a TEER of 500-700 Ω per well was observed, usually 10 to 
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15 d. For cultivation, media were supplemented with penicillin/streptomycin (PAA, 

Germany). Medium was changed every third day.  

Invasion assays 

Five days prior to infection, MDCK cells were seeded at 1 x 105 cells per well in 24-well 

plates. At least 4 h before infection, the medium was substituted by medium without 

antibiotics. Bacterial strains were precultured in LB overnight at 37°C with continuous 

aeration in glass test tubes in a roller drum. Overnight cultures were diluted 1:31 in fresh LB 

and cultured for 3.5 h as above. Cultures were adjusted to OD600 = 0.2 in PBS and a master 

mix was prepared in MEM. Cells were infected in triplicates with each strain from the master 

mix at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 5. After invasion for 25 min, non-internalized 

bacteria were removed by washing three times with PBS. Thereafter, fresh medium 

containing 100 µg x ml-1 gentamicin was added for 1 h. Finally, infected cells were washed 

five times with PBS and lysed with 0.5 % deoxycholic acid for 10 min. Lysates were diluted 

and platted onto Mueller-Hinton agar (BD, Germany) plates with an Eddy Jet spiral platting 

instrument (IUL Instruments, Barcelona). Plates were incubated at 37°C overnight and 

colonies numbers were counted.  

For infection of monolayers in transwell filters, bacterial strains were added at an MOI of 50 

and TEER was recorded each 15 min for the first hour, thereafter each 30 min until 2.5 h. 

Finally, cells were washed thrice with pre-warmed PBS and fixed with methanol at -20°C 

overnight.  

Immunostaining  

For imaging, bacterial strains harboring p3589 for constitutive expression of mCherry were 

used. 1 x 105 cells were seeded on cover slips as for invasion assays. Bacteria were diluted in 

MEM to an OD600 of 0.2 and applied for infection at MOI of 50. Infections were made in 

duplicate at least three times independently. After 15, 25 and 60 min the infection was 

stopped by washing cells with PBS four times. For fixation, 3 % PFA in PBS was added and 
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cells were incubated for 1 h at 37°C. After fixation or any subsequent incubation with 

reagents or antibodies, cells were washed thrice with PBS at 37°C. Fixed cells were 

permeabilized by incubation for 15 min at 37°C with 0.5 % Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich, 

Germany) in blocking solution consisting of 2.0 % BSA (Biomol, Germany), 2.0 % Goat 

serum (Gibco, Germany) in PBS in a humid chamber. Antibodies were diluted in blocking 

solution and incubations were performed at 37°C in a humid chamber. Rabbit anti ezrin was 

diluted 1:500 and incubated with the samples for 1 h. Alexa488-conjugated Phalloidin 

(Invitrogen, Germany) was added in 1:200 dilution and incubated 45 min at 37°C. Cover 

glasses were then mounted on glass slides with Fluoroprep (Biomerieux, France), sealed with 

Entellan (Merck, Germany) and kept in the dark at 4°C. C2BBe1 cells were also used for 

microscopy analysis of tight junction integrity. After fixation with cold methanol overnight at 

-20°C, tight junctions were stained with rabbit anti ZO-1 at a dilution of 1:200 for 2 h. 

Alexa488-conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibody was applied 1:500 for 1 h. All washing 

steps were performed as for MDCK cells. Finally, filter inserts were recovered and mounted 

between a cover slip and glass slide as described above.  

Microscopy analysis and live cell imaging 

Fixed samples were observed with a SP5 II confocal laser-scanning microscope (CLSM, 

Leica Microsystems Wetzlar, Germany). Images were acquired using a 100 x objective with a 

numerical aperture of 1.51 and 1 Airy unit for the pinhole, the pixel size of the images was 

70.85 x 70.85. The 488 nm argon laser line was used for Alexa488-conjugated antibodies and 

eGFP. The HeNe 543 nm laser line was used for excitation of Alexa568-conjugated 

antibodies and mCherry or mTagRFP. Images were acquired with Leica Acquisition Software 

V. 2.3.6 and further processed with Imaris V. 7.6.1 (Bitplane, Switzerland) and FIJI (Max-

Planck Institute for Cell Biology, Dresden, Germany). Live cell imaging of MDCK cells 

expressing Lifeact-eGFP, Myo1a-eGFP, β-actin-RFP, IQGAP1-eGFP, Cortactin-mCherry or 

cofilin-RFP and mCherry-, GFP-, or mTagRFP-expressing Salmonella strains was performed 
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using a CellObserver microscopy system (Zeiss, Germany) equipped with Yokogawa 

spinning disc unit. Images were acquired for 120 min starting shortly after infection at 

maximal speed with intervals of 100 to 200 ms, recording Z stacks with distances of 0.30 – 

0.35 µm between Z planes. A water immersion objective with a numerical aperture of 1.333 

was used. Acquisition was performed with either a cooled CCD camera (CoolSNAP HQ2, 

Photometrics) with a chip of 1040 x 1392 pixels for high spatial resolution, or an EM-CCD 

camera (Evolve, Photometrics) with a chip of 512 x 512 pixels for high sensitivity. 

Acquisition and processing of time-lapse images was performed with AxioVision 4.8.2 or 

ZEN 2011 software (Zeiss). Images from CLSM or SDM were deconvolved with Huygens 

V.4.2 using a theoretical point spread function. Bleaching and Z-drift were also corrected with 

Huygens. 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

AFM measurements were conducted using the NanoWizard II AFM system (JPK Instruments 

AG, Berlin, Germany). High-resolution surface images were acquired by operating the AFM 

under ambient conditions in soft contact mode using silicon nitride AFM probes with a 

nominal force constant of 0.06 N/m (SiNi, Budget Sensors, Wetzlar, Germany). Samples were 

prepared as described above. For each sample, topographic overview images with a 90 x 90 

µm scan area were taken before zoom-ins were generated. All images were polynomial fitted 

and unsharpened mask filtered using JPK data processing software (JPK Instruments AG). 3D 

projections of height profiles are shown, tilted 12º in X direction. 

To correlate surface structures recorded by AFM with the cytoskeleton, epifluorescence 

images of Lifeact-eGFP cells were acquired and aligned with AFM images by matching 

landmarks observed in both images using the transform tool in Adobe Photoshop.  
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Tables 

Table 1. Bacterial strains used in this study 

Designation  relevant characteristics   reference 

S. enterica serovar Typhimurium SL1344 strains 

SL1344  wild type, SmR   lab stock 

M712 (or ∆5)  ΔsipA sopA sopB sopE sopE2 (Ehrbar et al., 2004a) 

MvP1450  ∆sopB::aph, KmR   this study 

MvP1459  ∆sopE2::aph, KmR   this study 

MvP1473  ∆sopA::aph, KmR   this study 

SB161   ∆invG     (Kaniga et al., 1994a) 

SB225   ∆sipA::aphT, KmR   (Kaniga et al., 1995) 

SB856   ∆sopE::aphT, KmR   (Stender et al. 2000) 
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Supplementary Materials and Methods 

Generation of plasmids for complementation  

For complementation of sipA, sopA, sopB, sopE or sopE2 deletions, the corresponding genes 

were amplified from SL1344 genomic DNA introducing 3’ HA tag sequences for detection of 

the encoded proteins by immunoblotting. The products were cloned in low copy number 

vector pWSK29 and E. coli DH5α was used to propagate plasmids. Since sipA is the terminal 

gene of the sicAsipBCDA operon, the PsicA promoter was amplified and cloned upstream of 

sipA::HA to generate p4040. Mutant strains were transformed with complementation plasmids 

listed in Table S2. 

To test integrity of effectors expressed by cloned genes, complemented strains were 

subcultured as for cell invasion. Bacteria were centrifuged at 13,000 x g at 4°C for 30 min and 

the pellet was adjusted to OD600 1.0 with SDS-PAGE sample buffer. Lysates were loaded into 

SDS-PAGE gels, proteins separated, and semi-dry blotting with Towbin buffer system was 

used to transfer protein onto 0.22 µm nitrocellulose membranes. Detection of tagged proteins 

was performed using high-affinity primary rat HA-antibody (Roche), horseradish peroxidase-

conjugated goat secondary antibody and ECL detection. Clones expressing HA-tagged 

effectors of the anticipated molecular weight were used for further experiments. 

Transfection of MDCK cells  
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MDCK cells were transfected with various plasmids listed in Table S2 by a modification of 

the CaPi method (Deen et al., 1997; Graham and van der Eb, 1973). Briefly, 5.0 x 105 cells 

were seeded in a Petri dish 24 h before transfection. 10 µg of plasmid DNA were solved in 63 

µl of 2 M CaCl2. To this solution, 500 µl of HGBS (280 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 1.5 mM 

Na2HPO4, 12 mM dextrose, 50 mM HEPES; pH 7.05) were added slowly during strong 

stirring. DNA was precipitated during incubation on ice for 20 min. 50 µl of this solution 

were dropped into the cell culture. Thereafter, transfected cells were incubated for 6 h at 37°C 

at 5.0 % CO2. Finally, medium containing 100 µg x ml-1 geneticin (Gibco, Life Technologies, 

Germany) was added. Medium was changed daily until confluence of the cell layer was 

reached. At this stage clones were seeded at densities of 5.0 x 104 to 1 x 106 cells per 90 mm 

Petri dish, and geneticin was increased to 150 µg x ml-1. Clone K4 showed 100 % Lifeact-

eGFP expressing cells, retained the typical morphology of MDCK cells and the infection rates 

were similar to the non-transfected cells (see Fig. S3). Thus, clone K4 was used for 

subsequent analyses. MDCK cells expressing Myo1a-eGFP and RFP-β-actin were enriched 

by FACS. 

Construction of lentiviral particles  

Primers for the amplification of the anti-sense sequence for myosin 1a (shMyo1a) and villin 1 

(shVIL1) were designed with BLOCK-iT™ RNAi Designer (Life Technologies) and are 

listed in Table S1. To generate the loop sense anti-sense sequence, the sequence 

TTCAAGAGA between the sense and the anti-sense sequence was inserted by PCR, hence a 

shRNA can be expressed. These sense/anti-sense sequences were cut with MluI and ClaI, and 

inserted into the vector pLVTHM digested by MluI and ClaI. Lentiviral particles for 

transfection with shRNA constructs were prepared as previously described (Wiznerowicz and 

Trono, 2003). As negative control, the empty vector was used. Samples were scanned by 

AFM to control microvilli integrity after knockdown of target functions.   
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Supplementary tables 

Table S 1. Oligonucleotides used in this study 

Designation    Sequence 5’-3’ 

SopA-Red-Del13-Rev caacgctgtgtcccttaattccatgcgggttgaggctggagtaggctggagctgcttcg 

SopA-Red-Del13-For ccagaccgtttttccataatgatgttgataaggaattctaattccggggatccgtcgac 

SopE2-Red-Del-For aaagtgtagctatgcatagttatctaaaaggagaactaccgtgtaggctggagctgcttc 

SopE2-Red-Del-Rev taattcatatggttaatagcactattgtatttactaccacatatgaatatcctccttag 

SopA-Check cctgccagataacatggtgaatt 

SopE2-Red-Check-For ctaaaaggagaactaccgtg 

ProSicA-For-HIII agcaagcttcaaaacccatcgccgttatg 

ProSicA-Rev-EcoRI agtgaattctgtcaccgactttgtagaac 

SopA-For-XhoI ttactcgagattttacatttcctgaacacgc 

SopA-HA-Rev-XbaI gcttctagattaagcgtagtctgggacgtcgtatgggtacgccccaggccagtggcagg 

SopB-For-XhoI ttactcgagtcacggtcttacttgtccggg 

SopB-HA-Rev-XbaI gcttctagattaagcgtagtctgggacgtcgtatgggtaagatgtgattaatgaagaaat 

SopE-For-XhoI taactcgagtacgctcaacgatcagctcac 

SopE-HA-Rev-XbaI gcttctagattaagcgtagtctgggacgtcgtatgggtagggagtgttttgtatatattt 

SopE2-For-XhoI taactcgagtacgctcaacgatcagctcac 

SopE2-HA-Rev-XbaI gcttctagattaagcgtagtctgggacgtcgTatgggtaggaggcattctgaagatactt 

SipA-For-EcoRI tgtgaattcctgcaaggataacagaagagg 

SipA-HA-Rev-XbaI gcttctagattaagcgtagtctgggacgtcgattgggtaacgctgcatgtgcaagccatc 

MYO1A-1-a cgcgtccccgctcaagaatcttcagcttcgttcaagagacgaagctgaagattcttgagctttttggaaat 

MYO1A-1-b cgatttccaaaaagctcaagaatcttcagcttcgtctcttgaacgaagctgaagattcttgagcgggga 

VIL1-1-a cgcgtccccgcacctttggaagcttcttcgttcaagagacgaagaagcttccaaaggtgctttttggaaat 

VIL1-1-b cgatttccaaaaagcacctttggaagcttcttcgtctcttgaacgaagaagcttccaaaggtgcgggga 

 

Table S 2. Plasmids used in this study 

Designation relevant characteristics   reference (source) 

Complementation 

pWSK29 low copy number, AmpR  (Wang and Kushner, 1991) 

p4041  pWSK29 PsopA::sopA::HA   this study 

p4042  pWSK29 PsopB::sopB::HA   this study 

p4043  pWSK29 PsopE::sopE::HA   this study 

p4044  pWSK29 PsopE2::sopE2::HA   this study 
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p4040  pWSK29 PsicA::sipA::HA   this study 

Mutagenesis 

pKD4  Red deletion template, aph   (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000b) 

pKD13  Red deletion template, aph   (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000b) 

pKD46  Red recombinase, AmpR   (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000b) 

pCP20  FLP recombinase, AmpR   (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000b) 

Fluorescent protein expression 

p3589  PrpsM::mCherry in pETcoco, CmR  this work 

pWRG439 PrpsM::mTagRFP in pFPV25.1, AmpR Roman G. Gerlach 

Transfection 

Lifeact-eGFP        (Riedl et al. 2010) 

pRFP β-actin        Theresia Stradal 

pMyo1A-eGFP       (Tyska and Mooseker, 2002b) 

pIQGAP1-eGFP       (Ren et al., 2005), (Addgene 

30112) 

pCortactin-RFP       (Taylor et al., 2011), (Addgene 

27676)  

pCofilin-RFP        (Taylor et al., 2011), (Addgene 

27687) 
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Supplementary Figures and Figure Legends 

 

Fig. S 2. Salmonella-induced F-actin reorganization of the apical side of polarized epithelial cells. Micrographs 
of Z-stacks for cells shown in Fig. 1 are displayed. F-actin signals for reticular F-actin, microvilli and ruffles 
were only observed at the apical side of host cells. Scale bar, 15 µm.  
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Fig. S 2. T3SS-1 effector proteins have divergent effects on F-actin reorganization in polarized epithelial cells. 
Invasion experiments in MDCK (A, B), C2Bbe1 (C, D, G), or HeLa (E, F, H) cells were performed with various 
Salmonella strains as described for Fig 2A. C2BBe1 were grown on transwell filter as indicated for Fig 3. HeLa 
cells were seeded at 250,000 cells per well and infected the next day at an MOI of 50. Infection was performed 
as indicated with Salmonella WT, invG, ∆sipA, ∆sopA, ∆sopB, ∆sopE or ∆sopE2 strains, or strain ∆5, without or 
with complementation plasmids for sipA, sopA, sopB, sopE or sopE2. Invasion rates were compared to WT (A, 
C, E) or strain ∆5 (D, F). Deletion of sipA and sopB caused reduced invasion (A) of MDCK cells and affects 
morphology of membrane ruffle in MDCK cells (B). Complementation of sipA in strain ∆5 induces actin 
recruitment around the bacterial cell (B). Complementation of only sopB or sopA is not sufficient to induce 
changes in the F-actin cytoskeleton (B). Deletion of sopE decreases invasion of C2BBe1 (C) and HeLa cells (E). 
Complementation with sopE in strain ∆5 recovers invasion of C2BBe1 (D) and HeLa cells (F). B, G, H) 
Micrographs of infected cells were acquired by CLSM as described for Fig. 1. Scale bar, 20µm. 
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Fig. S 3. MDCK cells transfected with Lifeact-eGFP allow observation of F-actin dynamics during Salmonella 
infection. A) Microvilli dynamics at the apical side of MDCK cell. MDCK Lifeact-eGFP cells were seeded as 
described in Fig. 2A and live cell imaging was performed by SDM. Images from the apical and basolateral sides 
are shown and Movie 4 shows the time-lapse sequence for the apical side. B) F-actin changes occur only at the 
apical, but not at the basolateral side of cells. The apical and basolateral sides of WT-infected cells from Fig. 4, 
as well as of cells infected by ∆sopE, ∆5 + [sopE] strains are shown. Scale bars, 10 µm (A), 15 µm (B). Time 
stamp, min:sec.  
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Fig. S 4. IQGAP1, cortactin and cofilin are involved in the ruffle formation, but signaling pathways ERK1/2 and 
Src are not necessary. A) The actin scaffold proteins IQGAP1 and cortactin, as well as the depolymerizing factor 
cofilin are recruited to the ruffle triggered by Salmonella. MDCK cells were permanently transfected as stated in 
Material and Methods with plasmids carrying IQGAP1-eGFP, cortactin-RFP or cofilin-mCherry. Cells were 
infected as for Fig. 4A. Images were continuously acquired by SDM for 30 min and MIP images are shown. 
Signal intensities are represented by pseudo-color scale (fire), the maximal and minimal intensities are given in 
the respective time series (time stamp, min:sec). See Movie 5 for time lapse sequences. B, C) ERK1/2 and Src 
kinases are not necessary for Salmonella invasion of polarized cells. Inhibition experiments were carried out 
with the ERK1/2 kinase inhibitor PD98059 (B) and Src kinase inhibitor PP1 (C) or the solvent controls (DMSO). 
Inhibitors were added 30 min before infection and Salmonella strains were used for infection as described for 
Fig. 2A. Statistical analysis was performed comparing the invasion rates of inhibited cells to DMSO-treated cells 
(negative control). D) C2BBe1 cells were grown for 10 d and processed for AFM as described in Fig. 1B. Scale 
bars, 4 µm (A), and 2 µm (D). 
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Movie 1. Lifeact MDCK cells infected with Salmonella WT, ∆sopE strain, and ∆5 strain 

complemented with sopE. Time-lapse series were recorded for 60 min. Time stamp, 

h:min:sec.ms. Scale bars, 5 µm. The movie corresponds to Fig. 4A. 

 

Movie 2. Effect of Lat B and Cyt D on invasion of polarized epithelial cells. Infection of 

MDCK Lifeact-eGFP cells was performed as described for Fig. 2 in the presence of 1 µM Lat 

B, 1 µM Cyt D or the same amount of DMSO. Live cell imaging was performed by SDM 

showing Lifeact-eGFP (grey scale) and Salmonella (red). Scale bars, 5 µm; time stamp, 

h:min. The movie corresponds to Fig. 5D. 

 

Movie 3. Myosin 1a is recruited to ruffles formed during Salmonella invasion. MDCK cells 

were transfected with myosin 1a-eGFP (green) and β−actin-RFP (red) and infected with 

Salmonella WT (not visible) as for Fig. 2A. Images were acquired by SDM at the indicated 

time points. Scale bar, 10 µm. The movie corresponds to Fig. 6C. 

 

Movie 3. Observation of MV dynamics at the apical side of MDCK cell by Lifeact-eGFP. 

MDCK Lifeact-eGFP cells were seeded as described in Fig. 2 and live cell imaging was 

performed by SDM for a time-lapse sequence of F-actin dynamics at the apical side. Scale 

bars, 10 µm. Time stamp, min:sec. The movie corresponds to Fig. S 4A. 

 

Movie 4. IQGAP1, cortactin and cofilin are involved in ruffle formation. MDCK cells were 

permanently transfected for expression of IQGAP1-eGFP, cortactin-RFP or cofilin-mCherry. 

Images were continuously acquired by SDM for 30 min and MIP images are shown. Signal 

intensities are represented by pseudo-color scale (‘fire’), the maximal and minimal intensity 
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are given in the respective time series (time stamp, min:sec). Scale bars, 4 µm. The movie 

corresponds to Fig. S A.  
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Abstract 

Salmonella enterica sv. Typhimurium destroys the brush border of polarized epithelial cells. 

Brush border is the main organelle responsible to absorb nutrients from the luminal space of 

the intestine. We demonstrated that destruction of the brush border by Salmonella 

significantly reduced the absorption surface of polarized epithelial cells, which was 

substituted by a reticular F-actin structure. Microvilli effacement was additionally 

accompanied by abrogation of the macropinocytosis. These changes in the physiology and 

structure of the cell were caused by the translocation of SopE. Additionally, the F-actin 

polymerization rate at the apical side of the cells was highly altered by SopE, arguing that the 

reduced macropinocytosis observed in those infected cells is related with the incorrect 

polymerization of F-actin and close of the endocytic cups. Finally, we observed that after 

engulfment of Salmonella, ezrin is loss from the apical side of the host cell and found later in 

the early endosome containing Salmonella. Therefore, these observations indicate that 

destruction of the brush border in vivo by Salmonella may contribute to the diarrhoea process 
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Introduction 

Intestine is the main organ of the digestive tract responsible for digestion and absorption of 

nutrients from dairy diet. To fulfill its function, intestinal tract has evolved a specialized 

surface by the formation of extensions of the cell monolayers designated as villi. In turn, each 

cell of the epithelial layer develops at its apical surface F-actin-membranous protrusions 

called microvilli (MV). MV are indeed the functional structure of the epithelial cells for 

nutrient absorption. Two morpho-physiological features contribute to this function: a) MV 

augment the functional surface for absorption, since cells possess a high number of MV; 2) 

each microvillus contributes with the secretion of digestive enzymes as disaccharidases and 

peptidases (McConnell et al., 2009; McConnell and Tyska, 2007; Revenu et al., 2012)). 

Biochemical activity of MV is dependent on the structure provided by microvillar proteins 

necessary to generate each microvillus, since loss of the structure of MV by knockout of the 

microvillar proteins leads to mislocalization of digestive enzymes and secretion of such 

enzymes becomes defective (Revenu et al., 2012). Therefore, the membrane extension 

provided by MV is only functional, if digestive enzymes can be properly secreted to the 

milieu.  

MV also contribute to regulation of the microbial biota that resides along the intestine. MV 

removes particles and bacteria, together with the secretion of antimicrobial vesicles that 

detoxify bacterial products (Shifrin et al., 2012). Nevertheless, pathogenic bacteria such as 

enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (EPEC), Helicobacter pylori and Salmonella enterica after 

adhesion to the host cells destroy the MV by translocation of a cocktail of virulence proteins 

that modify the F-actin cytoskeleton, in order to allow invasion in case of Salmonella; or to 

increase the adhesion surface in case of EPEC and H. pylori (Felipe-López et al., 2014a; 

Frankel et al., 1998; Segal et al., 1996; Tan et al., 2009; Wong et al., 2011). 

The model host-pathogen interaction for MV effacement is EPEC and EHEC (Frankel et al., 

1998; Wong et al., 2011). EPEC strains are able to locally destroy the brush border of 
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enterocytes. MV effacement results from the remodelling of F-actin and formation of 

pedestals (Frankel et al., 1998). Additionally, brush border destruction is commonly 

accompanied with the formation of microcolonies at the apical side of the host cells. 

Thereafter, the absorption ability of polarized cell lines was lost (Dean et al., 2006). Authors 

also detected that cotransporter Na+/Glucose SGLT-1 was recruited to the pedestals in cells 

infected with EPEC. The reduction of the absorption ability was associated with high doses of 

infection and with the effector proteins Map, Tir, EspF and the adhesin intimin. In all these 

observations, EPEC formed microcolonies at the apical side of the polarized epithelial cells 

(Dean et al., 2006). On the other hand, H. pylori also alters the uptake of iron in polarized 

epithelial cells (Tan et al., 2011). In this case, H. pylori did not diminish the uptake but 

increased the absorption of transferrin. The receptor for transferrin was recruited to the 

microcolonies formed at the apical side of the host cells, which was only observed in presence 

of the effector protein CagA. Other studies using MDCK cells demonstrated that transferrin 

was highly taken up when cells were incubated from 40° C to 34° C. This temperature change 

triggered ruffle formation that was responsible for the increased uptake of transferrin and 

other substrates as dextran. Increased uptake of transferrin or dextran was however altered by 

inhibitors of the F-actin polymerization (Mettlen et al., 2006). Therefore, alteration in the F-

actin polymerization by physico-chemical treatments or infections influences the absorption 

of polarized epithelial cells. 

Salmonella enterica sv. Typhimurium destroys the brush border of polarized epithelial cells in 

vivo and in vitro (Felipe-López et al., 2014a; Finlay et al., 1988; Ginocchio et al., 1992b; 

Takeuchi, 1967). These observations also indicated that cells did not recover MV when the 

type 3 secretion system (T3SS-1) effector protein SopE was translocated into the host cell. 

After complete bacteria engulfment, a reticular F-actin structure arose at the apical side of the 

host cell (Felipe-López et al., 2014a). Nevertheless, the consequences of the loss of MV and 

apparition of the reticular F-actin were not further investigated. In contrast to the extracellular 
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infection of EPEC & EHEC or H. pylori, internalization of Salmonella and the alterations of 

the brush border could avoid the physiological absorption. 

Here we provide evidence that macropinocytosis at the apical side of polarized epithelial cells 

was abrogated after MV effacement and internalization of Salmonella. Our observations 

revealed that reticular F-actin reduced the absorptive surface at the apical side of the host 

cells. However, translocation of SopE was responsible for the high ablation of the 

physiological macropinocytosis and highly altered F-actin polymerization at the apical side of 

the cells. MV effacement and not further recover were associated with the recruitment to the 

early endosome containing Salmonella. Therefore, we propose that reduction of 

macropinocytosis of polarized epithelial cells is a consequence of the mislocalization of 

microvillar proteins and the F-actin polymerizing activity of SopE. 
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Results  

SopE-deficient Salmonella strains invade polarized epithelial cells creating microcolonies 

and inducing reticular F-actin 

Most epidemiological strains lack SopE, however these strains are still able to cause a self-

limited intestinal infection (Mirold et al., 1999). Thus, an increased invasion rate could 

compensate the absence of SopE. Invasion experiments in polarized epithelial cells with 

various SopE-variant strains demonstrated indeed higher invasion rates after 60 min p.i. 

independently of the presence of SopE (Fig. 1a). After 10 and 30 min p.i. the invasion rates of 

the SL1344∆sopEsopE2 strain or NCTC12023∆sopE2 were 100-fold and 10-fold less than the 

respective WT-strains (Fig 1a). In contrast to early time points, invasion rate after 60 min was 

only two-fold less than that observed in both background strains. Although the invasion rate 

was significantly reduced, SL1344∆sopE similarly invaded the cells as NCTC12023WT strain, 

which naturally lacks SopE. On the other hand, SL1344∆5 + [sopE] strain also showed an 

augmented invasiveness, however this was still 10-fold less than the SL1344WT strain, and 

was similar to that quantified in the NCTC12023∆sopE2 strain.  

This invasion behaviour indicates that more cells must be infected over time. CLSM 

micrographs from infected MDCK cells taken from the same time points demonstrated that 

only SL1344 strains containing SopE triggered membrane ruffling and MV effacement after 

10 min p.i. (Fig. 1b). While MDCK cells infected by the SL1344WT or SL1344∆sopE2 strains 

after 30 min showed reticular F-actin distributed at the apical side of the epithelial cell, 

SL1344∆sopE strain did not induce large ruffles and bacteria accumulated at the apical side of 

the cell in microcolonies. Cells infected by this strain showed a network of F-actin that only 

surrounded bacteria but was not distributed on the whole apical cell (Fig. 1b). 60 min p.i. only 

reticular F-actin was present in cells highly infected by all strains (Fig 1b).  
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In contrast to the SL1344-background strains, NCTC12023WT strain only induced moderate 

membrane ruffling after 10 min p.i. The NCTC12023∆sopE2 strain triggered low accumulation 

of F-actin around the bacterial cells but it was not accompanied by membrane extensions. 30 

min. p.i. NCTC12023WT strain accumulated in microcolonies at the apical side of the cell, 

similarly to the SL1344∆sopE strain. Additionally, reticular F-actin surrounded the bacteria, 

which was not evenly distributed in the cell, compared to SL1344WT strain. MDCK cells 

infected by NCTC12023∆sopE2 strain only induced small changes in the F-actin cytoskeleton, 

which were associated with 4 to 6 bacteria but any bacterial microcolony was observed with 

this strain. At 60 min p.i. the NCTC12023WT strain caused complete loss of the brush border 

structure. Bacteria grouped in microcolonies, and reticular F-actin was tightly associated to 

the bacterial cells. Only slightly reorganization of the F-actin cytoskeleton was appreciable in 

cells infected by NCTC12023∆sopE2, but cells infected by this strain lacking the formation of 

microcolonies and only small filaments of F-actin were observed around the invading 

bacteria. Thus, reticular F-actin is evenly distributed at the apical side of the host cells at early 

time points in cells infected by SL1344WT strain (10 min p.i., Fig. 1b), whereas reticular F-

actin of cells infected by NCTC12023WT strain was tightly associated with invading bacteria, 

and only fully visible after 60 min p.i. 

This data demonstrates that the reduced invasion caused by the absence of SopE is 

compensated with large periods of incubation that increase the opportunity to contact the cells 

and invade them. The compensation of the invasion occurs by formation of bacterial clusters 

at the apical side of the epithelial cell. In contrast to the changes generated by SL1344WT 

strain, NCTC12023WT did not trigger large ruffles instead they accumulate forming micro-

colonies that conclude with the loss of the brush border and formation of reticular F-actin. 

This structure at the apical side of the host cell completely replaces the brush border 

architecture. 
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Fig. 1. Increased invasion of Salmonella of polarized epithelial cells generate microcolonies at the apical side of 
the host cells. a) Polarized MDCK monolayers were infected with Salmonella WT and various mutant strains 
lacking sopE or sopE2 for 25 min. After washing, non-internalized bacteria were killed by incubation with 
medium containing 100 µg · ml-1 gentamicin for 1 h. Cells were lysed and the amounts of internalized bacteria 
were determined by colony formation on agar plates. Invasion rates are expressed as percentage of the inoculum 
applied. b) Salmonella forms microcolonies at the apical side of polarized epithelial cells causing MV 
effacement. MDCK cells were infected with Salmonella wild type (WT) (red) and fixed after 10, 25 and 60 min 
p.i., labelled with Phalloidin-Alexa488 (white) and analyzed by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). 
Micrographs show the progress of the infection after various time points. c) SopE and SopE2 dominantly disrupt 
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the epithelial barrier of C2BBe1 cells. C2BBe1 cells were seeded on transwell inserts of polycarbonate filters 
with a pore size of 0.4 µm, and incubated for 10-15 d in order to allow the formation of polarized monolayers as 
indicated by the increase of the transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) to 500-700 Ω per well. Then they 
were infected with Salmonella WT and various mutant strains lacking single effector genes sopE, sopE2 or the 
∆5 (∆sipA sopA sopB sopE sopE2) strain without or with the presence of plasmids harbouring single effector 
sopE. The TEER was scored over 2 h. The effect on epithelial barrier function is expressed as percentage of the 
TEER of the monolayer immediately prior to infection. Means and the standard error values are shown (n = 2). 
All experiments were repeated several times. Scale bar: 10µm (overview) 2 µm (detail). One way ANOVA was 
applied for statistical analysis and results are indicated n.s. (not significant), *, P > 0.05 (c, significance indicates 
the difference between SL1344∆sopE and SL1344∆sopEsopE2).  
 

SopE and SopE2 are indispensable for full breaching of the epithelial barrier  

We sought to further characterize the effects of the presence of SopE and its effect on 

polarized epithelial cells. Thus, TEER of the C2BBe1 cells was monitored during the 

infection with Salmonella (Fig. 1c). As we previously reported (Felipe-López et al. 2014), the 

sole deletion of sopE has no effect on the destruction of the epithelial barrier. However, ∆5 + 

[sopE] strain did cause a decay of the TEER value similar to the SL1344 strain (Fig. 1c). The 

reduced effect of the SL1344∆sopE∆sopE2 was remarkable, since after 40 min p.i. the TEER 

dropped down to 70 % and maintained constant for the rest of the experiment. Only after 120 

min p.i. could be appreciated a slight decay. 

TEER of cells infected by NCTC12023WT dropped slower than that observed with the 

SL1344WT, because after 60 min p.i. NCTC12023WT strain only diminished the TEER around 

85% whereas the scored TEER in cells infected by SL1344WT was 10-fold less. Cells infected 

with NCTC12023∆sopE2-strain also decayed slower than the NCTC12023WT strain but 

compared to its analogue strain SL1344∆sopEsopE2, NCTC12023∆sopE2 was faster in the same 

period of time. A linear decay was detected over the whole experiment in this strain, 

contrasted to the constant TEER sustained after 60 min p.i. in cells infected by 

SL1344∆sopEsopE2. Since the effects observed here were associated to the status of SopE or 

SopE2, NCTC12023∆sopE2 strain was complemented with sopE from SL1344. This strain 

behaved identical to those cells infected by the SL1344WT strain.  
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These results indicate that alteration of the epithelial barrier by Salmonella is mainly 

dependent of SopE, since its manipulation of the F-actin cytoskeleton of the host cell 

accelerates the abrogation of the tight-junctions in polarized epithelial cells. 

Reticular F-actin rises up as consequence of the F-actin remodelling by Salmonella  

Our observations from fixed time points revealed that SopE is not restricted to enhance the 

invasiveness but also strongly influences the events after invasion and F-actin reorganization. 

Reticular F-actin appeared already after 10 min. in cells infected by SL1344WT strain but in 

SopE deficient strains as SL1344∆sopE or NCTC12023WT only after 60 min p.i. In order to 

explain the formation of this reticular F-actin by these apparent distinct mechanisms, infection 

of MDCK lifeact-eGFP cells with diverse SopE-variant strains was followed by live-cell 

imaging. Infection of Salmonella SL1344WT after previous adhesion triggers ruffle formation 

for the next 8 min as previously reported (Fig. 2a, movie 1) (Felipe-López et al., 2014a). After 

full engulfment of the SL1344WT strain and ruffle retraction, thin filaments of F-actin 

appeared surrounding the invasion point at the apical side of the host cell. These filaments 

gradually increased over the next 10 min from the periphery to the invasion site, forming a 

network of F-actin (Fig. 2a, movie 1). In contrast, the SL1344∆sopE strain only induced small 

ruffles and no changes of the brush border architecture were observed, when only one 

bacterium was invading (Fig. 2a). However, when the same cell was subsequently invaded by 

other bacteria, the brush border was loss and reticular F-actin appeared between the invading 

bacteria. F-actin filaments were only generated close to the invasion points but not from the 

periphery as observed with the SL1344WT strain (Fig. 1a). Further invasion events increased 

the formation of reticular F-actin which was inter-connected to the previous invasive bacteria. 

SL1344∆sopE2 strain showed similar behaviour as the SL1344WT strain (data not show). 

NCTC12023WT strain induced the formation of reticular F-actin similarly as the SL1344∆sopE. 

After the first invasion event, other bacterial cells induced the formation of the reticular  
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Fig. 2. Brush border architecture is destroyed by bacterial cell clustering on the apical side of polarized epithelial 
cells, and substituted with reticular F-actin. a) SopE-deficient strains accumulate at the apical side of MDCK 
cells causing MV effacement and formation of reticular F-actin. MDCK cells expressing Lifeact-EGFP were 
grown on fluorodishes for 5 d. Cells were infected with various strains as indicated and image acquisition by SD 
at maximal acquisition speed (2 - 3.0 frames per min) over 110 min was started immediately after infection. MIP 
images are shown. Scale bar, 15 µm. Time stamp, min:sec. b, c) Brush border architecture is not restored in cells 
infected by SopE-containing strains. Polarized MDCK monolayers were infected with Salmonella WT for 25 
min. After washing, non-internalized bacteria were killed by incubation with medium containing 100 µg · ml-1 
gentamicin for 1 h or washed out and further incubated for 1 h. Cells were fixed and stained as indicated in Fig. 
1 and observed by CLSM. b) 3D topology micrographs show the degeneration of the apical side of MDCK cells 
after internalization of Salmonella (cells only treated with gentamicin) c) Reticular F-actin is induced by SopE. 
Cells were washed out or treated with gentamicin for 1h. Only cells infected by SL1344∆sopE but not treated with 
gentamicin showed reticular F-actin. Scale bar 5 µm (a), 2 µm (b), 10 µm and 5 µm overview and detail 
respectively (c). 
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F- actin and loss of the brush border. These bacteria presented a very tight F-actin signal 

surrounding them. F-actin was distributed mainly at the periphery and around the bacterial 

cells. Deletion of sopE2 in NCTC12023 strain altered the ability of Salmonella to induce 

reticular F-actin. Cells infected by this strain also formed small microcolonies with two 

bacteria and further brush border destruction; however there was not induction of reticular F-

actin even after several bacterial cells had been engulfed by the cell. Only small and very thin 

filaments could be locally observed around the bacterial cell. These cells, nevertheless, were 

still unable to recover the brush border. 

These results demonstrate that while SopE is sufficient to cause MV effacement and 

formation of reticular F-actin by one single bacterial cell, infection over long time periods and 

accumulation of various bacterial cells lacking SopE at the apical side of the host cell is 

necessary to cause the same phenotypes. On the other hand, strains lacking sopE and sopE2 

were unable to induce a generalized formation of reticular F-actin. Therefore, we conclude 

that reticular F-actin is specifically dependent on both SopE and SopE2 effector proteins.  

Intracellular Salmonella avoid the restoration of the brush border.  

Our data demonstrated that reticular F-actin only appeared shortly after bacteria engulfment, 

in the case of SopE-containing strains, or after accumulation of bacterial cells in sopE 

deficient strains. Thus, we wanted to address whether the invasion process only controls the 

formation of the reticular F-actin and loss of brush border, or if intracellular Salmonella also 

interferes with the restoration of the brush border. Therefore, MDCK cells were infected by 

various strains lacking SopE or SopE2 in both background strains. These cells were then 

washed and treated with gentamicin or only rigorously washed and further incubated for 1h. 

AFM and CLSM images (Fig 2b c) showed that even after gentamicin treatment, reticular F-

actin was still present at the apical side of the host cells infected by SL1344WT and, to lesser 

extent, in cells infected with NCTC12023WT strains. Cells infected by NCTC12023∆sopE2 or  
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Fig. 3. Destruction of the brush border by Salmonella invasion reduces the apical surface and alters the F-actin 
polymerization. a) Representative AFM images of the 3D topology from infected cells without brush border. 
Cells were prepared as indicated in Fig. 1 for AFM scanning and fluorescence microscopy. Yellow arrows 
indicate the formation of reticular F-actin in cells infected by Salmonella. b) Salmonella reduces the absorptive 
surface of the polarized epithelial cells. Cells were prepared as for (a). Roughness of at least 25 cells were 
estimated by the Young’s module and presented as the probability of the roughest area in the cell. c, d, e, f) 
MDCK lifeact-eGFP cells were infected at MOI 25 for 25 min. Cells were then washed five times with pre-
warmed MEM without phenol-red. Infected cells were mounted at the SD-microscope and bleached with the 
laser line 488 at 100% transmission for 100 ms. Images are represented by the pseudocolor scale fire. c) 
Salmonella invasion alters the polymerization of F-actin at the apical side of the host cell. Representative images 
of the recovery after photo-bleaching in cells infected by Salmonella are presented here. d) Time maximal 
intensity projections of a representative bleached region before and after recovery of bleaching. e) Salmonella 
alters the F-actin polymerization after internalization. Curves show the recovery of the F-actin after bleaching. f) 
Salmonella reduces the F-actin polymerization at the apical side of the host cell. The recovery constant (τ) is 
strongly increased in cells infected by Salmonella containing SopE and SopE2, compared to the negative control. 
Scale bar 2.5µm. One way ANOVA was applied for statistical analysis and results are indicated n.s. (not 
significant); **, P < 0.01.   
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SL1344∆sopE strains showed a slight recovery of the brush border after treatment with 

gentamicin (Fig. 2b c). Additionally, many intracellular bacteria were surrounded by F-actin 

rings and several F-actin structures were concentrated at the group of intracellular bacteria 

(Fig. 2c). Cells infected by strains lacking sopE also showed a recovery of MV. Interestingly, 

infected cells by SL1344∆sopE without gentamicin treatment but with rigorous washing still 

possessed reticular F-actin and, as observed with the SL1344WT strain, bacteria were 

surrounded by F-actin.  

Altogether, these results showed that intracellular Salmonella strongly altered the brush 

border architecture at the apical side of the cells even when bacteria are intracellular and 

secretion of SopE/E2 is stopped. In contrast, strains lacking SopE in SL1344 or SopE2 in 

NCTC12023 after gentamicin treatment loss the ability to maintain the reticular F-actin on the 

apical side of the host cell and the brush border architecture is recovered.   

Reticular F-actin replaces absorptive area and SopE alters the F-actin polymerization at the 

apical side of the host cell.  

Our previous results indicated that SopE and SopE2 regulate the formation of reticular F-actin 

and destruction of the brush border. This was appreciable because peaks of the roughness 

curves were shifted to the left, indicating a reduction of the roughness in the infected cells and 

consequently the elimination of the brush border (Fig. 3a). Roughness of the apical side of the 

host cells infected by SL1344WT was highly reduced compared to the non-infected cells. The 

maximal peak observed in SL1344WT-infected cells was 10 nm less than that quantified in 

non-infected cells, which was localized at 33 nm (Fig. 3b). Cells infected by SL1344∆sopE 

strain did not present a reduction of the roughness, instead it remains close to the maximal 

roughness observed in non-infected cells. In contrast, cells infected with NCTC12023WT and 

NCTC12023∆sopE2 strains showed a biphasic behaviour, since one peak appears in a high 

rough zone as the non-infected cells but the second peak was observed in the zone with 
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reduced roughness, similar to that quantified in cells infected by SL1344WT strain. The loss of 

the absorptive surface of polarized cells accompanied by the formation of reticular F-actin 

suggests that F-actin polymerization at the apical side of the cell was affected. 

Thus, to quantify the speed of the turnover of the F-actin signal from the reticular F-actin, 

fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) was applied to infected cells with 

reticular F-actin. Data were adjusted to the model proposed by (Ishikawa-Ankerhold et al., 

2012). Reticular F-actin was recovered after a pulse for bleaching of 1s (Fig. 3c) in cells 

infected with SL1344WT-strain, indicating that reticular F-actin is continually polymerized 

even when all bacteria are intracellular (Fig. 3d). Further quantification of the signal recovery 

indicated that F-actin polymerization at the apical side of the host cells infected by Salmonella 

was increased by the infection of SL1344WT and NCTC12023WT (Fig. 3e f). Cells infected 

either by SL1344∆sopE or NCTC12023∆sopE2 did not cause a significant reduction of the F-actin 

polymerization rate (Fig. 3f). Thus, F-actin polymerization of reticular F-actin is directly 

affected by SopE in SL1344 strain and SopE2 in NCTC12023 strain.  

SopE disrupts the physiological absorption of the polarized epithelial cells.  

Polarized epithelial cells at intestine, kidney and other organs are responsible for uptake of 

substances such as nutrients and ions. The loss of the brush border architecture abrogates this 

function. Thus, we investigated if the replacement of the MV by the reticular F-actin of 

Salmonella alters the uptake ability of MDCK cells. Cells infected after 1.5 h p.i. were fed for 

30 min with the tracers FM4-64 FX or with dextran-10000 alexa 568. Cells infected with 

SL1344WT absorbed less dextran than non-infected cells (Fig. 4a b). Endocytosed dextran 

from SL1344-strain infected cells appeared as small accumulations apically to the cell (Fig. 

4a, detail). However, no co-localization was observed between bacteria and fluorescent tracer 

(Fig. 4a, detail), which discards the possible consumption of the dextran by Salmonella. 

Compared to SL1344WT-infected cells, non-infected cells contained a large number of  
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Fig. 4. Destruction of the brush border by Salmonella disrupts the physiologic uptake of the apical side of 
polarized epithelial cell. a, b, c, d) Cells were infected as described in Fig. 1a. After gentamicin treatment, cells 
were fed with alexa-568 labeled dextran or the membrane dye FM4-64FX for 30 min. Cells were further 
processed as described in Fig. 1b. a) Representative images of the macropinocytosis of infected and non-infected 
cells fed with dextran. b) Macropinocytosis is abrogated after internalization of Salmonella. c) Membrane 
turnover increases upon Salmonella infection. d) Representative images of the membrane-stained infected cells. 
Scale bar 10 µm overview, 5µm detail (a); 5µm (d). One way ANOVA was applied for statistical analysis and 
results are n.s. (not significant); *, P < 0.05;**, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. 
 

vesicles homogenously distributed along the apical side of the cell with a regular size (Fig. 4a 

b). Most of these dextran vesicles were decorated with F-actin and some of them localized at 

the apical membrane of the cell, apparently shortly after endocytosis (Fig. 4a detail). This 

recruitment of F-actin was not visible in infected cells. Dextran absorption in cells infected 

with NCTC12023WT or NCTC12023∆sopE2 did not disrupt the absorption of these cells, they 
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presented almost the same amount of dextran spots over the whole fields and it was similar to 

the uptake observed in non-infected cells (mock) (Fig. 4b). In contrast to the cells infected 

NCTC12023WT or SL1344WT strains, SL1344∆sopE strain significantly augmented two fold the 

absorption of dextran (Fig. 4b). 

Contrary to the reduced dextran absorption, FM4-64 was highly endocytosed in cells infected 

by SL1344WT but not in those infected by SL1344∆sopE, which were more similar to non-

infected cells (Fig. 4c). Non-infected cells homogenously endocytosed FM4-64 and was 

distributed in the whole cytoplasmic membrane from non-infected cells (Fig. 4d). To detect 

differences in the endocytosed dye, the total signal from the both groups of cells was 

quantified. The intracellular dye from the SL1344 WT-strain infected cells was higher than 

that measured of non-infected cells (Fig. 4c). The signal from cells infected by SL1344∆sopE, 

NCTC12023WT or NCTC12023∆sopE2 strains was similar to the negative control (Data not 

shown). 

Altogether these results clearly demonstrate that after internalization of Salmonella and 

apparition of reticular F-actin, polarized epithelial cells loss the ability to absorb substrates 

from the luminal space. Moreover, our results indicate that the altered macropinocytosis from 

the apical side of the host cell is only caused by SopE, since NCTC12023WT strain, which 

naturally lack SopE, also induced the formation of reticular F-actin but they still permitted 

absorption from apical substrates as observed in fig. 4c. Therefore, activation of Rac1 by 

SopE is necessary to alter the physiological absorption from the host cells. The loss of MV 

and reticular F-actin were not sufficient to abrogate this cellular function in this infection 

model. 

Invasion by Salmonella induces the recruitment of ezrin to the Salmonella-containing 

vacuole. 
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Our previous results demonstrated that only highly infected cells by strains lacking SopE 

exhibited reticular F-actin, which disappeared after gentamicin treatment. Furthermore, 

quantification of the F-actin polymerization rate was only altered in those cells infected by 

SL1344WT or NCTC12023WT strains and apical macropinocytosis of infected cells was altered 

due to the presence of SopE but not SopE2. These observations indicate that there should be a 

third T3SS1-effector protein necessary to cause F-actin rearrangements in absence of SopE 

and SopE2 but this should not be able to alter the macropinocytosis. Previous work already 

demonstrated that SipA can induce F-actin polymerization in a background strain lacking 

SopE and SopE2 (Felipe-López et al., 2014a; Schlumberger and Hardt, 2005; Schlumberger et 

al., 2007). Therefore, we used the same reductionist approach to observe if SipA induces the 

formation of reticular F-actin. We infected cells for 15 and 45 min with the SL1344∆5 + [sipA] 

and SL1344∆5 + [sopE] strains. Both effector proteins and F-actin were stained in these samples 

(Fig. 5a b). Images acquired by total internal reflexion microscopy (TIRF) demonstrated that 

effector proteins were highly concentrated at the F-actin structures. After 45 min p.i., the 

concentration and distribution of effector proteins became more apparent. While SopE was 

decorating the reticular F-actin structure observed on the apical side of the cell, SipA was 

highly concentrated in small regions with F-actin (Fig. 5a). Therefore, reticular F-actin in 

strains lacking SopE is dependent on the translocation of SipA into the host cells. The 

apparent reticular structure is associated with the high number of bacteria residing on the 

apical side of the host cell, which continuously translocate SipA, as observed in Fig. 5a 

(Detail 45 min).  

Since Salmonella induces the full destruction of the brush border and diminishes the apical 

absorption of fluid tracers, we thought that microvillar proteins could be loss after complete 

MV effacement, which would explain the origin of the reticular F-actin and reduced substrate 

uptake. Therefore, we sought to observe the spatial distribution of ezrin after effacement of 
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MV. MDCK transfected cells with ezrin-GFP and β-actin-RFP were infected with Salmonella 

SL1344WT strain (Fig 5c, movie 2), since we observed the most drastic changes with this 

strain. Ezrin clearly localize in the MV in non-infected cells or in cells previous to the 

infection. After Salmonella triggered membrane ruffling and MV effacement began, ezrin was 

loss from the MV and recruited to the ruffles. However, once Salmonella was completely 

engulfed, cells did not recover ezrin at the membrane. Instead, the signal of ezrin mainly 

remained in the cytoplasm at the apical side of the cell. In contrast, non-infected cells showed 

no changes in the localization of ezrin over the acquisition period. These results strongly 

suggested that Salmonella could recruit ezrin to the early endosome after complete 

engulfment. To address this hypothesis, MDCK cells were infected for 45 min and stained 

with antibodies against ezrin. After 45 min p.i., intracellular Salmonella SL1344WT strain was 

decorated with ezrin. Most of the ezrin signal was concentrated at the Salmonella early 

endosome (Fig. 5d), compared to the non-infected cells, which maintain the ezrin at the apical 

side of the cell. To evaluate whether the recruitment of ezrin is caused by SopE, we employed 

again a reductionist approach. As previously described (Felipe-López et al. 2014), only 

SL1344∆5 + [sopE] strain is able to induce membrane ruffling and loss of MV. Thus, cells 

infected with this strain showed that ezrin was distributed only along the bacterial cells but 

not covering them as observed with the SL1344WT strain.  

These data demonstrate that SopE mainly controls the F-actin remodelling after complete 

engulfment by Salmonella. Although SopE-deficient strains could cause MV effacement and 

induce reticular F-actin by translocation of SipA, these morphological changes were not 

sufficient to alter the physiological macropinocytosis of the cells or to extremely modify the 

F-actin polymerization as SopE did. The mislocalization of ezrin caused by SopE-induced F-

actin rearrangements is an example that the loss of microvillar proteins during invasion of 

Salmonella indirectly lead to a reduction of the absorption of the cells. Thereby, loss of the  
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Fig. 5. Salmonella recruits ezrin to the early endosome and induces reticular F-actin by translocation of SopE 
and SipA. Cells were prepared as described in Fig. 1b with the SL1344∆5 + [sipA] or SL1344∆5 + [sopE] (red) strains 
for 15 and 45 mi, stained with an anti-HA antibody (red) and with phallodin (green) (a, b) or with an anti-ezrin 
antibody (green) (d) as described in material and methods section a) Reticular F-actin in is induced by only SipA 
and is independent of SopE. b) Formation of reticular F-actin is triggered by SopE, which localizes to the F-actin 
filaments. c) Ezrin is mislocalized after engulfment of Salmonella. MDCK cells transfected with ezrin-EGFP and 
β-actin-RFP were infected with Salmonella SL1344WT strain (no visible). d) Salmonella recruits ezrin to the 
early endosome after invasion of polarized epithelial cells. MDCK cells were infected with SL1344WT and 
SL1344 SL1344∆5 + [sopE] Scale bars 15µm and 5µm (a, b), overview and detail respectively; 5µm (c); 20µm and 
10µm (d), overview and detail, respectively. Time stamp: min:sec.  
 

microvillar proteins such as ezrin is then related only to maintain the structure of MV but no 

to regulate macropinocytosis of the polarized epithelial cells. 
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Discussion 

MV effacement was already observed during infections of various enteric pathogens as EPEC, 

Helicobacter pylori and Citrobacter. In contrast to the local destruction of MV by these 

pathogens, invasion by Salmonella enterica causes the collapse of MV in polarized epithelial 

cells as well as in enterocytes (Takeuchi, 1967). We previously described that MV effacement 

was mainly controlled by the T3SS-1 effector protein SopE (Felipe-López et al. 2014). 

However, we found here that strains lacking SopE were still able to invade the host cells and 

MV effacement by accumulation of bacterial cells on the apical side of the host cells after 

large infection periods. Furthermore, our experimental data showed that destruction of brush 

border accompanied by the translocation of SopE together with alteration of F-actin 

polymerization were responsible for macropinocytosis ablation. In addition, we attribute the 

inability of the cells to recover the brush border with intracellular Salmonella to the loss of 

ezrin and possibly other microvillar proteins from the brush border (Fig. 6). 

Salmonella invasion culminated with the apparition of a reticular F-actin, which remained at 

apical side of the host cells after complete internalization of SL1344WT or NCTC12023WT 

strains. In contrast, this reticular F-actin disappeared after full internalization of those cells 

infected with SL1344∆sopE or NCTC12023∆sopE2 strains and treated with gentamicin. These 

results indicated that only SipA participated in the formation of the reticular F-actin in strains 

lacking SopE or SopE2, since this T3SS-1 effector protein could induce F-actin 

polymerization in absence of any other effector protein. Our data also demonstrated that after 

complete Salmonella internalization ezrin was recruited to the early endosome. Therefore, 

reticular F-actin is induced by two main factors: 1) translocation of the T3SS-1 inducing F-

actin polymerization proteins SopE, SopE2 and SipA; and 2) loss of microvillar protein ezrin 

from the apical side of the host cells, which avoid the regeneration of the MV in those cells 

invaded by SopE-containing strains.  
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Fig. 6. Destruction of the brush border by the Salmonella T3SS-1 effector SopE abolishes the macropinocytosis 
of polarized epithelial cells. The model depicts the sequence of events observed during Salmonella invasion a) 
after adhesion Salmonella translocates its T3SS-1 effector proteins into the host cells. b) SopE-induced MV 
effacement also causes mislocalization of ezrin and probably other microvillar proteins. c) Ezrin is recruited to 
the early endosome containing Salmonella. Loss of ezrin and other microvillar proteins avoid the recovery of 
MV. d) Macropinocytosis is abolished in cells infected by SopE-containing strains but e) not in cells infected by 
∆sopE-Salmonella strains. 
 

F-actin networks in polarized cells have been predicted by mathematical models. In the model 

proposed by Gov (2006) it was considered that MV or network formation is directly 

proportional to the density of proteins recruited to apical side of the cell. The density of 

proteins is represented by bundling, anchoring proteins and F-actin (Gov, 2006). Any 

alteration of the F-actin polymerization or the proper anchoring to the membrane by ezrin 
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would alter the structure of the MV. Therefore, the protein density at the apical side of the cell 

decreases and only reticular structures may appear but not MV.  

Experimental evidence supporting this model was obtained from mice lacking either villin, 

epsin, fimbrin or a combination of these three proteins. Although length of MV was highly 

reduced in mice lacking villin, epsin and fimbrin, knockout of fimbrin was dominant to alter 

the length of MV (Revenu et al., 2012). Deficiency of fimbrin had a negative effect in the 

morphogenesis of MV as evaluated by the MV size and alteration of the protein content in the 

brush border. Additionally, the F-actin filaments at the terminal web were disorganized. In 

yeasts, fimbrin contributes to the breaching of F-actin filaments depending on the fimbrin 

concentration (Laporte et al., 2012). Thus, in low concentrations of fimbrin, F-actin filaments 

forms highly ramified structures and under optimal concentrations, F-actin filaments form 

linear bundles. 

In comparison to our infection model, loss of ezrin from the MV during Salmonella invasion 

blocks the anchoring of new F-actin filaments (Fig. 7b). In turn, this would avoid the 

formation of MV, as recently described (Dhekne et al., 2014; Gloerich et al., 2012; 

Solaymani-Mohammadi and Singer, 2013). Since no F-actin polymerization for MV 

formation occurs, other bundling proteins cannot be properly recruited so that the low 

concentrations of bundling proteins as fimbrin would only permit the formation of reticular F-

actin after complete internalization of Salmonella (Fig. 7c). Mislocalization of ezrin from the 

apical side of the epithelial cells is likely due to reduction of PtdIns(4,5) caused by activation 

of phospholipase γ (PLC γ) by SopE (Felipe-López et al., 2014a). 

MV effacement and formation of reticular F-actin have further consequences to the cells in 

this infection model. Cells lacking MV infected by SopE-containing strains were deficient to 

uptake dextran from the luminal side of the cells. Previous observations with MDCK cells 

attributed an altered entry of fluid tracers to the cells after inhibition of members of the Src 

kinase-pathway (Mettlen et al., 2006). These authors found that after Src kinase activation by 
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increasing the temperature from 40° C to 34° C cells formed ruffles, which enhanced the 

uptake of dextran into the cell. Uptake of dextran and holo-transferrin was blocked by F-actin, 

phospholipase and PIP5K inhibitors, which indicates the participation of active F-actin 

polymerization. In our model, the polymerization of F-actin in infected cells was 50% higher 

in zones with reticular F-actin. In spite of SopE2 also altered the F-actin polymerization, 

macropinocytosis in cells infected by strains containing only SopE2 was not altered. 

Therefore, alteration of F-actin polymerization by SopE, but not SopE2, and loss of the 

absorptive surface of polarized epithelial cells alter the macropinocytosis in infected cells. 

This result suggests that the selective action of SopE2 on Cdc42 would not affect other 

proteins necessary for physiological macropinocytosis while Rac1, preferred by SopE, does. 

Recent evidence in macrophages supports this conclusion (Fujii et al., 2013). Authors used a 

light-sensitive Rac1 to monitor the macropinocytosis in macrophages. They observed that 

after activation membrane ruffling was triggered and the macropinocytic cups could be closed 

avoiding the endocytosis of dextran. Furthermore, they also observed that in macrophages 

with active Rac1, FM4-64 was highly incorporated by the macrophage membranes. 

Therefore, activation of Rac1 by SopE altered macropinocytosis observed in MDCK cells. 

The increased membrane ruffle directly recruits more membrane that incorporates FM4-64 

membrane dye. In contrast, the same membrane ruffling is responsible to avoid the 

engulfment of particles such as dextran.  

Similar to our infection model of Salmonella in polarized epithelial cells, infection with 

enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (EPEC) in CaCo2 cells also culminated with the reduction 

of the uptake of substrates from the lumen accompanied with loss of the function of the 

sodium/D-glucose co-transporter SGLT (Dean et al., 2006). These phenotypes were mainly 

associated with the infection doses employed during the experiments and the translocation of 

the effector proteins Map, EspF, Tir and the adhesin Eae.  
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Altogether, our data demonstrate that translocation of SopE and SipA dominantly induces the 

formation of the reticular F-actin at the apical side of the host cell, which is a consequence of 

the loss of ezrin and probably other  microvillar proteins after internalization of Salmonella. 

Furthermore, the loss of MV and the permanence of the reticular F-actin abrogate 

macropinocytosis of the host cells. These physiological alterations on the apical side of the 

polarized epithelial cells and the reduction of the uptake function seem to be a common result 

of the infections by intestinal pathogens. This points out that the organization of the F-actin 

and the uptake ability is a highly interdependent process and is regulated by the same family 

of proteins found in MV, which are directly or indirectly manipulated by bacterial virulence 

proteins. Further investigation is needed to identify the precise molecular mechanism behind 

the alteration of uptake ability caused by the infection of this intestinal pathogen and its 

physiological consequences. 
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Materials and Methods 

Bacterial strains, construction of mutants and plasmids for complementation  

Salmonella enterica sv. Typhimurium strain SL1344 was used as wild-type (SL1344WT) strain 

and NCTC 12023 (NCTCWT) strains and their isogenic mutant strains were employed 

throughout the experiments described here (see Table 5). Creation of mutant strains was 

performed by integration of an aph cassette to substitute the relevant gen. Mutations were 

generated in NCTC12023 by Red-mediated recombination (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000c) 

using pKD13 as template and primers specified in table 2 and if required transferred to 

SL1344 strain background by P22 transduction as previously described (Felipe-Lopez et al., 

2014).  

Cell lines and culture conditions  

All cell lines employed here were cultured at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5.0 

% CO2. For invasion assays and microscopy analyses, MDCK clone Pf were used as standard 

cell culture model, kindly provided by the Nephrology department of the University Hospital 

Erlangen, FAU Erlangen-Nürnberg. Confluent monolayers in 25 cm2-cell culture flask were 

seeded each week in a new 25 cm2 flask with MEM supplemented with 1 x non-essential 

amino acids (PAA, Germany), 10 % inactivated fetal calf serum (FCS, Sigma, Germany) and 

1 x Glutamax (PAA, Germany). Changes in the trans-epithelial electrical resistance (TEER) 

due to the infection of Salmonella were monitored using the cell line C2BBe1 which is a 

derivate of CaCo2 cells (ATCC- CRL-2102). These cells were cultured in DMEM high 

glucose without pyruvate (PAA, Germany), containing Glutamax, 10 % FCS and 2.5 µg · ml-1 

human holo-transferrin (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany). Cells were seeded at 105 cells per 12 mm 

polycarbonate filter insert (0.4 µm pore size, Millipore, Germany). TEER was measured each 

third day with a platinum electrode and an Ohm-meter EVOM (World Precision Instruments, 

USA). Cells were cultured until a TEER of 500-700 Ω per well was observed, usually 10 to 
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15 d. For cultivation, media were supplemented with penicillin/streptomycin (PAA, 

Germany). Medium was changed each third day.  

Invasion assays  

Five days prior to infection, MDCK cells were seeded at 1 x 105 cells per well in 24-well 

plates (Nunc, Denmark). At least 4 h before infection, medium was substituted with medium 

without antibiotics. Bacterial strains were inoculated in LB and incubated overnight at 37°C 

with continuous aeration. These were diluted into 1:31 in fresh LB and incubated for another 

4 h in glass test tubes in a roller drum. Next, optical density of each culture was measured and 

adjusted in 1 ml MEM to OD600 = 0.2. Cells were infected in triplicate with each individual 

strain using a master mix with a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 5:1 in MEM. Bacteria 

invaded the cells for 25 min and then cells were washed three times with PBS. Thereafter, 

fresh medium with gentamicin at 100 µg x ml-1 was added for 1 h. Finally, infected cells were 

washed five times with PBS and lysed with 0.5 % deoxycholic acid for 10 min. Lysates were 

diluted and platted on Mueller Hinton II agar (BD, Germany) plates with an Eddy Jet spiral 

platting instrument (IUL Instruments, Barcelona). Plates were incubated at 37°C overnight 

and colony forming units were counted. Infection of monolayers in filters, bacterial strains 

were added at an MOI of 50 and TEER was recorded each 20 min for 2 h. Finally, cells were 

washed thrice with pre-warmed PBS and fixed with methanol at -20°C overnight. 

Immunostaining 

For imaging, bacterial strains were used that harboured the pFPV25.1 derivative pWGR435 

for constitutive expression of mTagRFP under control of PrpsM or pFPV25.1 with mCherry 

expressed under the same conditions. Same amount of cells as for invasion (see above) were 

seeded on cover slips. Infecting bacteria were inoculated at MOI 50 from a suspension of 1 ml 

MEM OD600 0.2. Infection was made in duplicate at least three different times. After various 

time points, the infection was stopped by washing the cells with PBS four times. Cells were 

immediately fixed with pre-warmed 3 % PFA in PBS. Cells with PFA were incubated for 1 h 
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at 37° C. After fixation or any subsequent incubation with fluorescent dyes or antibodies, cells 

were washed thrice with PBS at 37°C. Fixed cells were permeabilized by incubation for 15 

min at 37°C with 0.5 % Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) in blocking solution 

consisting of 2.0 % BSA (Biomol, Germany), 2.0 % Goat serum (Gibco, Germany) in PBS in 

a humid chamber. Antibodies were diluted in blocking solution and incubations were 

performed at 37°C in a humid chamber. Rabbit anti ezrin (Dianova, Germany) was diluted 

1:100 and incubated with the samples for 1 h. Acti-stain 488-conjugated phalloidin 

(Cytoskeleton, France) was added in 1:200 dilution and incubated 45 min at 37°C. Cover 

glasses were then mounted on glass slides with Fluoroprep (Biomerieux, France), sealed with 

Entellan (Merck, Germany) and kept in dark at 4°C.  

Apical uptake of fluorescent fluid tracers. 

Fluorescent fluid tracers were employed to evaluate the uptake ability of the apical side of the 

MDCK cells after infection and destruction of the brush border. Cells were infected as 

described for invasion experiments (see above). After 1 h of gentamicin treatment, cells were 

washed thrice with pre-warmed PBS. Next, cells were fed with 250 µg ml-1 dextran alexa-568 

10 000 FX or 50µg ml-1 of the membrane dye FM4-64FX (Life technologies, Netherlands). 

Both fluid tracers were mixed in MEM 30mM HEPES pH 7.4 w/o phenol red or bicarbonate. 

Cells were then incubated for 30 min at 37° C at 5.0 % CO2. Finally, tracers were removed 

from the cells by washing three times with pre-warmed PBS. Cells were fixed with 3% PFA 

and further processed for microscopy observation as described above with the only exception 

that bacteria were stained with DAPI diluted at 1:1000. 

Microscopy analysis and live cell imaging 

Images from fixed samples were acquired with a DMI 6000 SP5 II confocal laser scanning 

microscope (Leica Microsystems Wetzlar, Germany). Images were acquired with a 100x 

objective with a numerical aperture of 1.44. Pinhole was adjusted to 1 Airy unit all 

acquisitions, the pixel size of the images was 70.85 x 70.85 with a bit depth of 16 bits. Z-
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slices thickness was adjusted to 0.12 µm using Nyquist theorem. The 488 argon laser line was 

used for Alexa488-conjugated antibodies and EGFP. The HeNe 543 laser line was used for 

excitation of Alexa568-conjugated antibodies and mCherry or mTagRFP. Images were 

acquired with Leica Acquisition Software V. 2.3.6. Images were further processed with Imaris 

V. 7.6.1 (BitPlane, Switzerland) and FIJI (Max-Planck Institute for Cell Biology, Dresden, 

Germany). 

Live cell imaging was performed using Lifeact-EGFP MDCK cells, which are described 

elsewhere (Felipe-López, et al. 2014), and mCherry-, or mTagRFP-expressing Salmonella 

strains. Live cell imaging was performed using a CellObserver microscopy system (Zeiss, 

Germany) coupled to a Yokogawa spinning disc unit. Images were acquired for 120 min 

shortly after infection at maximal speed with intervals of 100 to 200 ms at distances between 

Z planes of 0.30 – 0.35 µm. Acquisition of live samples was performed with a water 

immersion objective with a numerical aperture of 1.333. Acquisition was performed with 

either a cooled CCD camera (CoolSNAP HQ2, Photometrics) with a chip of 1040 x 1392 

pixels for high spatial resolution, or an EM-CCD camera (Evolve, Photometrics) with a chip 

of 512 x 512 pixels for high sensitivity and FRAP analysis. Acquisition and processing of the 

time lapse images was performed with ZEN 2012. Images from CLSM or spinning disc were 

deconvolved with Huygens V.4.2 using a theoretical PSF. Bleaching and Z-drift were also 

corrected with Huygens. Further processing and movie export was performed with Imaris V. 

7.6.1. 

Quantification of endocytosed fluorescent fluid tracers. 

Fixed samples of infected MDCK cells fed with dextran alexa-568 10 000 FX were observed 

by laser confocal-spinning disc microscopy with an EmCCD camera (see above). DAPI-

stained structures were excited by the laser line 405nm; F-actin stained with phalloidin Acti-

stain 488 was excited with the laser line 488nm; finally dextran stained samples were excited 

with a laser line 561. Images were acquired with a 63x oil immersion objective with a 
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refraction index of 1.51 and a numerical aperture of 1.44 through the Z axis with intervals of 

0.12 µm between each slice. Images were further deconvolved using Huygens 4.2. for 

detection of dextran in all other cells. Then, restored images were visualized in Imaris 

V.7.6.1. For quantification, dextran spots of the non-infected cells and non-stained cells were 

set up as lower threshold for processing the rest of the infected samples. The minor diameter 

of dextran spots was defined to be ~ 0.5 µm. Quantification of dextran was then performed 

using the “Spot” function of Imaris, briefly: a region of interest of 45 x 45 pixels, which 

represents approximately one cell, was set. Next, the spots with a diameter of ~ 0.5µm were 

recognized by their maximal intensity signal. The threshold values from the emission 

spectrum of each sample were then adjusted from 450 to 10000 voxels from a total emission 

spectrum of 16000 voxels. Finally, the whole observation field was processed with these 

parameters. The average of the total number of spots per field was calculated and plotted as 

indicated in the results section.  

Images from samples stained with the membrane fluorescent dye FM4-64FX were acquired 

by confocal laser scanning microscopy (see below) with the XZY mode. This mode allows the 

acquisition of a vertical section of the sample w/o Z-slices. Thus, the observation of the 

distribution of the membrane dye throughout the cytoplasmic membrane was possible. 

Samples were observed with a 100x-objective with a numerical aperture of 1.44 and 

refraction index of 1.51. Image resolution was 1024 x 1024 pixels from a field size of 45 x 45 

µm with a bit depth of 8 bits. The thickness of each slice in Y axis was 0.12 µm. FM4-64 as 

well as phalloidin acti-stain 488 were excited by an argon gas-phase laser with the 488nm 

line. Images were the further processed with FIJI. A profile line was drawn at the apical side 

of each section. The total signal from the apical side of the section was added and the average 

of this signal from several fields was calculated and plotted as shown in the results section.  

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching in infected MDCK cells 
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To evaluate the F-actin polymerization of the reticular F-actin, fluorescence recovery after 

photobleaching (FRAP) was performed in those cells infected by Salmonella. MDCK lifeact-

EGFP cells were seeded on treated chamber slides (Ibidi, Germany) at 25000 cells per well. 

After five days, medium was substituted with MEM 30mM HEPES pH 7.4 w/o sodium 

bicarbonate and phenol red. Then cells were infected with Salmonella at MOI 25:1 as 

described for invasion experiments. However, after 25 min p. i. were washed with MEM 

medium to avoid the alteration of any cellular structures as MV or reticular F-actin. Cells 

were further incubated with MEM as mentioned above and observed at the LC-SD 

microscope.  

Image acquisition was performed at the apical side of the infected cells with an image rate of 

100ms per frame per channel. Laser line 488nm was set up at 2%, and the line 561nm at 5%. 

The electrical gain of the EmCCD camera was set to 100 in both channels. Before bleaching 

50 frames were acquired. Bleaching pulse was performed for 500ms with the laser line 488 

nm at a transmission of 100 % using a pre-established mask of 5 µm. Signal recovery was 

quantified during 200 frames after the bleaching pulse. Results from FRAP signal were 

plotted as relative signal over the time in seconds. Recovery constant was calculated from the 

bleaching point until the next 200 frames by the method ??? Results were plotted as described 

above.  

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

To observe topological changes of cell surface as consequence of Salmonella-induced 

cytoskeletal remodelling, AFM measurements were conducted using the NanoWizard II AFM 

system (JPK Instruments AG, Berlin, Germany). High-resolution surface images were 

acquired by operating the AFM under ambient conditions in soft contact mode using silicon 

nitride AFM probes with a nominal force constant of 0.06 N/m (SiNi, Budget Sensors, 

Wetzlar, Germany). Samples were prepared as described above. For each sample, topographic 

overview images with a 90 x 90 µm scan area were taken before zoom-ins were generated. 
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All images were polynomial fitted and unsharpened mask filtered using JPK data processing 

software (JPK Instruments AG). Presented images are 3D projections of the height profiles, 

tilted 12º in X direction 
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Tables 

Table 1. Bacterial strains used in this study 

Designation   relevant characteristics   reference 

S. enterica serovar Typhimurium SL1344 strains 

SL1344   wild type, SmR   lab stock 

M712    ΔsipA sopA sopB sopE sopE2 (Ehrbar et al., 2004a) 

M1318    ∆sopE     (Hardt Lab) 

SB856    ∆sopE::aphT, KmR   (Hardt et al., 1998c) 

MvP1459   ∆sopE2::aph, KmR   (Felipe-López et al. 2014) 

MvP1485   ∆sopE ∆sopE2::aph, KmR  This work 

S. enterica serovar Typhimurium NCTC 12023 strains 

NCTC12023   wild type, NalS    lab stock 

MvP1412   ∆sopE2::aph, KmR   this study 

 

Table 2. Plasmids used in this study 

Designation  relevant characteristics   reference 

pWSK29  low copy number , Cb50  (Wang and Kushner, 1991) 

p4040   pWSK29 PsicA::sipA::HA  (Felipe-López et al. 2014) 

p4043   pWSK29 PsopE::sopE::HA  (Felipe-López et al. 2014) 

p4044   pWSK29 PsopE2::sopE2::HA  (Felipe-López et al. 2014) 

pKD4        (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000b) 

pKD13        (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000b) 

pKD46        (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000b) 

pCP20        (Datsenko and Wanner, 2000b) 

p3589   PrpsM::mCherry in pETcoco, CmR This work 
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pWRG439  PrpsM::mTagRFP in pFPV25.1, AmR Roman G. Gerlach 

 

Table 3. Oligonucleotides used in this study 

Designation  Sequence 5’-3’ 

SopE2-Red-Del-For aaagtgtagctatgcatagttatctaaaaggagaactaccgtgtaggctggagctgcttc 

SopE2-Red-Del-Rev taattcatatggttaatagcactattgtatttactaccacatatgaatatcctccttag 

SopE2-Red-Check-For ctaaaaggagaactaccgtg 
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Supplementary information 

Movie 1. Salmonella destroy the brush border architecture and induce the formation of 

reticular F-actin. MDCK lifeact-eGFP cells (grey) infected with SL1344WT, SL1344∆sopE, 

NCTC12023WT and NCTC12023∆sopE2 strains. Bacterial strains were expressing mTagRFP or 

mCherry in pFPV25.1. Time lapse series were recorded for 110 min. Time stamp 

h:min:sec.ms. Scale bar 5 µm. The movie corresponds to fig. 2A 

 

Movie 2. Salmonella recruits ezrin to the early endosome. MDCK GFP-ezrin β-actin-RFP 

cells were infected with Salmonella strain SL1344WT (no visible). Time lapse series were 

recorded for 35 min. Time stamp h:min:sec:ms. Scale bar 5µm. The movie corresponds to fig. 

5.  
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Abstract 

The invasion of polarized epithelial cells by Salmonella enterica requires the cooperative 

activity of the Salmonella Pathogenicity Island (SPI)1-encoded type III secretion system 

(T3SS) and the SPI4-encoded adhesin SiiE. The invasion of polarized cells is more efficient 

than of non-polarized cells and we observed the formation of large clusters of bacteria on 

infected cells. Here we demonstrate that the invasion of polarized cells is a highly cooperative 

activity. Using a novel live cell imaging approach, we visualized the cooperative entry of 

multiple bacteria into ruffles induced on the apical surface of polarized cells. The induction of 

membrane ruffles by activity of Salmonella enables otherwise non-invasive mutant strains to 

enter polarized host cells. Bacterial motility or chemotaxis were of lower importance for the 

cooperativity in polarized cell invasion. We propose that cooperative invasion is a key factor 

for the very efficient entry into polarized cells and a factor contributing to epithelial damage 

and intestinal inflammation. 
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Introduction 

Polarized epithelial cells in the intestinal layer form an efficient barrier to protect the sterile 

host tissue against entry of microbes of the rich intestinal flora. Sophisticated virulence 

mechanisms are required for food-borne pathogens to overcome this intestinal barrier 

(Sansonetti, 2004). Salmonella enterica is an important Gram-negative pathogen with the 

ability to cause self-limiting gastroenteritis as well as the systemic infection typhoid fever 

(reviewed in de Jong et al., 2012). Entry of S. enterica into epithelial cells is an important 

virulence trait and may initiate the intracellular lifestyle, the spread to other organs (Haraga et 

al., 2008; Jantsch et al., 2011), as well as intestinal inflammation (Stecher et al., 2013; 

Thiennimitr et al., 2012). Salmonella deploys a trigger mechanism to induce a 

macropinocytosis-related process in non-phagocytic cells such as enterocytes. Effector 

proteins translocated by the Salmonella Pathogenicity Island 1 (SPI1)-encoded type III 

secretion system (T3SS) control the invasion process and the contribution of the various 

effector proteins in manipulation of the host cell actin cytoskeleton is well characterized 

(Agbor and McCormick, 2011). A subset of effector proteins of the SPI1-T3SS takes control 

over the host actin cytoskeleton, with SipA and SipC acting as direct nucleators of actin 

(Hayward and Koronakis, 1999; Zhou et al., 1999b), SopE and SopE2 functioning as guanine 

nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) for CDC42 and Rac (Friebel et al., 2001b). A further 

effector, SopB has phosphoinositide phosphatase activity affecting the surface charge of the 

Salmonella-containing vacuole during the intracellular phase (Bakowski et al., 2010), and 

indirectly activates Rho GTPases (Patel and Galan, 2006b). SPI1-T3SS-mediated invasion 

allows entry into various types of non-phagocytic cells, but also triggers rapid cell death or 

pyroptosis in phagocytes  (Bergsbaken et al., 2009). Additional and alternative SPI1-T3SS-

independent entry mechanisms have recently been described (reviewed in Velge et al., 2012), 

however the SPI1-T3SS mediated process appears to be the dominant mode of entry into non-

phagocytic cells.  
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The dynamics of Salmonella invasion of non-polarized cells have been studied in some detail 

(Cain et al., 2008; Perrett and Jepson, 2009a; Schlumberger et al., 2005). Recent time-

resolved analyses of invasion by Salmonella using non-polarized epithelial cell models 

suggested that near surface swimming and collision with mitotic cells is important for target 

cell selection (Misselwitz et al., 2012). Other authors proposed plasma membrane cholesterol 

as critical parameter for target cell selection (Santos et al., 2013). 

While most of the analyses of the SPI1-T3SS-mediated invasion  have been performed using 

non-polarized cell culture models, oral infection of host organisms by S. enterica clearly 

results in more complex interactions for example with polarized enterocytes of the intestinal 

mucosa. Some features of the tissue architecture of the intestinal epithelium can be resembled 

by polarized epithelial cell culture models (Kazmierczak et al., 2001) and these models are 

valuable tools to study Salmonella virulence functions. Our recent investigations of the 

interaction of Salmonella with polarized epithelial cells revealed the requirement for 

additional virulence factors and distinct dynamics of the invasion process. One example is the 

role of the giant adhesin SiiE, the substrate of the SPI4-encoded type I secretion system 

(SPI4-T1SS) (Gerlach et al., 2007d). Without function of the SPI4-T1SS or SiiE, Salmonella 

is highly reduced in adhesion to, and subsequent invasion of polarized epithelial cells, while 

SPI4-T1SS and SiiE functions are entirely redundant for the invasion of non-polarized 

epithelial cells (Gerlach et al., 2008b). We also determined that the efficiency of invasion of 

polarized cells is much higher than for non-polarized epithelial cells (Holzer and Hensel, 

2012), while intracellular proliferation of Salmonella in these cells appeared to be low.  

These differences in the interaction of Salmonella with epithelial cells in different cell culture 

models prompted us to analyze the dynamics of invasion of polarized cells by Salmonella in 

detail. Here we report that invasion of polarized cells is amplified after initiation of membrane 

ruffling. The massive alteration of the apical membrane allows efficient entry of additional 

Salmonella, including strains that are otherwise unable to invade polarized cells. We also used 
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a new model that allowed following the actin dynamics during infection of polarized cells in a 

timed resolved fashion.  
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Results 

Salmonella forms clusters during invasion of polarized cells 

We previously investigated the interaction of Salmonella with polarized epithelial cells. In 

contrast to non-polarized epithelial cells, highly increased levels of invasion were observed 

for polarized epithelial cell lines MDCK, CaCo2 and T84 (Gerlach et al., 2008b; Holzer and 

Hensel, 2012). The microscopic investigation of infected polarized cells indicated that the 

high rates of invasion are also correlated to the formation of clusters of bacteria on individual 

host cells as well as intracellular microcolonies after internalization. We set out to investigate 

the mechanisms underlying the high rate of internalization and formation of microcolonies.  

We followed the infection of polarized MDCK cells from the apical side by Salmonella WT 

(Fig. 1). Cells were fixed at various time points after the addition of the bacterial inoculum 

and F-actin was visualized (Fig. 1A). F-actin-rich membrane ruffles were observed as early as 

2 min post infection (p.i.). These ruffles were mostly associated with a single bacterial cell. At 

10 min p.i., the diameter of many membrane ruffles was increased and many of the ruffles 

were associated with two or more bacteria. At 25 min p.i., membrane ruffles were highly 

reduced. F-actin-rich condensations were lost, however the distribution of F-actin was 

different to that observed on the apical side of cells prior to invasion. The bacteria were 

mostly found in clusters. At later time points such as 60 min p.i., F-actin-rich condensations 

were no longer visible and F-actin staining was only observed at the cell-to-cell contacts. 

Most of the infected cells were associated with clusters of 5 or more bacteria.  

We next quantified the frequency and size of events of bacteria-host cell interactions at 

various time points after infection (Fig. 1B). At 2 min p.i., most infected cells were associated 

with single bacteria. Clusters of 2 to 10 bacteria appeared from 10 min p.i. At 15 min p.i., we 

observed the appearance of larger clusters of bacteria with 11 or more bacteria associated with 

a single host cell. The number of these large clusters remained relatively constant at 60 min  
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Fig. 1 Dynamics of polarized-epithelial-cell infection by Salmonella. Polarized MDCK monolayers were 
infected with invasive WT S. enterica serovar Typhimurium expressing mCherry (red) at an MOI of 50. The 
infection was synchronized by centrifugation for 5 min. At various time points after infection, the cells were 
washed with PBS in order to remove nonadherent bacteria, fixed, and processed for epifluorescence microscopy. 
The actin cytoskeleton was labeled with phalloidin-Alexa 488 (white). (A) Representative images of patterns of 
bacterial association with MDCK cells at various time points after infection. Bar, 10 µm. (B) Quantification of 
host cell-associated bacteria. Magnification, 63X. Events of interaction of Salmonella with host cells, including 
adherent, invading, and already internalized bacteria, were scored per field of view. Next, for each event of 
interaction observed, the number of bacteria was quantified and categorized as single bacteria or groups of 2 to 
5, 6 to 10, 11 to 15, or more than 15 bacteria per event. Bars indicate cumulative values from three independent 
experiments, each with three fields of view per time point. 
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p.i., but a strong increase in smaller clusters of 2 to 10 bacteria was also evident at this time 

point. 

To test if the clustering of the bacteria is the result of a specific distribution pattern of ligands 

for adhesins of Salmonella, or a result of the invasion process, we compared the distribution 

of invasion-deficient, but SPI4-proficient mutant strain on the apical side of MDCK to WT 

Salmonella. Strain M712 deleted in SPI1-T3SS effector sipA sopABEE2 was used. To directly 

visualize the distribution of surface-attached bacteria, surface topographies were scanned by 

atomic force microscopy (AFM, Fig. 2). Membrane ruffles were observed for WT infected 

cells (not shown), but were completely absent if cells were infected with strain M712. The 

adherent bacteria showed a random distribution and only few cells had a larger number of 

bacteria associated with the apical side (Fig. 2). We thus conclude that the biased distribution 

of Salmonella on polarized epithelial cells is a consequence of SPI1-mediated invasion 

process. 

Salmonella preferentially infect polarized cells at sites of ongoing invasion 

In order to follow the dynamics of interaction of Salmonella with polarized epithelial cells, we 

deployed a novel infection model. MDCK cells were permanently transfected with a construct 

for the expression of LifeAct-GFP, which allows the visualization of F-actin formation and 

actin cytoskeleton dynamics in living cells. A MDCK clone was selected that stably expressed 

LifeAct-GFP and showed Salmonella adhesion and invasion to the same extend as the 

parental cell line (Fig. S 1). The MDCK LifeAct-GFP cells were used for infection 

experiments with spinning disk microscopy for imaging with high spatial and temporal 

resolution (Fig. 3, Suppl. Mov. 1). Live cell analyses enabled us to trace individual events of 

bacteria-host cell interactions. The contact of single Salmonella cells to the apical side 

resulted in rapid induction of membrane ruffles (Fig. 3), coinciding with the massive 

remodeling of the apical surface and the loss of the brush border. This was followed by a 

rapid accumulation of further bacteria at the same position. As shown in Fig. 1, host cells  
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Fig. 2. Cluster formation during Salmonella invasion of polarized cells requires invasiveness. MDCK cells were 
infected with wild-type Salmonella (WT), strain M712 lacking the effector genes sipA and sopABEE2 and 
unable to induce trigger invasion (∆5), siiE-deficient (SPI4) and invG-deficient (SPI1) strains at an MOI of 50 
without centrifugation. Topographic height maps representative of the monolayer and adherent bacteria were 
recorded by AFM under ambient conditions. The false-color scale (green) indicates the height. For better 
visualization, adherent Salmonella cells were pseudocolored red. The inset for the WT-infected monolayer 
indicates clustering of bacteria. Bars, 5 µm (overview) and 2 µm (inset). 
 

were either associated with a high number of bacteria, or entirely devoid of adherent or 

invaded Salmonella. After an infection period of 30 min, only in very few cases host cells 

with single bacteria were observed. Following the fate of such infected cells, the formation of 

clusters of bacteria was always linked to the initiation of ruffles and we did not observe 

bacterial clusters at areas that had no previous ruffle formation.  

Since the generation time of Salmonella is about 30 min in the cell culture media used, we 

anticipate that the formation of the bacterial clusters is a function of the adhesion and invasion 

process and only to a minor extend the result of replication. Based on this investigation, it 

appears that ruffle formation from initial infection events can promote subsequent infections 

at the same site. 
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Fig. 3. Salmonella preferentially enters polarized cells at sites of ongoing invasion. MDCK cells expressing 
LifeAct-GFP (green) were infected by WT Salmonella expressing Tag-RFP (red) at an MOI of 50 without 
centrifugation. The infection was analyzed by a Cell Observer SD microscopy system equipped with live-cell 
periphery (Zeiss). Z stacks were recorded every 10 s over a period of 30 min. Z stacks were assembled in Imaris, 
and projections are shown as indicated at 80% or 2.5% opacity of the GFP channel. The 2.5% opacity setting 
was used to visualize (partially) internalized bacteria and to label invading bacteria. Orthogonal projections are 
shown in the xy, yz, and xz planes, as indicated. The time stamp is in minutes and seconds. The corresponding 
time-lapse sequence is shown in Movie S1 in the supplemental material. 
 

Salmonella invades polarized epithelial cells in a cooperative manner 

We have recently shown that the adhesion to and invasion of polarized epithelial cells 

requires the cooperative function both of the SPI1-T3SS and the SPI4-T1SS. The observed 

clustering and infection dynamics indicated that invasion is amplified if membrane ruffling 

was triggered by an initial invasion event. We speculated that such membrane ruffles may 

also be used for entry of mutant strains that are otherwise unable to invade polarized epithelial 

cells. To test this hypothesis, we performed sequential infection experiments (Fig. 4). 
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Epithelial cells were subjected to a first round of infection with Salmonella WT. After 

washing to remove non-internalized bacteria, a second infection was performed with WT, 

SPI1- or SPI4-deficient strains. Non-internalized bacteria were removed by washing and 

remaining bacteria were killed by the addition of gentamicin (depicted in Fig. 3A). The 

number of internalized, gentamicin-protected bacteria in MDCK cells was determined by 

plating cell lysates onto agar plates with antibiotics selective for either WT or mutant strains. 

As control, the same experimental setting was used for the infection of non-polarized HeLa 

cells.  

Single infection experiments with WT, SPI1 and SPI4 strains showed high rates of 

internalization of the WT strain, while internalization of SPI1 and SPI4 strains was reduced 

by 4 and 2 orders of magnitude compared to the WT, respectively (Fig. 4B). These data were 

in accordance with our previous observations for the invasion of polarized epithelial cells by 

Salmonella (Gerlach et al., 2008b; Holzer and Hensel, 2012). If sequential invasion was 

performed with WT strain following initial invasion by WT, no significant difference of 

invasion was observed for polarized cells. The pre-infection by WT followed by an infection 

with a SPI1 strain resulted in an about 113-fold increase of internalization of the SPI1 strain, 

although the numbers of intracellular bacteria were still very low. Prior infection of cells with 

WT resulted in more than 28-fold increased uptake of the SPI4 strain, and the absolute 

amounts of internalized were about 10-fold below that of the WT strain (Fig. 4B). In infection 

experiments with non-polarized HeLa cells, only minor increase in rates of uptake were 

observed after sequential infection (Fig. 4C). Here, prior invasion with the WT strain 

increased the subsequent invasion of WT or SPI1 strains by a factor of three. SPI4-mediated 

adhesion is not required for polarized cell invasion and no amplification of invasion of SPI4-

deficient strain was observed (Fig. 4C). The data suggest that the initial infection event 

triggered by WT Salmonella is able to partially restore the infection efficiently in SPI1- or 

SPI4-deficient strains, presumably by facilitating entry into the host cells.  
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Fig 4. Invasion of polarized epithelial cells by Salmonella is highly cooperative. (A) Experimental design of 
sequential-invasion experiments. (B and C) Infections were performed with polarized MDCK cells (B) or non-
polarized HeLa cells (C). Single infections by WT, SPI1, and SPI4 strains were quantified by gentamicin 
protection assays (open bars) at an MOI of 1. For sequential infection experiments (filled bars), host cells were 
infected with WT Salmonella for 25 min at an MOI of 1. Non-internalized cells were removed by washing. A 
second infection was performed at an MOI of 5 with the WT, SPI1, or SPI4 strain, as indicated by the arrows. 
Single and sequential infections were performed without centrifugation. After incubation for 25 min, 
noninternalized bacteria were removed by washing, and the remaining cells were killed by the addition of 
gentamicin. Subsequently, host cells were lysed by addition of PBS containing 0.5% deoxycholate, and numbers 
of internalized bacteria were determined by plating on agar plates containing antibiotics selective for either the 
strain of the first infection or the strain of the second infection. Means and standard deviations for triplicates are 
shown, and the data are representative of three independent experiments. Statistical analyses were performed by 
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA): n.s., not significant; *, P < 0.05; **, P  < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. 
 

To visualize this process, we conducted subsequent experiments in which each strain was 

tagged either by GFP or TagRFP (Fig. 5). In experiments in which WT Salmonella were 

applied in the first as well as second infection, bacterial cell clusters were composed randomly 

of either one of the strains or mixtures of both. If combinations WT+SPI1 or WT+SPI4 strains 

were applied, we frequently found mixed clusters, but very rarely events of invasion of SPI1 

or SPI4 strains without an association with invading WT bacteria. These observations are in 

line with a cooperative invasion mechanism, with initial ruffle induction triggered by WT 

Salmonella enabling non-invasive strains to enter polarized epithelial cells. 
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Fig. 5. Live-cell imaging of cooperative invasion. MDCK cells were infected from the apical side as described 
for Fig. 4. WTSalmonella expressing TagRFP (red) was used for the first infection at an MOI of 10 for 25 min, 
followed by a second infection at an MOI of 50 for 25 min with WT (A), SPI1-deficient (B), or SPI4-deficient 
(C) strains all expressing GFP (green). Host cell membranes were stained with FM 4-64 FX (white in merge). 
Arrowheads indicate sites of cooperative invasion by two strains. Detail views show representative events of 
cooperative invasion and cluster formation by single strains. Representative still images of a time lapse series of 
images acquired over a period of 30 min are shown. Bars, 5 µm. 
 

The formation of membrane ruffles is a highly dynamic process and Salmonella effectors 

trigger actin rearrangements underlying membrane ruffles and also control their termination 

restoring the normal cytoskeleton architecture (Galan and Zhou, 2000). If polarized cell 

invasion is amplified by Salmonella-induced membrane ruffles, we anticipate that this effect 

is time-dependent and restricted to the phase of most pronounced membrane ruffling. We 

performed sequential infection experiments without and with an interval of 60 min between 

the first and second infection (Fig. 6). Data shown in Fig. 1 and live cell imaging (data not  
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Fig 6. Cooperative invasion is maximal after onset of ruffle formation. (A) Single and sequential infections of 
MDCK cells were performed as described for Fig. 4. The second infection with SPI1- or SPI4-deficient 
Salmonella was either performed directly after the washing step to remove WT cells from the first infection 
(black bars) or with a delay of 60 min after the washing step (hatched bars). White bars indicate the rate of 
internalization of SPI1- or SPI4-deficient Salmonella in single infections. (B) Sequential infection by WT (MOI, 
1) and SPI4-deficient (MOI, 5) strains was performed as described for panel A, and the time interval between the 
first and second infection was varied as indicated. The amounts of internalized SPI4-deficient Salmonella are 
shown. Means and standard deviations of triplicate assays are shown, and the data are representative of three 
independent experiments. (C) Sequential infections were performed by first infection withWTSalmonella at 
various MOIs as indicated, and second infection with the SPI4 strain at an MOI of 5. Statistical significances 
between single and sequential infections (A), direct versus delayed infection (B), or an MOI of 1 versus a higher 
MOI (C) were analysed by one-way ANOVA: n.s., not significant; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. 
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shown) indicated that 60 min were sufficient to terminate ruffle formation and to restore the 

normal architecture of the apical side of polarized cells. Comparison of invasion rates in 

sequential infections showed that amplification of invasion was ablated if second infection 

was performed with an interval of 60 min after the first invasion. To further analyze the 

kinetics of the amplification, sequential invasion of WT and SPI4 strains were performed with 

different intervals between first and second infection (Fig. 6B). Amplification of invasion was 

observed with intervals of 0 and 15 min, but not if the interval between first and second 

invasion was 30 min or longer.  

Bacterial motility and chemotaxis are not required for cooperative invasion 

Previous work on invasion dynamics in a non-polarized cell model suggested a role of near-

surface swimming for target selection and triggering of entry (Misselwitz et al., 2012). We 

generated mutant strains deficient in flagella assembly (fliI) or in chemotaxis (cheY, cheZ) and 

quantified the invasion of polarized cells by these mutant strains to WT, SPI1- or SPI4- 

deficient strains (Fig. 7). We first tested the contribution of motility in our model of sequential 

invasion. The fliI and cheZ strains were slightly reduced in invasion of MDCK cells, while 

invasion of the cheY was similar to WT levels (Fig. 7A). In contrast to SPI1 and SPI4 mutant 

strains, internalization of fliI, cheY or cheZ strains was not increased by prior infection of 

MDCK cells with WT Salmonella. Invasion of non-polarized cells by SPI1, fliI or cheZ 

strains was highly reduced, while invasion of SPI4 and cheY strains was similar to WT (Fig. 

6B). Prior infection by WT Salmonella leads to slightly increased internalization of SPI1, fliI 

or cheZ mutant strains. The flagella-mediated motility is likely to increase the frequency of 

bacteria to host cell contacts and we anticipated that this feature, in part, could be mimicked 

by cell contacts triggered by centrifugation of the bacterial inoculum. Centrifugation did not 

restore the invasion defects of SPI1- or SPI4-deficient strains in MDCK cells and did not lead 

to detectable increase of the invasion rates of the WT strain (Fig. 7C). Centrifugation restored  
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Fig. 7. Bacterial chemotaxis and motility are not required for cooperative invasion of polarized epithelial cells by 
Salmonella. Salmonella WT SL1344 or isogenic strains deficient in SPI1, SPI4, flagellum assembly (fliI), or 
chemotaxis (cheY, cheZ) were used for infections of MDCK (A and C) or HeLa cells (B). (A and B) Single and 
sequential experiments were performed without centrifugation as described for Fig. 4. Single and first infections 
and second infections were performed at an MOI of 1 and MOI 5, respectively. (C) Effect of centrifugation of 
invasion of MDCK cells by various strains. Infection was performed without a centrifugation step (open bars) or 
with centrifugation of 5 min at 500 _ g after addition of inoculum (gray bars). Means and standard deviations are 
shown for triplicate samples, and the data sets are representative of three independent replicates. Statistical 
significance between single and sequential infections or assays without and with centrifugation was determined 
by Student’s t test: n.s., not significant; *, P _ 0.05; **, P _ 0.01; ***, P _ 0.001. 
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invasion of the fliI strain to WT levels, while minor increase of invasion rates was observed 

for cheZ and cheY strains.  

Sequential invasion experiments showed that initial invasion with WT Salmonella did not 

result in increased invasion of polarized cells by flagella- or chemotaxis-deficient mutant 

strains. Interestingly, invasion of non-polarized cells by the fliI strain was highly reduced and 

prior infection with WT Salmonella resulted in increased internalization of the fliI strain. 

These results indicate that bacterial motility is of minor importance for interaction of 

Salmonella with host cells in a polarized epithelial cell model.  
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Discussion 

We investigated the dynamic interaction of Salmonella enterica with monolayers of polarized 

epithelial cells. This infection model more closely resembles the tissue organization of the 

intestinal epithelium and we anticipate that penetration of polarized cell monolayers requires 

the ability to destroy the barrier functions. While analyzing the invasion of polarized 

epithelial cells by Salmonella, we observed striking differences to the commonly used 

infection model of non-polarized epithelial cells. Polarized cells were preferentially invaded 

in a cooperative manner, i.e. the sequential entry of additional bacteria at sites where an initial 

invasion event took place. This mechanism resulted in formation of clusters of bacteria on 

individual cells. Furthermore, cooperation allowed the entry of Salmonella strains otherwise 

unable to invade if host cells have been subject to an initial event of invasion. 

The dynamics of the infection process suggests that invasion is strongly promoted if 

membrane ruffles are already initiated on individual host cells. An initial invasion event by an 

adhesive and invasive bacterium promotes the binding and subsequent uptake of a large 

number of further bacteria, regardless of their ability to adhere to and invade polarized cells. 

This model is depicted in Fig. 8. We propose that membrane ruffles induced by initially 

invading bacteria result in a massive disturbance of the apical surface, leading to increased 

frequency of contacts between luminal Salmonella and host cells. The dense array of 

microvilli on the apical side represents an efficient barrier against bacteria invasion, and only 

few bacteria are able to breach this barrier. Invasion of a founding bacterial invader leads to 

destruction of this barrier, allowing the subsequent entry of additional bacteria. The enhanced 

uptake of SPI1- or SPI4-deficient bacteria indicates that the requirements for virulence 

functions of such ‘passenger’ bacteria are much lower. We define this process as cooperative 

invasion with initial invaders facilitating the entry of additional bacteria. Future work has to 

reveal if this mechanism also leads in internalization of non-related bacteria such as intestinal 

microbiota. Cooperativity in host cell invasion by Salmonella has been described for  
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Fig. 8. Model for cooperative invasion of polarized epithelial cells by Salmonella. SPI1- and SPI4-proficient WT 
bacteria are depicted in red, and SPI1- and SPI4-deficient bacteria are depicted in dark green and light green, 
respectively. (A) Contact of luminal Salmonella with the enterocyte brush border. (B) Mediated by SPI4-
dependent adhesion, Salmonella establishes close contact with the brush border membrane. The translocation of 
SPI1 T3SS is subsequently initiated. (C) The activity of SPI1 T3SS effector proteins results in induction of 
membrane ruffles and effacement of the microvilli. The disturbance of the brush border surface results in 
increased contacts of Salmonella with enterocytes. This favors an increased frequency of contact between 
additional bacteria and enterocytes already infected by Salmonella. (D) The membrane ruffles induced by SPI1 
T3SS-proficient Salmonella allow cooperative invasion by other WT Salmonella as well as by mutant strains 
otherwise unable to enter polarized epithelial cells. The loss of SiiE and the flagella during the invasion process 
is hypothetical. 
 

non-polarized infection models (Cain et al., 2008; Ginocchio et al., 1992a; Misselwitz et al., 

2012), but we demonstrate here that cooperativity is a much more pronounced phenomenon 

during infection of polarized epithelia. 

Our data demonstrate significant differences between invasion dynamics of polarized and 

non-polarized epithelial cells. One explanation of the divergent effects is the host cells surface 

available to interaction with the bacteria. With non-polarized host cells, cells are separated by 

areas of substrate or allowed to contact. In contrast, a polarized epithelial cell layer consists 

for columnar cells in continuous tight contact to neighboring cells. The apical surface consists 
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of a dense array of microvilli with a topology distinct from adherent non-polarized cells. 

While polarized cell models provide closer resemblance of the intestinal mucosa, additional 

factors such as the glycocalix or the secretion of mucus are missing. 

Whether similar cooperative effects during cell invasion occur under in vivo conditions is 

open and probably difficult to analyze. Currently available techniques do not allow to follow 

the dynamics of invasion of the intestinal epithelium by an in vivo setting. Most likely, only a 

low number of infecting Salmonella are in contact with enterocytes, in contrast to the high 

MOI applied in cell culture-based assays. Furthermore, in the intestine a large number of 

commensal bacteria is present in addition to the exogenous pathogen.  

What determines selective invasion of individual host cells? One cause may be the differential 

surface expression of molecules acting as receptors for SiiE, the SPI1-T3SS translocon, or 

other bacterial adhesion factors. Despite the cells used in this study are clonal, differences in 

the expression of glycosylated surface molecules on MDCK cells have been previously 

reported (Kovbasnjuk and Spring, 2000). We found that an adhesive, but invasion-deficient 

strain was randomly distributed on the apical surface. Our previous analysis of the binding 

specificity of SiiE also did not indicate preferential binding to subpopulations of polarized 

cells (Wagner et al., 2013). Thus, we exclude heterogeneity in adhesion to polarized cells as 

cause for formation of clusters.  

Recent analyses of Salmonella invasion in non-polarized cell models propose that invasion 

preferentially occurs in mitotic host cells. This observations was explained by Santos et al. 

(2013) by the requirement of SPI1-T3SS translocon subunit SipB for cholesterol-rich target 

membranes (Hayward et al., 2005). In mitotic cells, an asymmetric distribution of cholesterol 

with higher concentrations in the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane was detected and 

postulated as course for preferential finding of Salmonella (Santos et al., 2013). An alternative 

explanation was provided by the work of Misselwitz et al. (2012). The tracking of Salmonella 

motility during infection indicated preferential near-surface swimming (NSS) and stop of 
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swimming at cells with disturbances of the surface. Such disturbances can be the more 

elevated cell shape during mitosis, or membrane ruffles due to already initiated invasion. The 

NSS-mediated collision of Salmonella with obstacles on host cells was given as explanation 

for the association of multiple bacteria with certain non-polarized cells (Misselwitz et al., 

2012). Our data for the polarized epithelial cell model would also support that cells with 

Salmonella-induced membrane ruffles are sites of preferential entry by additional bacteria. 

The analyses of various live cell series of polarized cell invasion did not indicate a preference 

of invasion of dividing cells (data not shown) and other, so far unknown cell-individual 

factors to lead target-site selection of the initially invading Salmonella. 

Our analyses indicate only a minor contribution of motility and chemotaxis to invasion of 

polarized epithelial cells. In contrast, the invasion of non-polarized cells by a non-motile 

strain and a cheZ-deficient mutant was highly reduced. Flagella-mediated motility may 

increase the frequency of contacts between bacteria and host cells. While the fliI strain lacks 

flagella-mediated motility, the cheZ strain is motile but arrested in tumbling mode of motility. 

In contrast, the cheY strain is arrested in the swimming mode of motility. Both non-motile and 

tumbling-only phenotypes result in decreased frequency of contact to host cells. This lack of 

contact has much stronger effects in non-polarized cell invasion. These contact events appear 

of minor importance in polarized cell invasion. 

We observed that cooperative invasion leads to high bacterial burden of a subset of cells in a 

polarized epithelial layer. What are the consequences of this clustering? We have recently 

reported that the net replication of Salmonella in polarized epithelial cells is low and 

independent of SPI2-T3SS function (Holzer and Hensel, 2012). The multiple uptake events 

may lead to increased loss of vesicular containment of the bacteria and release into the 

cytosol. High bacterial load due to cytosolic replication has reported by Knodler et al. (2010) 

as stimulus for extrusion of cells from an epithelial layer. This phenomenon was considered as 

a means of bacterial dissemination. These authors also reported that extruded, Salmonella-
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containing cells undergo inflammatory cell death, thus contributing to intestinal inflammation 

(Knodler et al., 2010). Under our experimental conditions, we also observed loss of highly 

infected cells starting 90 to 120 min after infection, at a stage that likely is prior to increased 

burden due to intracellular replication (data not shown).  

The cells subject to cooperative invasion receive a high dose of SPI1-T3SS effector molecules 

during invasion and the translocation of the effector proteins continues during the early stages 

of intracellular lifestyle. Some of the SPI1-T3SS effectors and translocon proteins have been 

reported as inducers of caspase-1 dependent inflammatory cell death (Fink and Cookson, 

2007). We propose that epithelial cells highly infected due to cooperative invasion are 

subjected to inflammatory cell death. Cell invasion by Salmonella allows the penetration of 

the epithelial barrier. Recent research revealed that invasion-dependent induction of an 

inflammatory response is important for Salmonella to outcompete the intestinal microbiota 

(reviewed in Stecher and Hardt, 2011; Thiennimitr et al., 2012), by mounting a host immune 

defense mainly affecting the commensal microflora (Stecher et al., 2007) or by providing 

novel nutritional supplies mainly used by Salmonella (Winter et al., 2010). Competitive 

invasion of polarized cells will lead to an acceleration and amplification of these reactions, 

resulting in a rapid growth benefit of infecting Salmonella in the host intestine.  

We propose that cooperativity and amplification of invasion of polarized epithelial cell by 

Salmonella is a further community effort of the highly successful pathogen to efficiently 

colonize the host organism. 
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Materials and Methods 

Bacterial strains and culture conditions 

For the experiments described in this manuscript, Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium 

strain SL1344 was wild-type strain and mutant strains were isogenic to SL1344. 

Characteristics of strains used in this study are listed in Table 1. Mutant strains deficient in 

fliI, cheY or cheZ were generated in the strain background of S. enterica serovar Typhimurium 

NCTC12023 using Red recombinase-mediated allelic exchange basically as described before 

(Datsenko and Wanner, 2000a) using pKD13 as template for amplification with 

oligonucleotides listed in Table 2. Proper deletions in kanamycin resistant mutant clones were 

confirmed using check primers listed in Table 2 and motility or chemotaxis defects were 

analyzed using swim plate assays. Confirmed mutant alleles were subsequently moved into 

SL1344 using P22 transduction (Maloy et al., 1996). If required for live cell imaging, strains 

harboring pFPV25.1 or pWRG435 for constitutive expression of eGFP or Tag-RFP were 

used. Bacteria are routinely cultured in LB broth or on LB agar containing antibiotics 

kanamycin or carbenicillin at 50 µg x ml-1 if required for selection of markers.  

Cell lines and culture conditions 

The canine polarized kidney epithelial cell line MDCK was cultured as described before 

(Gerlach et al., 2008b). Under our culture conditions, MDCK cells formed a polarized 

monolayer as revealed by the formation of an apical brush border and continuous cell contacts 

by tight junctions. For control experiments with non-polarized cells, the human epitheloid cell 

line HeLa was used as described before. For quantification of invasion by Salmonella strains, 

cell lines were routinely cultured in 24 well cell culture-treated multi well plates. For imaging 

of infection, cells were cultured on glass cover slips for subsequent fixation and staining, or in 

glass bottom chamber slides (Nunc) for live cell imaging. 

In order to follow Salmonella-induced actin remodeling in living host cells, we generated a 

MDCK cell line constitutively expressing LifeAct as fluorescent marker for F-actin. Briefly, 
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5.0 x 105 MDCK cells were seeded in a Petri dish 24 h before transfection. 10 µg of plasmid 

DNA of LifeAct-EGFP (Riedl et al., 2010) were disolved in 63 µl of 2 M CaCl2. To this 

solution, 500 µl of HGBS (280 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 1.5 mM Na2HPO4, 12 mM dextrose, 

50 mM HEPES; pH 7.05) were added slowly during strong stirring. DNA was precipitated 

during incubation on ice for 20 min. 50 µl of this solution were dropped into the cell culture. 

Thereafter, transfected cells were incubated for 6 h at 37°C at 5.0 % CO2. Finally, medium 

containing 100 µg ml-1 geneticin (Gibco, Life Technologies, Germany) was added. Medium 

was changed daily until confluence of the cell layer was reached. At this stage clones were 

seeded at densities of 5.0 x 104 to 1 x 106 cells per 90 mm Petri dish, and geneticin was 

increased to 150 µg x ml-1. Clone K4 showed 100 % LifeAct-GFP expressing cells, retained 

the typical morphology of MDCK cells and the infection rates were similar to the non-

transfected cells (Fig. S ). Thus, clone K4 was used for subsequent analyses.  

Infection experiments 

Bacterial strains were cultured in borosilicate glass test tubes with aeration by agitation on a 

roller drum. Overnight cultures were diluted 1:31 and subcultured in LB broth for 3.5 h for 

maximal invasiveness. The cultures were diluted to an OD600 of 0.2 and aliquots of this 

suspension were used to infect host cells with the indicated multiplicity of infection (MOI) for 

30 min. Infection was performed without centrifugation if not otherwise indicated. After 

incubation for various periods of time, non-internalized bacteria were removed by washing 

and remaining extracellular bacteria killed by addition of 100 µg x ml-1 gentamicin and 

incubation for 1 h. The conditions for sequential infections are described in the respective 

experiment. 

For the quantification of internalization, infected cells were washed thrice with PBS and lysed 

by addition of 0.5 % deoxycholate in PBS. Internalized bacteria were quantified by plating 

lysates and inoculum onto agar plates. In case of sequential infection experiments, equal 
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amounts of the lysates were plated onto agar plates containing antibiotics selective for strain 

A or strain B.  

Microscopy and image analyses 

Imaging of fixed samples was performed on a wide-field microscope system Axiovert 200M 

using Neofluar 100 x, 1.30 NA or Plan-Apochromat 63 x, 1.40 NA objectives (Zeiss). Images 

were acquired and further processed using AxioVision software (Zeiss). 

Live cell imaging was performed using a CellObserver microscopy system (Zeiss, Germany) 

equipped with Yokogawa spinning disc (SD) unit. Z stacks were acquired at maximal speed 

with intervals of 100 to 200 ms at distances between Z planes of 0.30 – 0.35 µm. Acquisitions 

were performed with a 63 x water immersion objective with a numerical aperture of 1.333 and 

recorded with either a EM-CCD camera (Evolve, Photometrics) with a chip of 512 x 512 

pixels for high sensitivity. Acquisition and processing of the time lapse images was performed 

with AxioVision 4.8.2 software or ZEN 2011 (Zeiss). Images were deconvolved by Huygens 

V.4.2 (SVI, Hilversum, NL) using a theoretical PSF. Bleaching and Z-drift were also 

corrected with Huygens.   

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

AFM measurements were conducted using the NanoWizard II AFM system (JPK Instruments 

AG, Berlin, Germany). High-resolution surface images were acquired by operating the AFM 

under ambient conditions in soft contact mode using silicon nitride AFM probes with a 

nominal force constant of 0.06 N/m (SiNi, Budget Sensors, Wetzlar, Germany).  

Samples for AFM analyses were prepared as described (Felipe-Lopez et al., 2014). Briefly, 

MDCK cells were infected with strain M712 (mutant strain lacking 5 effector genes sipA 

sopA sopB sopE sopE) with MOI 50, fixed with 3 % PFA 25 min p.i. and immediately used 

for AFM analysis.  
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False-colored height image was polynomial fitted and unsharpened mask filtered using JPK 

data processing software (JPK Instruments AG). Salmonella cells were pseudo-colored using 

Corel Photo-Paint X5 software.  
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Tables 

Table 1. Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study. 

Designation  relevant characteristics    reference 

Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium strains 

SL1344  wild-type strain     lab collection 

SB161   ∆invG       (Kaniga et al., 

1994b) 

M712   ∆sipA sopABEE2     (Ehrbar et al., 

2004b) 

MvP602  ∆SPI4::aph      (Gerlach et al., 

2007d) 

MvP1622  ∆fliI::aph      this study  

MvP1623  ∆cheY::aph      this study 

MvP1624  ∆cheZ::aph      this study 

MvP1627  ∆invG ∆SPI4::aph     this study 

Plasmids 

pFPV25.1  PrpsM::eGFP mut 3, constitutive GFP expression lab stock 

pWRG435  PrpsM::TagRFP in pFPV25.1 backbone  this study 

pETcoco-1  single copy vector, CmR    Novagen 

p3589   PrpsM::mCherry in pETcoco-1, CmR   this study 

p3590   PrpsM::eGFPmut3 in pETcoco-1, CmR  this study 
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Table 2. Oligonucleotides used in this study. 

Designation  Sequence 5’-3’ 

fliI-Del13-For  CTGGCTTACCGCGCTCGACAACTTTGAAGCCAAAATGGCGattccggggatccgtcgacc 

fliI-Del13-Rev CGAGCGCCTGCAGAGAGTCCTCCCAGTCGGCCCGTTCAAAtgtaggctggagctgcttcg 

cheY-Del13-For gtagtattttATGGCGGATAAAGAGCTTAAATTTTTGGTTattccggggatccgtcgacc 

cheY-Del13-Rev cgcatccTCACATGCCCAGTTTCTCAAAGATTTTGTTGAGtgtaggctggagctgcttcg 

cheZ-Del13-For CTGGGCATGTGAGGATGCGATGATGATGCAACCATCTATCattccggggatccgtcgacc 

cheZ-Del13-Rev TTCGAACCCGATAAGCGCAGCGCCATCAGGTCAAAAAAGCtgtaggctggagctgcttcg 

fliI-DelCheck-For cgatccaacgttgcatcacg 

cheY-DelCheck-For acgaagcaagttgtgtggtg 

cheZ-DelCheck-For AAAACCATTCGCGCCGATAG  

K1-Red-Del  CAGTCATAGCCGAATAGCCT 
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Supplementary materials: 

 

Fig. S 1. MDCK cells transfected with LifeAct-EGFP enable observation of F-actin dynamics 

during Salmonella infection. A) Stable MDCK LifeAct-EGFP cells are efficiently infected by 

Salmonella. Invasion assays of the parental MDCK line and two stable LifeAct-EGFP clones 

(K4, K5) were performed as described in Materials and Methods. B) MDCK LifeAct-EGFP 

cells enable the observation of the microvilli dynamic at the apical side of the cell. MDCK 

LifeAct-EGFP cells were seeded in chamber slides and live cell imaging was performed by 

SD microscopy. Images from the apical and basolateral sides are shown. C) F-actin changes 

occur only at the apical but not at the basolateral side of cells. The apical and basolateral sides 

of cells infected by WT, ∆sopE, ∆sipA sopABEE2 complemented with plasmid-borne sopE 

strains are shown. D) Changes in apical surface architecture induced by Salmonella WT. At 

various time points after infection, samples were fixed and scanned by AFM. The positions of 

bacteria are outlined and white lines indicate the positions of line scans plotted below the 

micrographs. Scale bars, 10 µm (B), 15 µm (C). Time stamp, min:sec.  
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Suppl. Mov. 1. Time-lapse series of Salmonella invasion of MDCK cells. The movies 

correspond to the still series shown in Fig.3. LifeAct-GFP (green) expressing MDCK cells 

were infected with Salmonella WT (red), and Z-stacks were recorded over a period of 30 min. 

Projections of the Z stacks were generated using Imaris. The GFP channel is shown with 80 % 

and 2.5 % opacity in the left and right panel, respectively, to allow tracing of the internalized 

bacteria. Note the sequential internalization of bacteria in the membrane protrusion starting 

around min 7 of the sequence. Time stamp, min:sec. Scale bar, 10 µm. 
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Abstract 

Salmonella enterica is an intestinal pathogen that colonizes the intestine by the expression of 

diverse kinds of adhesins. The Salmonella Adhesin A (SadA) is a member of the trimeric 

autotrasporter proteins and is widely distributed among S. enterica subsp. I, and in pathogenic 

strains of Escherichia coli. Our seroconversion experiments demonstrated that SadA is indeed 

expressed in livestock animals. These results prompted us to analyse the conditions in vitro to 

express SadA. Luciferase fusion reporter strains of SadA showed that FIS negatively 

influence the expression of SadA, which is avoided by adding mannitol. In presence of 

mannitol, SadA was observed by immunofluorescence in bacteria incubated under low 

oxygen atmosphere and iron. We next investigated whether SadA would increase the adhesion 

of Salmonella. We observed that SadA promoted adhesion to immature C2BBe1 cells, namely 

to lamellipodia. This adhesion phenotype was independent of the type 3 secretion system 1 

and the large non-fimbrial adhesin SiiE. These results suggest that expression of SadA 

probably occurs in the intestine of animals infected by Salmonella. There, SadA could 

increase the adhesion of Salmonella to immature enterocytes or migrating cells. 
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Introduction 

Salmonella enterica is an intestinal pathogen that infects wide range of organisms. Once 

Salmonella reached the intestine, it expresses diverse virulence factors in order to penetrate 

enterocytes. Salmonella express diverse fimbrial adhesins that contribute to the binding to the 

host cells (Baumler et al., 1996) and persistence at the intestine (Weening et al., 2005). Many 

of these adhesins have been indirectly demonstrated to be expressed in vivo by seroconversion 

assays (Humphries et al., 2005). In addition to the fimbrial adhesins, two large non-fimbrial 

adhesins have been reported to contribute to the infection in vivo (Latasa et al., 2005; Morgan 

et al., 2007). The Salmonella intestinal infection protein E (SiiE) encoded within the 

Salmonella pathogenicity island 4 (SPI4) contributed to the intestinal colonization of cattle 

(Morgan et al., 2007) and increases the inflammation in bovine ileal loop model (Morgan et 

al., 2004). Further studies demonstrated that SPI4 is co-expressed with SPI1 (Gerlach et al., 

2007b; Main-Hester et al., 2008) and SiiE confers specific adhesion to the apical side of 

polarized epithelial cells (Gerlach et al., 2007c). On the other hand, the biofilm adhesion 

protein A (BapA) encoded in the SPI9 was detected to contribute to biofilm formation in vitro 

and with the colonization in mouse model (Latasa et al., 2005). Nevertheless, there is no 

information available about host specificity or regulation of its expression. Our group detected 

that SPI9 is mainly upregulated in poor-phosphate media in static conditions, and contributes 

to the biofilm architecture in vitro (Haßing B., Felipe-López A., Hensel M., 2014 unpublished 

data).  

The genome of Salmonella enterica also contains other sort of adhesins as the autotransporter 

protein MisL, ShdA (Dorsey et al., 2005; Kingsley et al., 2000) and the Salmonella adhesin A 

(SadA) (Hartmann et al., 2012; Raghunathan et al., 2011). In contrast to the typical 

autotransporter proteins, SadA possesses a trimeric structure and is secreted at the surface of 

Salmonella and is not cleavage. SadA has been referred to produce biofilm in vitro and reduce 

the Salmonella survival in mouse model (Raghunathan et al., 2011). SadA is large protein of 
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147 KDa. Its structure consists of a head domain at the N-terminal and large neck, supposedly 

to overcome the large LPS of Salmonella. At the C-terminal SadA possess several repeats of 

the head domain (Hartmann et al., 2012). SadA is encoded in the genome of Salmonella 

enterica in a region with a high number of genes responsible for metabolism. In contrast to 

other trimeric autotransporter proteins, the operon of sadA is accompanied by a lipoprotein, 

SadB encoded by STM3690/sadB, which is responsible for the proper secretion and assembly 

of SadA in the periplasmic space (Grin et al., 2014).  

Since Salmonella infects a variety of cells in vivo and in vitro, the wide-range of hosts can be 

explained by the large repertory of adhesins encoded within the Salmonella genome. Similar 

to other adhesins, the expression conditions in vitro for SadA are unknown. Although SadA 

apparently contribute to the biofilm formation and binding to collagen under overexpression 

conditions (Raghunathan et al., 2011), it was not clearly demonstrated its contribution to 

adhesion in cell culture model under physiological conditions or overexpression conditions 

either. Therefore, it is still an open question whether SadA contributes to the adhesion of any 

cell type and whether SadA is expressed in vivo. Other question to solve is whether SadA can 

be expressed in vitro or its presence can only be detected indirectly. 

Here, we demonstrate that SadA is expressed in vivo by seroconversion and its expression in 

vitro can be achieved by the combination of iron and low oxygen tension in conditions that 

influence the DNA topology mediated by FIS. SadA also confers adhesion to the lateral side 

of immature epithelial cells. Based on our experimental data, we propose that SadA is 

probably expressed in the intestine and may enable the adhesion to migrating cells. 
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Results 

Salmonella adhesin A (SadA) is only present in Salmonella enterica subspecies I and 

pathogenic Escherichia coli. 

Salmonella enterica possess a large group of adhesins. However, the function of most of these 

adhesins is unknown. Thus, we wanted to address the expression conditions and function of 

the trimeric autotrasporter SadA. SadA is encoded within the genome of Salmonella enterica 

subspecies I (Fig. 1AB) and is annotated in the genome of S. enterica sv. Typhimurium as 

STM3691. Upstream of sadA is encoded a lipoprotein designated SadB (STM3690) necessary 

for the correct assembly and secretion of SadA at the periplasmic space (Grin et al., 2014). 

Upstream of sadBA operon are two open reading frames (ORFs), encoding hypothetical 

proteins STM3688 and STM3689, and the phosphotransfer system for mannitol (mtlADR). 

Downstream of sadBA are the genes for the L-lactate transport (lldPRD). The sequence of 

sadBA is highly conserved among Salmonella subspecies I but not in higher subspecies, S. 

Arizonae or S. bongori. In these two species there is not information that could demonstrate 

that sadBA operon would have been lost during the evolution of Salmonella. An orthologous 

of sadBA was found in pathogenic Escherichia coli strains as EHEC EDL933 O157:H7, EPEC 

E2348/69 O127:H6 and E22 O104:H2 (Fig. 1A) and other strains of the same serotypes. The 

homologue sequence to sadA coded in the genome of EPEC E2348/69 is smaller than those in 

the genome of EHEC EDL933 O157:H7 or E22 O104:H2 and contains a shift frame, which 

probably inactivate the expression of sadA. Both sequences are integrated and conserved in 

the same region as in Salmonella enterica. The structural details of SadA and SadB were 

described elsewhere (Grin et al., 2014; Hartmann et al., 2012).  

In order to investigate the presence of sadBA in different strains of Salmonella, we performed 

a PCR multiplex to detect sadB, the intergenic (ITG) region between sadB and sadA and only 

sadA (Fig. 1B). We employed 77 strains of distinct subspecies and isolated from diverse 

clinical sources, gently provided by Dr. Wolfgang Rabsch, RKI-Wernigerode.  
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Fig. 1. Distribution of SadA is highly conserved in Salmonella enterica subspecies I and is expressed in vivo. A) 
Global comparison of the selB and lldP flanking sequences of several strains of Escherichia coli and Salmonella. 
Red blocks indicate high nucleotide sequence similarity, whereas white areas indicate either In/Del regions or 
lack of sequence similarity. Genes were drawn as gray arrows, pseudogenes are depicted as broken yellow 
arrows. Homologues open reading frames to sadA and sadB (black and white rhombic arrows) were only 
detected in the genomes of pathogenic E. coli strains, whereas reptile associated Salmonella strains and non-
pathogenic E. coli strains clearly lack these homologues, probably due to an In/Del event (white head arrows). 
Interestingly, S. sv. Typhi strains possess a shorter version of sadA (black arrows). The sadBA homologues 
found in E. coli strain E2348/69 appear to be pseudogenes. B) Multiplex PCR for detection of sadBA operon in 
Salmonella subspecies. 77 strains from different subspecies isolated from distinct clincal sources were examined 
to identify the sadBA operon in its genome. Lane 1: Salmonella arizonae; lane 2: molecular weight marker; lane 
3 S. enterica sv. Typhimurium NCTC 12023. Molecular weights of each product are indicated on the figure. C) 
SadA is expressed in vivo. SadA was overexpressed as described before (Grin et al 2014), lysates were separated 
and blotted on nitrocellulose membrane. Sera from sera of infected livestock animals (see text) were used to 
detect antibodies against SadA.  
 

We found that 100% of the subspecies I (n = 30/30) were positive for sadA and sadB. All 

products from sadA and sadB were detected at the expected genomic position predicted by in 

silico analysis. In contrast, none PCR product from sadA, sadB or the ITG in subspecies II, 

III, IV and VI (n = 47/47) was amplified. These results clearly demonstrate that SadA and 

SadB are only encoded within the genome of Salmonella enterica subspecies I. Moreover, 

members of the subspecies I typically infect mammals, in contrast to the infections caused in 
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reptiles by higher subspecies. This suggests that SadA could be expressed in mammals during 

infection. 

In order to investigate the expression of SadA in vivo, we performed seroconversion assays. 

SadA was ectopically expressed in Escherichia coli TOP10. Sera from cow infected with S. 

Dublin, chicken infected with S. Gallinarum or pig infected with S. Typhimurium and pre-

immune sera from the same animals (gently provided by Dr. Ulrich Methner. Friedrich 

Loffler Institute, Jena) were applied to detect antibodies against SadA in Western blot (WB). 

Seroconversion analysis clearly demonstrated that SadA is expressed in vivo (Fig. 1C), since 

sera from infected animals but not pre-immune sera evidenced the presence of a band 

corresponding to the molecular size of SadA in the induced strain.  

Altogether these results demonstrate that SadA and SadB are coded in subspecies I, which 

have host specificity for mammals and livestock animals. These results strongly indicate that 

SadA is expressed in vivo and could play a role during Salmonella infection.  

SadA expression in vitro is influenced by DNA topology  

Our previous results encouraged us to examine the expression conditions of sadA in vitro. For 

this aim, we constructed two transcriptional reporter fusions with the firefly luciferase gene. 

One reporter strain was designed containing the luc gen direct downstream of the putative 

promoter of sadB and replacing the whole sequence of sadBA (Fig. 2A). The second reporter 

strain was constructed with the luc gen direct downstream of the ITG between sadB and sadA, 

replacing only sadA. Both reporter strains were cultured in LB to monitor the expression of 

SadA for 8 h. Although luciferase activity was detected over this period of time in both 

strains, the expression level observed was not sufficient to observe SadA by Western Blot 

(WT) or immunofluorescence (IF), and compared to a siiE::luc reporter strain, from which its 

expression well correlated with the secretion of SiiE at the surface, was almost negligible 

(Fig. 2B). 
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Fig. 2. Luciferase reporter strains permit to monitor the expression of SadA in vitro. (A). Design and generation 
of luciferase (luc) fusions to sadBA and sadA. Luciferase (luc) gen was inserted direct downstream of the 
putative promote sequence of sadB (PsadB) or at the ITG region between sadB or sadA by λ-red recombination. 
B) Expression of SadA is upregulated in vitro. Reporter strains containing luciferase fusions to sadBA or to sadA 
were incubated with rigorous shaking in LB broth for 8 h. Aliquots were collected each hour to quantify the level 
of luciferase activity as described in material and methods. C) Expression of SadA in LB broth is very low to 
detect its secretion on the bacterial surface. Expression of sadBA was lower than that observed with the siiE::luc 
reporter strain. Luciferase level was quantified as in (B). Error bars indicate standard deviations from a triplicate 
quantification. 
 

Therefore, we decided to test other conditions that could enhance the promoter activity of 

sadBA. Thus, we employed PCN medium, which is defined medium and allows modifying its 

composition. Under typical conditions using glucose, pH 7.4 and high content of phosphates 

(25mM) we did not note any increase in the expression of sadBA compared to LB (Fig. 3). 

Parallel, we tested other conditions in LB broth but they were unsuccessful (Data not show). 

We supposed that an additional factor can probably modulate the expression of SadA but 
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should be independent of the conditions necessary to express sadA. Previous data indicated 

that the repressor of the PTS for mannitol MtlR interacts with FIS (Gonzalez-Gil et al., 1996). 

Since mtlADR operon is upstream of sadBA, we therefore supplemented PCN medium with 

mannitol to test its effect on the expression of SadA. We observed that Salmonella grew with 

mannitol at 27.4 mM as good as with glucose at equimolar concentrations (Fig. 3A). As 

predicted, the addition of mannitol at 27.4 mM increased the expression of SadA 5-fold than 

in PCN glucose after 180 min (Fig. 3C). To discard the possibility that the induction effect of 

mannitol was related to a metabolic change in the carbon source, we tested galactose and 

maltose as alternative carbon sources at the same concentration. The addition of these two 

carbohydrates did not have any effect on the expression of SadA (Fig. 3C). Therefore, 

mannitol has a direct and specific effect on the expression of SadA. 

Since FIS is a DNA-binding protein that regulates the topology and transcription, and it was 

previously reported to modulate the expression of the PTS-mannitol operon, mannitol 

dehydrogenase (mtlD) and mannitol permease (mtlA) were deleted, in order to evaluate the 

impact of neighbouring DNA associated to FIS in the expression of SadA. Strains lacking 

MtlA or MtlD expressed at least two-fold more SadA than the WT-background strain in PCN 

with glucose (Fig. 3D). We further asked if FIS affects the expression of SadA (Fig. 3E). 

SadA expression was followed in ∆fis-background strain in the same conditions as above. In 

presence of mannitol, SadA increased its expression around 8-fold compared to the WT-

background strain incubated in PCN glucose (Fig. 3E). In addition, expression of SadA in the 

same background strain but grew in PCN glucose was slightly increased by two-fold. 

Collectively these results demonstrated that sadBA-promoter is inducible by a specific group 

of growth conditions in vitro. Interestingly, mannitol strongly enhanced the expression of 

SadA. Furthermore, FIS also played a role in the expression of SadA, since FIS-deficient 

strain was able to upregulate the expression of SadA even in absence of mannitol. Therefore, 

expression of SadA in vivo could depend on conditions that lead to a change of the DNA 
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topology in the sadBA region. Thus, transcriptional factors may bind and enhance the 

expression of sadBA.  

Although an increment of the expression of SadA was observed in defined culture conditions 

and influenced by mannitol, no signal of SadA in WB or IF could be detected. Moreover, 

further culture conditions in PCN e.g. anaerobic conditions require the addition of reductive 

metabolites to allow the growth of Salmonella. Therefore, we decided to test the expression of 

SadA in LB broth supplemented with mannitol. Similar to PCN medium, mannitol enhanced 

the expression of SadA in LB medium by 5-fold. Previous experiments showed that reducing 

conditions also stimulated higher expression of SadA in LB broth (data not show). Thus, we 

followed kinetics of expression using anaerobic conditions in LB broth sealed with oil and 

supplemented with mannitol (Fig. 3F). Under these conditions, the promoter activity of sadBA 

was upregulated up to 10-fold more than in LB broth without mannitol in aerobic or anaerobic 

conditions either (Fig. 3F).  

Iron under anaerobic conditions induces secretion of SadA 

Iron was demonstrated to influence the expression of sadA (Jay Hinton, personal 

communication) and Fur was recently described to bind to the putative promoter of sadB 

(Troxell et al., 2011). Further evidence from promoter analysis also revealed that the putative 

sequence of the promoter of sadB might be controlled by FNR (Fink et al., 2007) (Fig. 3B). 

However, either chelation of iron or addition of iron in LB alone did not induce the expression 

of sadBA (data not shown). Additionally, only anoxic conditions were also insufficient for 

secretion of SadA (Fig. 4A). Therefore, we supplemented the LB broth with mannitol and 

iron, and incubate in anoxic conditions and decided to observe if SadA was secreted to the 

bacterial surface by immunofluorescence (IF). After 4 h of incubation, we observed that SadA 

was secreted to the bacterial surface of Salmonella (Fig. 4B). Expression conditions were 

applied to the WT-background strains SL1344 and NCTC12023, which demonstrated the 

same pattern of SadA distribution. Interesting, SadA was only expressed by large rods (Fig. 
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4A). Addition of only mannitol, iron or incubation in anaerobic conditions induced neither the 

formation of large rods nor expression of SadA (Fig. 4B). Therefore, expression of SadA is 

dependent on the reduced oxygen tension and high concentrations of iron in the media in 

presence of mannitol. Hence, FNR and Fur efficiently induce the expression of sadBA.  

SadA enhances the adhesion to lateral but not to the apical side of C2BBe1 cells and is 

independent of T3SS-1. 

Since the expression conditions discovered here only induced secretion of SadA in a small 

population of Salmonella, which also showed an filamentous cell morphology, we decided to 

construct a strain that overexpress SadA under a control of physiological inducible promoter. 

Thus, we exchanged the putative promoter of sadB and the ITGsadBA with the promoter of siiA 

(PsiiA) by λ-red recombination, since PsiiA is highly active in LB broth after 4 h of incubation 

(see materials and methods, Fig. 5A) (Gerlach et al., 2007b). Next, we incubated the new 

recombinant strains containing the PsiiA upstream of sadB for 4 h in LB broth. SadA was 

homogenously secreted to the surface of all bacterial cells as evaluated by microscopy, and no 

large rods were observed (Fig. 5B). We further examined if deletion of SadB would have an 

effect in the SadA-secretion. Salmonella secreted less SadA in a ∆sadB-background strain 

even under control of PsiiA (Fig. 5B). The contribution of SadB to the secretion of SadA was 

described elsewhere (Grin et al., 2014). 

SadA enhances the adhesion to lateral but not to the apical side of C2BBe1 cells and is 

independent of T3SS-1. 

Since the expression conditions discovered here only induced secretion of SadA in a small 

population of Salmonella, which also showed an altered morphology, we decided to construct 

a strain that overexpress SadA under a control of physiological inducible promoter. Thus, we 

exchanged the putative promoter of sadB and the ITGsadBA with the promoter of siiA (PsiiA) by 
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Fig. 3. Mannitol and DNA topology influence the expression of SadA. A) Mannitol promotes similar Salmonella 
growth as glucose. PCN medium with 25 mM phosphate and pH 7.4 with various concentrations of mannitol was 
used to evaluate the growth dependence to this carbon source. Samples were obtained each hour and measured at 
OD600.  B) Putative transcriptional factors of SadB and SadA. We searched for possible transcription factor 
binding sites using Virtual Footprint [34], we examined the 500 bp upstream sequences of both sadA and sadB. 
Since there are no Salmonella-transcription factors deposited in the Prodoric database, we used the matrices 
derived from E. coli K12 transcription factors similar to those of S. sv. Typhimurium LT2. We then determined 
the relative matrix score by dividing the score given by Virtual Footprint by the maximum score of each matrix, 
we considered as true hits, only those TF binding sites with a relative matrix score above 0.7 (B). (C, D, E) The 
PsadBA::luc reporter strain in the background of WT, or harbouring mutations in mtlD, mtlA or fis were cultured in 
PCN medium with 27.5mM glucose, mannitol, maltose or galactose (C) or only glucose and mannitol (D, E) for 
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8 h. Aliquots were obtained as described each hour for quantification of luciferase activity as described in fig. 2. 
C) Mannitol enhances the expression of SadA. D) mtlDA gene negatively influence the expression of SadA. 
Mannitol permease (mtlA) and mannitol dehydrogenase (mtlD) were deleted in the reporter strain to investigate 
the effect of the DNA topology on the expression of SadA as described in material and methods. E) FIS 
negatively influence the expression of SadA. Error bars indicate standard deviations from a triplicate 
quantification. F) Anaerobic conditions in presence of mannitol amplify the expression of SadA in LB broth. 
Reporter strain in background of WT was cultured in LB broth under aerobic or anaerobic conditions with or 
without mannitol. Luciferase was quantified as described in Fig. 2.  
 

by λ-red recombination, since PsiiA is highly active in LB broth after 4 h of incubation (see 

materials and methods, Fig. 5A) (Gerlach et al., 2007b). Next, we incubated the new 

recombinant strains containing the PsiiA upstream of sadB for 4 h in LB broth. SadA was 

homogenously secreted to the surface of all bacterial cells as evaluated by microscopy, and no 

large rods were observed (Fig. 5B). We further examined if deletion of SadB would have an 

effect in the SadA-secretion. Salmonella secreted less SadA in a ∆sadB-background strain 

even under control of PsiiA (Fig. 5B). The contribution of SadB to the secretion of SadA was 

described elsewhere (Grin et al., 2014).  

The function of SadA was evaluated in adhesion experiments with diverse polarized epithelial 

cell lines. Although SadA was overexpressed, adhesion experiments demonstrated that SadA 

did not enhance the adhesion to polarized epithelial cell lines MDCK, C2BBe1 and T84 (Fig. 

5C). However, deletion of SadA significantly decreased the invasion in C2BBe1 and T84 cell 

lines. Thus, we constructed a SadA-overexpressing strain in a WT-background to evaluate if 

SadA in presence of SiiE might enhance the invasion. Results from invasion experiments 

revealed no changes compared to the WT-strain without promoter exchange (Data not 

showed). 

Published data demonstrated that Salmonella binds to the lateral side of CaCo2 cells (Hess et 

al., 2001). Hence, we seeded C2BBe1 cells and led develop for 5 days to sub-confluence, 

since cells only form islands, which exhibited large lamellipodia at the lateral side. Cells 

infected with the WT-strain and SadA-deficient strain bound mostly to the apical side of the  
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Fig. 4. Iron and anaerobic conditions promote secretion of SadA. (A, B) Iron under anaerobic conditions in 
presence of mannitol promotes the secretion of SadA. Salmonella strains SL1344, NCTC 12023 and ∆sadA were 
incubated in LB broth under anaerobic and 10 µM FeCl3 with or without 27.5mM mannitol for 4 h to observe the 
secretion of SadA on the bacterial surface. Samples were collected after 4 h incubation and fixed in PFA for 1 h. 
Bacteria were transferred to cover slips covered with 0.02% poly-L-lysine. SadA was stained with a rabbit α-
SadA antibody (green) and Salmonella strains expressed constitutive mTagRFP (red). Samples were visualized 
with a confocal laser microscope at magnification of 1000x. Scale bars: 10µm (A); 5µm (B).  
 

host cells (Fig. 5D), while SPI4 mutant strain was adherent to the lateral side of the cells. 

SadA overexpressing strains were mainly detected at the lateral side of the cells, particularly 

at the lamellipodia (Fig. 5E). 

Association with lamellipodia presented membrane ruffling. Therefore, we investigated 

whether the adhesion to lamellipodia was only determined by SadA or T3SS-1 also 

contributed to the adhesion. T3SS-1 deficient strains were less adhesive to the lateral side of 

the host cells but they still adhered more than the WT- or ∆sadA-strains (Fig. 6AB). 

Microscopy observations of the adhesion to lamellipodia verified that T3SS-1 deficient SadA-

overexpressing strain preferentially bound to the lamellipodia (Fig. 6C). Therefore, SadA 

could enhance the adhesion to lamellipodia. Since lateral sides of polarized epithelial cells are  
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Fig. 5. SadA mediates non-apical adhesion to polarized epithelial cells. A) Generation of overexpressing strain 
of SadA by genomic promoter exchange of PsadB. Using a ∆PsiiA-SPI4 strain, the PsiiA-promoter was inserted by 
substituting the natural PsadB in the genome of Salmonella by negative selection as described in material and 
methods. PsiiA was inserted direct upstream of sadB or upstream of sadA replacing sadB during insertion of PsiiA. 
B) Recombinant strains PsiiA::sadBA and PsiiA::sadA secrete SadA in LB broth. Both recombinant strains were 
incubated as described for the expression of SPI4. After 4 h, samples were collected and prepared for 
microscopy as indicated in Fig. 3. Salmonella was stained with a rabbit α-LPS (red) and SadA with a rabbit α-
SadA (green). C) SadA did not confer adhesion to apical side of polarized epithelial cells. Polarized cell lines 
MDCK, C2BBe1 or T84 were seed to develop monolayers for five days (MDCK), or 15 days (C2BBe1 and T84 
cells) in inserts with a pore size of 0.4 µm. Salmonella strains were incubated for 4 h previous infection and 
adjusted to a multiplicity of infection of 5 (MDCK) or 10 (C2BBe1 and T84). Cells were infected for 25 min and 
washed with PBS. Afterwards, cells were lysed with deoxycholic acid. Lysates and inoculi were plated out on 
Mueller-Hinton plates. Results are expressed as percent of inoculum used to infect the cells. D) SadA confers 
adhesion to lateral side of C2BBe1 cells. C2BBe1 cells were seeded at 25000 cells per well on glass cover slips 
and incubated for five days. Islands of cells were infected with 2500000 bacteria per ml, and incubated for 25 
min. Then samples were rigorously washed and fixed with pre-warmed PFA. Samples were stained with DAPI 
(pink), SadA (green), Salmonella (red) and F-actin (blue), and visualized with a bright-field epi-fluorescence 
microscopy. Scale bars 5µm (C); 20 µm & 10µm (D, overview and  detail respectively). Statistical analysis was 
performed with one way ANOVA, n.s.: not significant; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001.  
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enriched with β-integrins for cell contact, and the homologue to SadA, YadA of Yesrsinia 

enterocolitica preferentially binds to β1-integrins, we next performed adhesion experiments 

using β1-integrins expressing fibroblasts, in order to establish if this class of integrin might be 

the interaction partner of SadA. However, no increased adhesion was observed in comparision 

to the WT-strain or reduction to the sadA-deficient strain (Data not showed). Thus, β1-

integrins are not the interaction partner of SadA. We further investigated if SadA confers 

adhesion to extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins. However, adhesion was detected neither in 

fibronectin, laminin nor vitronectin.  

Altogether our results demonstrate that the expression of SadA occurs in vitro under 

anaerobic conditions and high content of iron but their effect in the expression is limited by 

DNA topology regulated by FIS. Thus, mannitol influences the topology regulated by FIS, 

and positively enhances the upregulation of SadA. Although SadA did not contribute to the 

adhesion at the apical side of the host cells, it did enhance the adhesion to the lateral side of 

the cells, namely to lamellipodia. Adhesion to lamellipodia was independent of SiiE and 

T3SS-1. Therefore, SadA likely mediate adhesion to molecules exposed in the lamellipodia 

during healing process and cell migration  
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Fig. 6. SadA-mediated adhesion to lamellipodia is independent of T3SS-1. (A, B) Adhesion experiments were 
performed as described in Fig. 5 with the only exception that after 25 min p.i., cells were rigorously washed and 
lysed.  C) Cells were infected for 25 min. and fixed with PFA. Infected samples were stained for SadA 
(green), Salmonella (blue) and F-actin (red). Scale bars 5µm (overview), 2µm (detail). Statistical analysis was 
performed with one way ANOVA, n.s.: not significant; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. 
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Discussion 

Members of the S. enterica subspecies I possess a large repertoire of fimbrial and non-

fimbrial adhesins (Baumler et al., 1996; Gerlach et al., 2007b; Jonas et al., 2007; Latasa et al., 

2005; Morgan et al., 2004; Raghunathan et al., 2011). However, the function, specificity or 

conditions in vitro to express them are known. Here, we provide evidence that the trimeric 

autotransporter SadA and its lipoprotein SadB are only coded in the genome of Salmonella 

enterica subspecies I. Moreover, SadA is expressed in vivo in livestock animals as 

serconversion experiments demonstrated. Thus, we addressed the conditions in vitro for 

expression SadA and its lipoprotein SadB. Results demonstrated that SadA is upregulated 

under low oxygen tension and high concentration of iron in presence of mannitol. In contrast 

to previous results, we did not detect expression of SadA under LB broth conditions or 

biofilm formation, even using an overexpression strain (data not shown) (Raghunathan et al., 

2011).  

Regulation of the expression of SadA is conditioned by the DNA topology. The DNA-binding 

protein FIS was described to bind to MtlR and repress the expression of mtlDA in absence of 

mannitol. Deletion of FIS permitted the expression of MtlD in absence of mannitol 

(Gonzalez-Gil et al., 1996). Our sequence analysis also demonstrated that the ITGsadBA 

possess a putative binding site to FIS. Thus, addition of mannitol inhibit the interaction 

between MtlR and FIS, since MtlR, at least in B. subtilis, is regulated by phosphorylation 

(Joyet et al., 2010). This means, in presence of mannitol, MtlR is not phosphorylated and 

cannot bind to its cognate DNA-sequence. Any further interaction with other proteins is 

therefore no possible. In turn, the absence of the FIS-MtlR interaction would facilitate the 

transcription of mtlADR and downstream sequences such as sadBA. 

This conclusion was supported by the expression experiments with luciferase and microscopy 

observations. In those cases where Salmonella was cultured without mannitol, no effect of 

anaerobiosis or addition of iron was detected either because the luciferase activity was similar 
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to the control conditions or because no SadA signal was observed by microscopy. Mannitol 

alone could enhance the expression of SadA but was insufficient to allow the observation of 

SadA at the surface of the Salmonella. These results indicate two facts: i) mannitol does not 

directly modulate the expression of SadA but does modulate the DNA topology; and ii) 

secretion of SadA is only possible if the low oxygen concentrations and addition of iron are 

combined with mannitol. The role of FIS regulating the expression of other virulence factors 

in Salmonella has been reported (Cameron and Dorman, 2012; Schechter et al., 2003; Wilson 

et al., 2001). FIS was required to induce the expression of HilA, since mutation of FIS 

reduced the expression of HilA in aerobic conditions (Schechter et al., 2003), which 

consequently also affected the expression of InvF and the invasiveness of Salmonella (Wilson 

et al., 2001). Expression of HilA is possible to the relaxation of DNA topology, which allows 

the expression of hilD (Cameron and Dorman, 2012). The relaxation of DNA permitted the 

binding of OmpR to the PhilD, PssrA and PhilC sequence and was dependent on FIS. Similar to 

these effects caused by FIS in the expression of HilA and SsrA, we propose that FIS 

modulates the DNA topology of the mtlADR and sadBA. Therefore, once sadBA region is 

relaxed in presence of mannitol, transcriptional factors controlled by iron and low oxygen 

tension binds to PsadB. 

Microarrays data demonstrated that FNR and Fur increases the expression of sadB (Fink et 

al., 2007; Troxell et al., 2011). Our data however demonstrated that low oxygen conditions 

and iron induced expression of SadA, which was observed by IF. Salmonella is exposed to 

low oxygen tension and iron in the intestine. Under these conditions Salmonella gains energy 

by anaerobic respiration and tetrathionate as final electron acceptor (Winter et al., 2010). 

Experiments to determine the ability of Fur to upregulate the expression of genes under 

tetrathionate respiration demonstrated the upregulation of SadA but unfortunately the 

expression of the protein was not shown (Troxell et al., 2011). Microarray data also suggested 

the involvement of FNR in the upregulation of SadA, but similarly to Fur, the secretion of 
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SadA was not demonstrated (Fink et al., 2007). Therefore, our study clearly demonstrated that 

neither the sole addition of iron nor anaerobic conditions is sufficient to trigger the expression 

of SadA. Instead, we detected that a combination of both conditions under relaxation of the 

DNA topology due to mannitol are necessary to upregulate the expression of SadA and its 

secretion to the bacterial surface.  

Our results indicate that expression of SadA occurs in infected animals. Due to the conditions 

to express SadA in vitro, we suggest that SadA is probably expressed in the intestine. Since 

FIS concentration is upregulated under non-aerobic conditions (Cameron et al., 2013), other 

factors, even the same concentration of oxygen, may be necessary to relax those DNA regions 

associated with FIS, including the sadBA-operon. Therefore, our expression conditions 

presented in this work may simulate the intestinal environment, in which SadA is likely 

expressed. The addition of mannitol is only an adjuvant that stimulates the change of the 

DNA topology modulated by FIS, and substitutes the unknown factor responsible to produce 

the same effect in vivo. 

Adhesion experiments demonstrated that SadA did not contribute to the adhesion to the apical 

side of polarized epithelial cells. So far, only SiiE, a large non-fimbrial adhesin, was reported 

to enable adhesion to polarized epithelial cells and permit further invasion (Gerlach et al., 

2007c). However, we detected that SadA overexpressing strains were able to adhere to the 

lamellipodia of sub-confluent monolayers. Previous descriptions demonstrated that 

Salmonella binds to the lateral side of CaCo2 cells, and this was related with presence of 

integrins (Hess et al., 2001). Analogue adhesins BadA and YadA from Bartonella henselae 

and Yersinia enterocolitica respectively, increases the adhesion to extracellular matrix 

proteins and β1-integrins (Eitel and Dersch, 2002; Muller et al., 2011). Nevertheless, 

overexpression of SadA either by PsiiA or plasmid based overexpression systems under control 

of arabinose or anhydrotetracycline (ATH) did not increased the adhesion to collagen, 

fibronectin, vitronectin or laminin (data not show), which is in line to the data published 
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(Raghunathan et al., 2011). Moreover, we performed adhesion experiments with fibroblasts 

expressing β1-integrins and SadA-overexpressing strains. However, results did not show any 

increase of adhesion in this cell model (data not show). Therefore, SadA probably may not 

recognize the ECM proteins tested in this study. Although SadA was unable to enhance the 

adhesion to these ECM proteins or β1-integrin, other adhesion proteins and ECM molecules 

can be still secreted at the lamellipodia of C2BBe1 cells that allow the adhesion of Salmonella 

mediated by SadA. 

In summary, SadA is an adhesin expressed during infection caused by Salmonella enterica 

subspecies I. The expression of SadA is directly affected by low oxygen tension atmospheres 

and iron. Both factors are only effective if the topology of the DNA in the region of sadBA is 

relaxed. Furthermore, expression of SadA enhances the adhesion to the lamellipodia of 

C2BBe1 cells, which suggests that SadA could contribute to the adhesion to migrating cells. 

Our results call for a more detailed study of the regulation of the expression of SadA and 

other adhesins encoded within the chromosome of Salmonella enterica. This would reveal 

new mechanisms of regulation of virulence factors and their contribution to the infection 

process in hosts.  
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Materials and Methods 

Bacterial strains and growth conditions .  

Salmonella enterica sv. Typhimurium strain NCTC 12023 was used as wild-type (WT) strain 

and mutant strains were isogenic to this strain. Bacterial strains used in this study are listed in 

Table 1. All strains were cultured o/n in LB broth and kept at -80° C in LB broth at 25% 

DMSO until further use. LB agar plates with or without antibiotics were used routinely for 

bacterial growth and selection of new mutant strains. PCN medium was described elsewhere 

(Deiwick et al., 1999). Here, PCN 25 pH 7.4 was employed for luciferase assays. For 

expression analysis bacterial strains were cultured in LB broth or PCN supplemented as 

indicated. They were grown overnight in glass tubes or in screw-cap plastic tubes to generate 

anoxic conditions. These tubes were incubated with rigorous agitation at 37° C o/n. These 

were diluted 1:100 into flasks containing 30ml of the respective supplemented medium and 

incubated with agitation at 180 rpm or statically and sealed with mineral oil for anaerobic 

conditions. Aliquots were collected at various time points for further analysis. 

Construction of mutant and reporter strains for expression analysis .  

Reporter and mutant strains were constructed using λ-red recombination system. Briefly, gene 

replacements by a PCR product containing a luc::aph cassette with the flanking regions of the 

region of interest were generated in NCTC12023 by Red-mediated recombination (Datsenko 

and Wanner, 2000b). For luciferase reporter fusions p3121 was used as template for luc::aph, 

while for deletions of the relevant genes pKD13 or pDK4 were the templates for amplification 

of the aph cassette. Primers for luciferase fusions and generation of mutant strains are 

specified in Table 2. Briefly, template plasmid p3121 harbors a cassette consisting of the 

promoterless firefly luciferase gene and the aph resistance gene flanked by FLP 

recombination target (FRT) sites (Gerlach et al., 2007a). p3121 was used as a template to 

amplify by PCR a linear targeting construct that was used for transformation of S. enterica 

serovar Typhimurium harboring pKD46. The PCR product consisting of luc and aph genes 
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was inserted directly at the start codons of sadB or sadA. Proper insertion was confirmed by 

PCR, and if required, the aph cassette was removed by FLP-mediated recombination as 

described previously (Maloy et al., 1996). This approach resulted in the generation of single-

copy reporter fusions in sadA and sadB.  

Mutant strains containing were generated by insertion of the aph cassette in the gen of 

interest. pKD4 or pKD13 were used for PCR to amplify by PCR the aph cassette flanked by 

the FRT sequences. This PCR fragment was transformed into Salmonella harboring pKD46 

for λ-red recombination. New mutant strains were move into the luciferase reporter strains by 

subsequent P22 transduction according to standard methods (Maloy et al., 1996) into the 

respective strains.  

Bioinformatic analysis of SadA and SadB.  

In order to examine the genomic context of sadA and sadB we obtained the flanking 

sequences of STM3682 and STM3695 (bases 3870846 to 3890064) from the genome 

sequence of Salmonella enterica subsp. Enterica serovar Typhimurium strain LT2 (Accession 

number  NC_003197). In order to obtain the homologous regions from other bacteria, we 

performed a BLASTn search against the genomes of several strains of Salmonella as well as 

Escherichia coli, using the previously described subsequence. The corresponding regions are 

shown in table 2. Global comparisons were performed using Nucmer [32] with a break length 

of 30 nucleotides. Comparison maps were constructed using in-house scripts.  

Mutiplex PCR for detection of sadB and sadA.  

47 strains belonging to S. enterica subspecies II, III, IV or VI and 30 strains of S. enterica 

subspecies I were provided by Dr. Wolfgang Rabsch, Robert-Koch Institute, Wernigerode, 

and examined by PCR to investigate the presence of SadA and SadB. PCR primers are listed 

in table 3. Detection sadA and sadB was performed by multiplex PCR. Amplification 

conditions are described as follows for a final volume of 25µl were pipetted buffer (10x) 4.5 

µl, MgCl2 (50mM) 3.0µl, 0.25µl of each primer (Primers 6x, 100pmol/µl), dNTPs (2mmol) 
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2.0µl, DNA 5 µg/ml, Taq Polymerase (Invitrogen, Germany) 0.2µl, water until 25µl. 

Amplification conditions are listed in Table 5. 

Serconversion assays 

Pre-immune and immune sera from chicken, bovine and pig were provided by Dr. Ulrich 

Methner, Friedrich-Löffler Institute, Jena. Overexpression of SadA was performed as 

previously described [14]. Bacterial lysates were separated in acrylamide gels at 6% for 1.5 h 

at 150 V, and blotted on nitrocellulose membrane with a pore size of 0.4 µm for 1 h at 10V. 

Membranes were blocked with milk at 5% in Tris-Buffered saline solution (TBS) for 1 h. Sera 

were diluted 1:500, 1:1000 and 1:5000 in TBS with 0.05 % Tween (TBS-T) and added to the 

blocked membranes for 1-2 h. Afterwards membranes were washed thrice with TBS-T. 

Detection was performed with a secondary antibodies coupled to HRP (Dianova, Germany) 

against pig, chicken and bovine. Membranes were incubated with the secondary antibodies for 

1 h and washed as before. Detection of SadA was performed by luminescence with standard 

conditions. 

Expression analysis by luciferase assays.  

For quantification of expression of SadA, reporter strains were grown under various culture 

conditions, and aliquots of cultures were processed for assay of luciferase activity as 

previously described (Deiwick et al., 1999). All assays were performed in triplicate and 

repeated at least three times on independent occasions. 

Immunofluorescence assays.  

To detect SadA secretion by fluorescence microscopy, samples were collected after 4 h 

incubation as indicated and adjusted to OD600 = 1.0 in PFA at 3 % for 1 h. Fixed bacteria were 

next transferred to glass cover slips covered with poly-L-lysine at 0.02 % for 1 h. Then, 

samples were washed thrice with PBS. From here, any antibody used to stain was diluted in 

blocking solution consisting of 2.0 % BSA (Biomol, Germany), 2.0 % Goat serum (Gibco, 

Germany) in PBS, and incubated for 1 h. After antibody incubation samples were always 
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washed with PBS at least three times. SadA was detected by using a rabbit α-SadA at 1:500, a 

goat a-rabbit coupled to alexa-488 was used as secondary antibody (Dianova, Germany). This 

was diluted 1:1000 in blocking solution and incubated as mentioned above. Salmonella were 

either expressing constitutive mTagRFP fluorescent protein or stained using a mouse α-LPS 

diluted at 1:1000 and detected with a goat α-mouse coupled to alexa-638 (Life sciences, 

Germany). After complete antibody incubation, samples were washed five times with PBS. 

Then samples were mounted on glass slides with fluoprep (Biomeriux, France) and sealed 

with entellan (Merck, Germany).  

Staining of infected cells was carried out as follows: For imaging, bacterial strains harboring 

p3589 for constitutive expression of mCherry were used. 1 x 105 cells were seeded on cover 

slips as for invasion assays. Bacteria were diluted in MEM to an OD600 of 0.2 and applied for 

infection at MOI of 50. Infections were made in duplicate at least three times independently. 

After 25 min the infection was stopped by washing cells with PBS four times. For fixation, 3 

% PFA in PBS was added and cells were incubated for 1 h at 37°C. After fixation or any 

subsequent incubation with reagents or antibodies, cells were washed thrice with PBS at 

37°C. Fixed cells were permeabilized by incubation for 15 min at 37°C with 0.5 % Triton X-

100 (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) in blocking solution in a humid chamber. Antibodies were 

diluted in blocking solution and incubations were performed at 37°C in a humid chamber. 

Alexa555-conjugated phalloidin (Invitrogen, Germany) was added in 1:200 dilution and 

incubated 45 min at 37°C. Cover glasses were then mounted on glass slides with Fluoroprep 

(Biomerieux, France), sealed with Entellan (Merck, Germany) and kept in the dark at 4°C 

Adhesion assays in MDCK, T84 and C2BBe1 cell lines. 

Five days prior to infection, MDCK cells were seeded at 1 x 105 cells per well in 24-well 

plates. At least 4 h before infection, the medium was substituted by medium without 

antibiotics. Bacterial strains were precultured in LB overnight at 37°C with continuous 
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aeration in glass test tubes in a roller drum. Overnight cultures were diluted 1:31 in fresh LB 

and cultured for 3.5 h as above. Cultures were adjusted to OD600 = 0.2 in PBS and a master 

mix was prepared in MEM. Cells were infected in triplicates with each strain from the master 

mix at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 5. After invasion for 25 min, non-internalized 

bacteria were removed by washing three times with PBS. Finally, infected cells were washed 

five times with PBS and lysed with 0.5 % deoxycholic acid for 10 min. Lysates were diluted 

and platted onto Mueller-Hinton agar (BD, Germany) plates with an Eddy Jet spiral platting 

instrument (IUL Instruments, Barcelona). Plates were incubated at 37°C overnight and 

colonies numbers were counted.  

C2BBe1 or T84 cell lines were cultured in DMEM high glucose without pyruvate (PAA, 

Germany), containing Glutamax, 10 % FCS and 2.5 µg x ml-1 holo-transferrin (Sigma-

Aldrich, Germany). Cells were seeded at 105 cells per 12 mm polycarbonate filter insert (0.4 

µm pore size, Millipore, Germany). TEER was measured every third day with a platinum 

electrode and an Ohmmeter EVOM (World Precision Instruments, USA). Cells were cultured 

until a TEER of 500-700 Ω per well was observed, usually 10 to 15 d. For cultivation, media 

were supplemented with penicillin/streptomycin (PAA, Germany). Medium was changed 

every third day. For infection assays a MOI of 10 was employed. Adhesion experiments were 

carried out as with MDCK cells.  

For adhesion experiments in sub-confluent cells C2BBe1 cells were seeded at 25000 cell per 

well in a 24-well plate (Nunc, Denmark). Cells were incubated for five days until sub-

confluence. At this stage cells developed at the lateral side high amount of lamellipodia and 

were infected with Salmonella as described before.  
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Tables 

Table 1. Bacterial strains used in this study 

Designation  relevant characteristics    reference 

S. enterica serovar Typhimurium 

NCTC 12023  wild type,     lab stock 

P3B12   ∆invG::mTn5, Kmr    Hensel et al. 1996 

MvP665  ∆SPI4::aph, Kmr    This work 

MvP681  ∆sadA::aph, Kmr    This work 

MvP793  PsadB::luc::aph ∆sadBA, Kmr   This work 

MvP794  PsadB::luc ∆sadBA    This work 

MvP795  ITGsadBA::luc::aph ∆sadA, Kmr  This work 

MvP796  ITGsadBA::luc ∆sadA    This work 

MvP1314  ∆SPI4      This work 

MvP1335  ∆SPI4 PsiiA::sadBA    This work 

MvP1353  ∆SPI4 PsiiA::sadA ∆sadB   This work 

MvP1361  ∆fis::aph, Kmr     This work 

MvP1362  ∆fis::aph PsadB::luc ∆sadBA, Kmr  This work 

MvP1404  ∆mtlD::aph, Kmr    This Work 

MvP1405  ∆mtlA::aph, Kmr    This work 

MvP1413  ∆mtlA::aph PsadB::luc ∆sadBA, Kmr  This work 

MvP1414  ∆mtlD::aph PsadB::luc ∆sadBA, Kmr  This work 

MvP1501  ∆SPI4 PsiiA::sadBA ∆invG::aph, Kmr  This work 

MvP1510  ∆SPI4 ∆invG::aph, Kmr   This work 

MvP1511  ∆sadA ∆invG::aph, Kmr   This work  
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Table 2. Genome sequences used to perfom comparision of the sadBA operon 

Species/Strain   Acc. number  Start  End  Strand  

Escherichia coli 

 K12 DH10B NC_010473  3853614 3877288 direct 

 O103:H2 E22 AAJV02000042    

 O127:H6 E2348/69 NC_011601  4008556 4029231 direct 

O157:H7 EC4115 NC_011353  4603819 4631502 direct 

O157:H7 EDL933 NC_002655  4567943 4597380 direct 

 O157:H7 Sakai NC_002695  4500714 4528398 direct 

 O157:H7 TW14359 NC_013008  4559860 4587543 direct 

Salmonella enterica 

sv. Typhi CT18  NC_003198  3959072 3977251 reverse 

sv Ty2  NC_004631  3944571 3962749 reverse 

sv. Typhimurium  

14028S NC_016856  3884537 3903756 direct 

LT2 NC_003197  3870846 3890064 direct 

SL1344 NC_016810  3892161 3911379 direct 

S. arizonae RSK2980 NC_010067  3878712 3900676 reverse 

S. bongori 12419 NC_015761  3582197 3603345 direct 

S. bongori N268-08 NC_021870  3738932 3760082 direct 
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Table 3. Plasmids used in this study 

Designation   relevant characteristics    reference 

Expression of SadA 

pASK IBA3   Expression vector IBA Germany 

pASK IBA2-SadA   sadA in pASK-IBA2     (Hernandez Alvarez 

et al., 2008) 

pASK IBA3-SadBA  sadBA in pASK-IBA3    (Grin et al., 2014) 

Fluorescent protein expression 

p3589    PrpsM::mCherry in pETcoco, CmR  this work 

pWRG439   PrpsM::mTagRFP in pFPV25.1, AmpR Roman G. Gerlach 

Mutagenesis 

pKD4    Red deletion template, aph   (Datsenko and 

Wanner, 2000b) 

pKD13    Red deletion template, aph in frame  (Datsenko and 

Wanner, 2000b) 

pKD46    Red recombinase, AmpR   (Datsenko and 

Wanner, 2000b) 

pCP20    FLP recombinase, AmpR   (Datsenko and 

Wanner, 2000b) 
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Table 4. Oligonucleotides used in this study 

Designation   Sequence 5’-3’ 

STM3690-sadA-For  gagcatggacaaacgtcacgc  

STM3690-sadA-Rev  tgctaagaccgatgagtgcgg 

SadA-end-For   cgtgcgttatgaaaccaatgca 

SadA-end-Rev   ggcattatgccattgcctttg 

STM3690-For   ccgcagaatatgattgacccg 

STM3690-Rev   gtgcgtttgtgatgggtccag 

STM3690-sadA-For  gagcatggacaaacgtcacgc 

STM3690-sadA-Rev  tgctaagaccgatgagtgcgg 

STM3691-Del-For  ataatagccattgatacaattattttagaaaaggaaattagtgtaggctggagctgcttc 

STM3691-Del-Rev  tgccattgcctttgatgtcgggagtgttgttacttcattacatatgaatatcctccttag 

STM3691-Ctrl-For  aaaggtcaccgaagtcgttg 

STM3691-Ctrl-Rev  ggcaacatagcctttcagc 

STM3691-Red-Luc-For  cattgatacaattattttagaaaaggaaattactcattcatggaagacgccaaaaacataa 

STM3690-up-TetAR-For  ttattggcaatactcgctgaatgatgagctagttgtataattaagacccactttcacatt 

STM3690-up-TetAR-Rev  ttgttaataatttatataatataaatagttaacctgttatctaagcacttgtctcctg 

STM3691-TetAR-For  caaaaaagaagccaaaaaaataatagccattgatacaattttaagacccactttcacatt 

STM3691-TetAR-Rev  aatattctattcatgaatgagtaatttccttttctaaaatctaagcacttgtctcctg 

Fis-Red-Del-For   gaaaattttgcgtaaacagaaataaagagctgacagaactgtgtaggctggagctgcttc 

Fis-Red-Del-Rev   cgagtagcgcctttttaaacaagcagttagctaatcgaaacatatgaatatcctccttag 

Fis-Red-Check-For  ctggaggcgttggaggcata 

MtlA-Red-Del-For  tttcagcctgcgcgacagcaacataagaaggggtgtttttgtgtaggctggagctgcttc 

MtlA-Red-Del-Rev  gccttcctgcagctcgaactattttggggatgcttaactgcatatgaatatcctccttag 

MtlA-Check-Del-For  cacataaattgtccctgtctggac 

MtlD-Red-Del-For  ccagccctctcgggtaaaaacattaatgaaggttaatactgtgtaggctggagctgcttc 

MtlD-Red-Del-Rev  ggtcgcgttatatgcgttaaccgcctccgccaccacatcgcatatgaatatcctccttag 

MtlD-Check-Del-For  gtgaatccccaggagcgtac 
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Table 5. Amplification conditions for Multiplex PCR 

Condition  Time   Temperature (°C) 

Denaturierung  4 min 30 s  95 

Cycles: 30  

Denaturing   45 s  95 

Annelealing   45 s  57 

Amplification  45 s   72 

Final amplification  10 min  72 

Cooling   ∞  4 
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Salmonella enterica is an enteric pathogen able to destroy the brush border of polarized 

epithelial cells and to alter their absorption ability. Previous descriptions of the function of the 

SPI1-T3SS effector proteins were mainly performed in non-polarized epithelial cells. From 

these studies it was possible to describe and discover many targets of effector proteins and the 

direct consequence of their activity, but they failed to provide the co-lateral physiological 

effects and the possible interdependence between effector proteins and, possibly, their targets. 

Furthermore, the additional level of regulation and organization of F-actin cytoskeleton in 

polarized epithelial cells represent a new barrier to bacterial pathogens that should be 

subverted by their virulence factors. This could have two main consequences to the 

relationship host-pathogen: i) microvillar proteins are likely controlled directly or indirectly 

by T3SS-1 effector proteins factors; and ii) if T3SS-1 effector proteins modulate the activity 

of microvillar proteins, the effect of the F-actin modification caused by microvillar proteins 

may be stronger and more effective than in non-polarized cells, which lack this set of proteins. 

Here, we provide evidence that only SopE is sufficient to reorganize the F-actin of the apical 

side of polarized epithelial cells that concludes with microvilli effacement and ruffle 

formation. Our observations also revealed that deletion of villin and myosin 1a reduced the 

invasion of Salmonella, which is accompanied by reduction of the ruffle size and no MV 

effacement. Nevertheless, it remains open, whether any T3SS-1 effector protein directly 

interacts with these two proteins. 

Another consequence of the interaction of the microvillar proteins with the T3SS-1 effector 

proteins of Salmonella is the alteration of the macropinocytosis. Since structure and function 

of MV are dependent on each other, alteration of the brush border by Salmonella ablated the 

macropinocytosis. Nevertheless, inhibition of macropinocytosis was dependent on SopE and 

not only on the destruction of the brush border. 

These observations suggest a more complex interaction between the T3SS-1 effector proteins 

and their targets in host cells, which is not limited to a vertical signaling pathway but a 
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ramified signaling. This indicates that in the particular case of Salmonella, translocation of 

SopE establishes a new steady state in the cell, which includes the manipulation of F-actin 

polymerization and depolymerization, binding to F-actin bundling proteins and changes in the 

cellular morphology. 

The gastric pathogen Helicobacter pylori and its T4SS effector protein CagA causes similar 

alterations to MDCK cells (Tan et al., 2009). However, the activity of CagA did not alter the 

host cells as extreme as SopE did. In other infection models as EPEC the elimination of 

effector proteins also diminished the virulence of the bacteria and in contrast to Helicobacter 

pylori or Salmonella enterica, there was no dominance of any single effector protein of 

EPEC, since i.e. deletion of Map or EspF were recovered by translocation of other T3SS 

effector proteins (Dean et al., 2013).  

Differences between activities of effector proteins determine the grade of dependence of each 

bacterial pathogen for its host organism. Therefore, one can conclude that the weaker the 

activation and control of the host proteins by a set of virulence factors, the larger is the 

dependence of any bacterial pathogen for its host and those host molecules involved in 

signaling. Thus, if there is no dominancy of any effector protein, then all effector proteins 

should equally contribute to the manipulation of the host cells. In contrast, if there is 

dominancy of any effector protein, then its activity is sufficient to control those host 

molecules necessary to manipulate the host cells, even if other effector proteins are absent. 

Further implications derived from the dominant activity of one effector protein are probably 

the recruitment of targets for other effector proteins, which, instead, may modulate the 

activity of the dominant effector protein.  

F-actin remodeling by Salmonella enterica destroys microvilli of polarized epithelial 

cells. 

Microvilli effacement is a result of the consumption of G-actin by Salmonella membrane 

ruffling and active depolymerisation caused by SopE.  
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Ruffle formation by Rac1-SopE triggered a high consumption of G-actin from the cytoplasm 

of the host cells. Once this pool of G-actin becomes lower, MV and tight junctions might 

suffer a passive depolymerisation. In addition, SopE-Rac1 activated villin via 

PLCγ accelerates the depolymerisation of F-actin in MV. Thus, MV resulted effaced even if 

only one bacterial cell invades the host cells. 

This observation revealed that SopE-Rac1 modulate two variables in the F-actin cytoskeleton. 

On one hand, SopE-Rac1 induces F-actin polymerization, on the other hand SopE also usurps 

a depolymerisation pathway that contributes with a constant flux of G-actin for ruffle 

formation and hold the F-/G-actin homeostasis. Although depolymerisation of other F-actin 

structures seems to be a logical consequence after the high requirements of G-actin, F-actin 

depolymerisation in non-polarized cells, such as HeLa, cannot be easily observed because 

these do not develop F-actin structures as MV or tight-junctions. Thereby, the competition 

between membrane ruffling and other F-actin structures is a specific alteration that can be 

clearly observed in polarized epithelial cells. Hence, although the activation of PLCγ or other 

PLs also occurs in non-polarized epithelial cells, their function might not strongly affect the 

F-actin depolymerisation, since villin is absent. Our experimental evidence from infections of 

non-polarized epithelial cells suggests that absence of villin, and probably other microvillar 

proteins, could explain the apparent similar morphology of the membrane ruffles triggered by 

distinct mutant strains. Nevertheless, further experiments focused to compare the remodelling 

of the F-actin in non-polarized and polarized epithelial cells will clarify the structural 

differences observed here. 

Accumulation of bacterial cells causes microvilli effacement independent of SopE. 

SopE-deficient strains were unable to modify the apical side of polarized epithelial cells, 

when only one bacterium was invading. Nevertheless, when bacteria were incubated for 

longer time, they accumulated at the apical side of the host cells creating microcolonies by a 
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cooperative mechanism (Lorkowski et al., 2014) and disrupting MV (Felipe-López et al., 

2014b). 

SopE-independent MV effacement was not only mediated by SopE2, since bacteria also 

lacking SopE2 or both SopE and SopE2 effaced MV after accumulation at the apical side of 

the host cells. In this case, we propose that destruction of MV is rather passive, in contrast to 

the active and generalized modification caused by SopE-Rac1. These changes have an overall 

effect only when a high number of bacteria are accumulating at the apical side of the host 

cells, which would directly represent to reach the threshold to induce a general remodelling of 

the F-actin cytoskeleton. 

F-actin reorganization by this kind of infection could not be caused by a high consumption of 

G-actin from the cytoplasm but rather local rearrangements of F-actin with several rounds of 

polymerization and depolymerisation at the neighbouring structures to the invasion point. 

This conclusion is in line with the small size of ruffles generated by strains lacking SopE, the 

presence of MV and the normal macropinocytosis observed in cells infected by ∆sopE/sopE2 

mutant strains (Felipe-López et al., 2014a; Felipe-López et al., 2014b) suggesting that F-actin 

polymerization at the apical side of the cell is not fully disturbed by such mutant strains. AFM 

images demonstrated that cells infected by strains lacking SopE/SopE2 or only SopE 

recovered the MV and the absorptive surface, which supports that modification of the F-actin 

caused by SopE2 is transitory compared to the permanent changes by SopE. 

Although Salmonella destroys the brush border by two distinct mechanisms, MV effacement 

by accumulation of bacterial cells suggests that moderate virulence could benefit Salmonella 

to avoid a strong reaction from the host. Hence, a moderate virulence may avoid cell death 

and, in organisms, an exacerbated immune reaction that would conclude with the elimination 

of Salmonella (See below). 

The SPI1-T3SS effector protein SopE establishes a new physiological steady state of the 

host cell. 
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MV effacement by Salmonella involves F-actin polymerization and depolymerisation 

activated by SopE (Felipe-López et al., 2014a). The reorganization of F-actin at the apical 

side by SopE is due to the activation of Rac1 and Cdc42 (Friebel et al., 2001a; Hardt et al., 

1998a). Rac1 targets distinct kinases, F-actin polymerizing factors and other enzymes 

necessary for F-actin depolymerization. The effect of Rac1 is amplified by the number of 

translocated SopE-molecules into the host cells. In the case of SopE, this number has been 

estimated to be 3000 molecules per bacterial cell (Winnen et al., 2008).  

SopE-Rac1 triggers membrane ruffling necessary to provide an entry gate to Salmonella. This 

structure does represent the steady state created during Salmonella invasion. The temporal and 

spatial existence of a membrane ruffle depends on diverse variables controlled by host factors 

and other T3SS-1 effector proteins. Two main controlled variables are F-actin 

depolymerization and polymerization. Both mechanisms are triggered by Rac1 (Fig. 1). Thus, 

how does Salmonella actually regulate the ruffle formation, if both depolymerization and 

polymerization of F-actin are controlled by the same molecule? There are two main factors 

that determine the organization of the F-actin cytoskeleton: 1) the affinity of Rac1 for its 

targets to trigger F-actin polymerization or depolymerization; and 2) the number of factors 

triggered by Rac1 involved in these two processes. Rac1 stimulates the activation of villin 

(see below) as depolymerizing F-actin factors, and WAVE2 and WASP as F-actin 

polymerizing factors. However, there are other enzymes and proteins that resulted activated 

by Rac1. The phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate 5-kinase (PI5K) produces PtdIns(4,5) and 

PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 (Halstead et al., 2001), which promotes activation of WASP and WAVE2 

respectively. Thus, in addition to the classical activation of these two proteins by Rac1 or 

Cdc42, Salmonella likely employs the phosphatidylinositol composition to promote F-actin 

polymerization (Fig 1). In contrast, activation of PL isoforms probably reduce the membrane 

content of PtdIns(4,5), which would favours the activation of WAVE2 over the activation of  
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Fig. 1. SopE establish a new steady state to permit the entry of Salmonella. SopE is a dominant T3SS-1 effector 
protein that triggers F-actin polymerization and depolymerization in polarized epithelial cells. Although SopE2 
induces F-actin polymerization, its effect on the global organization of F-actin is limited compared to SopE. 
From the scheme is possible to observe that activation of Rac1 by SopE has pleiotropic effects that include F-
actin polymerization mediated by WAVE2, WASP and Arp2/3 (blue). Additionally, Rac1 triggers F-actin 
depolymerization (green) by activation of PLs, entry of Ca+2 and villin. SopB and SipA are modulators of the 
increment of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 and F-actin respectively. In contrast, SopE2 has no effect on PL since Cdc42 poorly 
binds to these enzymes as well as to PI5K. Therefore, host molecules and T3SS-effector proteins act as 
regulators of the ruffle formation triggered by SopE. 
 

WASP. Hence, there is an additional variable that would negatively modulate the F-actin 

polymerization. Furthermore, PLCγ binds villin, and powers its F-actin depolymerizing 

activity (Reveanu et al. 2004). PL isoforms probably enhance the activation of villin by Ca+2, 

because PL isoforms modulate the uptake of Ca+2 by TRP channels.  

This pleiotropic activity of Rac1 enhances Salmonella and its T3SS-effector protein SopE to 

manipulate in absence of other T3SS-1 proteins the F-actin cytoskeleton and the Salmonella 

invasion. Nevertheless, since the stimulus of SopE is constant during the first 5 min of 

infection (Winnen et al 2008), the activation of these alternative pathways to remodel the F-

actin cytoskeleton should be modulated by other effector proteins. Therefore, the translocation 
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of other effector proteins such as SipA, SopB and SptP is necessary to establish a stable 

steady state that maintains the infection of Salmonella without causing further damage to the 

host cells but still permits the correct and efficient ingress into the cell. 

The effector proteins SipA and SopB modulate the activity of the signaling pathways 

activated by SopE-Rac1 

Based on the observation that ruffles induced by only SopE are extremely amorphous 

compared to the WT-ruffles, we suggest that the ruffle morphology does not depend on SopE 

but on other effector proteins. SipA favours the F-actin polymerization by reduction of the 

critical concentration of G-actin and binding to plastin T (Zhou et al., 1999a). SopB cleavages 

phosphoinositides (PI) produced by PI-kinases (Norris et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 2001). Both 

T3SS-1 effector proteins might act as modulators of the high activity of SopE-Rac1, in order 

to enable an effective entry into the host cells. Our results showed that the sole translocation 

of either SipA or SopB had only slight effects on the cell (Felipe-López et al., 2014a) but their 

deletion in WT-background strains considerably altered the ruffle morphology. This strongly 

indicates that due to the limited activity of any of these both effector proteins, their action to 

permit the entry of Salmonella is virtually inexistent in absence of SopE. Furthermore, these 

effector proteins probably are unable to recruit their own substrates and cannot induce their 

production. Therefore, the molecular environment created by SopE is necessary to permit 

SipA, SopB and SptP exert their functions.  

SipA contributes to the ruffle formation and modulates the F-actin polymerization triggered 

by SopE. 

The sole translocation of SipA was enough to induce F-actin polymerization (Felipe-López et 

al., 2014a). This F-actin polymerization occurs due to the nucleation activity of SipA and 

SipC (McGhie et al., 2004). We observed that Salmonella translocating only SipA is covered 

by actin. This result suggests that Salmonella increases the contact surface to the host cell and 

internalization into it by the following mechanism: once Salmonella establish the first 
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contacts with the cell (Fig. 2A), the bacterial cell pulls the host cell membrane to its own 

membrane by translocation of SipC and SipA and F-actin polymerization (Fig. 2B.1). This 

ensures that the surrounding regions of the bacterial surface, which expose more T3SS-1 

needles, reach the host cell surface and newly irreversibly bind to the cell, repeating the same 

process. Bacterial and host membrane association increases until the bacterial cell has been 

completely covered by the host cell membrane like the zipper mechanism for internalization 

employed by species of the genus Yersinia and Listeria (Fig. 2C.1). 

This mechanism of membrane association and F-actin polymerization could also explain the 

generation of F-actin protrusions in cells infected by sipA-mutant strains. Since Salmonella 

adhesion to the host cell is a random process, bacteria can bind by its poles to the cell 

(Fig.2A). This could induce F-actin polymerization only in the contact region to the bacterial 

cell. Due to the SipA absence, the contact between bacterial and host cell membranes does not 

increase and bacteria are simply propelled by an F-actin protrusion (Fig 2C.2). 

We and others (Felipe-López et al., 2014a; Jepson et al., 2001; Perrett and Jepson, 2009b) 

have observed that strains lacking SipA results in inefficient internalization of Salmonella, 

apparition of F-actin tails associated with bacterial cells and very large ruffles compared to 

cells infected by WT-strains. Large ruffles and altered retraction was observed when class II 

myosins were inhibited by (s)-blebbistatin during Salmonella invasion (Felipe-López et al., 

2014a). These phenotypes indicate that SipA and class II myosins might be related.  

SipA binds plastin T (Zhou et al., 1999a; Zhou et al., 1999b), another isoform of plastin I. In 

polarized epithelial cells plastin I is necessary to bundle F-actin filaments in MV and 

association with keratin 19 filaments at the terminal web in MV (Grimm-Gunter et al., 2009; 

Revenu et al., 2012). Terminal web of polarized epithelial cells also contain class II myosins, 

which necessary for retraction of F-actin in brush borders (Grimm-Gunter et al., 2009).  

Since plastin I could also interact with SipA, the translocation of SipA and decoration of the 

F-actin filaments would facilitate the interaction with keratin 19. Once no more F-actin 
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polymerization occurs, then F-actin decorated with SipA-plastin I could bind to keratin 19 

that would enhance the retraction by class II myosins at the terminal web of the polarized 

epithelial cells (Fig. 3 C.1D). Such an interaction should modulate the size of ruffles and 

ensures an efficient ruffle retraction after F-actin polymerization. In contrast, if SipA is 

absent, class II myosins-keratin 19-plastin I complex is still physiologically assembled but 

likely is less efficient. Thus, ruffle contraction only depends on the host cell, but also ruffle 

size is enlarged avoiding and efficient engulfment of Salmonella. 

 

Fig. 2. SipA enhances the intimate contact between host cells and Salmonella. Once Salmonella contacts the host 
cells with its T3SS-1, SipC translocate to the membrane (A). If SipA is present, then SipA polymerizes F-actin 
that pulls the membrane of the host cells to the bacteria. This provokes that the surrounding T3SS-1 contact the 
cell, which again translocate more SipA and F-actin polymerization occurs (B), until bacteria is completely 
covered by the membrane of the host cells (C1). In contrast, if only SopE is translocated, then F-actin 
polymerization is triggered by the mechanism described in Fig.1. However, the absence of SipA avoids the 
intimate contact with the whole bacterial cell (B.2). Then Salmonella can only contact the host cells with small 
surface exposing a few T3SS. Therefore, F-actin polymerization propels Salmonella in forms of F-actin tail 
(C.2). Thus, invasion results inefficient. 
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Therefore, SipA morphologically modulates the F-actin polymerization triggered by SopE. 

SipA enables a maximal contact between bacterial and host cells membranes, which 

concludes with the envelopment, in absence of ruffles, or efficient engulfment, when ruffles 

are triggered. In such a case, SipA might contribute to the ruffle retraction by class II myosins 

during internalization of Salmonella. 

SopB regulates the phosphoinositide pool induced by SopE during Salmonella internalization.  

The effector less strain ∆5 + [sopB] did not induce any appreciable modification of F-actin 

cytoskeleton (Felipe-López et al., 2014a). In contrast, deletion of SopB in a WT-background 

strain altered the morphology of the ruffle. They appeared with less membrane extensions 

than those cells infected by WT strain after bacteria engulfment, and F-actin was highly 

accumulated around the bacterial cells (Felipe-López et al., 2014a). Hence, SopB regulates 

ruffle morphology and, probably, remodelling of F-actin. But how does SopB contribute to F-

actin reorganization? 

Since SopE-Rac1 stimulated the activation of PLC and PLA at the plasma membrane, and 

PI5K (Peppelenbosch et al., 1995; Weernink et al., 2004), the ratio between 

PtdIns(4,5)P2/PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 is disturbed as well. Activation of PI5K produces 

PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 from PtdIns(3,4)P2 (Shewan et al., 2011), and PtdIns(4,5)P2 from PtdIns(4)P 

(Weernink et al., 2004). Increment of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 is indispensable to anchor and recruit 

WAVE2 to the membrane (Oikawa et al., 2004) while WASP is associated to the membrane 

by binding to PtdIns(4,5)P2 (Papayannopoulos et al., 2005) (Fig. 3A). A phosphatase with a 

wide substrate affinity is still necessary to modulate the concentration of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3. 

SopB recognizes and cleavages a wide variety of PI, including Ins(1,4,5)P3 and 

PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 (Norris et al., 1998; Zhou et al., 2001). Production of Ins(1,4,5,6)P3 by SopB  

antagonize the effect of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3, which inhibits the secretion of Cl-1 and apoptosis 

(Knodler et al., 2005; Norris et al., 1998).  
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SopB likely modulates the increment of PIs at the apical membrane of polarized epithelial 

cells. Once the effect of SopE in the host cells ceases, cellular membrane might be highly 

enriched with PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 and a high amount WAVE2 proteins (Fig. 3B). Hence, 

dephosphorylation of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 by SopB (Norris et al., 1998) possibly reduces the 

recruitment and activation of WAVE2 (Fig. C.1), which consequently stops the F-actin 

polymerization and contributes to the ruffle retraction. This conclusion is in line with the high 

content of F-actin around bacteria lacking SopB (Felipe-Lopez et al. 2014a) (Fig. C.2). 

Therefore, reduction of PIs during the infection of the cell by SopB could indirectly decrease 

the F-actin polymerization triggered by Salmonella at the membrane.  

Although transfected SopB in non-polarized cells is active and trigger membrane ruffling 

(Hernandez et al., 2004; Patel and Galan, 2006a), its contribution to F-actin polymerization by 

the alteration of PIs could be insignificant in polarized epithelial cells. The absence of any 

alteration at the apical side of the epithelial cells by the only translocation of SopB (Felipe-

López et al., 2014a) confirms this hypothesis. This also suggests that epithelial cells do not 

suffer any change in the net amount of PtdIns(4,5)P2 by SopB at the apical side of the 

epithelial cells due to a rapid restoration of this PI by host enzymes or because SopB has no 

activity on PtdIns(4,5)P2 either, as demonstrated by Norris et al. 1998. This is contradictory to 

the data published by Terebiznik et al. 2002, since SopB was described to breakdown 

PtdIns(4,5)P2 in HeLa cells. Thus, the function of SopB in different cellular context is not 

completely understood and requires a detailed examination of its activity as phosphoinositol 

phosphatase.  

Therefore, SopB modulates the ruffle morphology by its phosphatase activity on 

PtdIns(3,4,5)P3, which controls the activation of WAVE2 and F-actin polymerization during 

ruffle formation triggered by SopE Rac1. Once SopB reduces PtdIns(3,4,5)P3, no futher 

WAVE2 can recruited to the membrane. Thus, F-actin polymerization ceases and Salmonella 
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penetrates the cells (Fig. 3D). In absence of any increment of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 triggered by 

SopE-Rac1 and PI5K, SopB is probably inactive in polarized epithelial cells. 

Further biochemical experiments in polarized epithelial cells models are necessary to support 

this conclusion. Results from such experiments would also reveal that the invasion machinery 

of Salmonella is adapted to polarized epithelial cells. 

SopE2 restores low-grade invasion of Salmonella: inefficient effector protein or host-

adapted effector protein? 

Although activation of Cdc42 by SopE2 was sufficient for Salmonella, in strains naturally 

lacking SopE as NCTC 12023, to recover invasion in polarized epithelial cells (Felipe-López 

et al., 2014a; Felipe-López et al., 2014b; Raffatellu et al., 2005), its absence in strains as 

 

Fig. 3. SopB reduces the concentration of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 at the apical membrane during invasion of Salmonella. 
Scheme describes the role of SopB after F-actin polymerization triggered by SopE (A). Once F-actin 
polymerization begins and PtdIns(3,4,5)P3, SopB is translocated to the cell (B). Since SopB is a wide-range 
substrate phosphoinositol phosphatase, PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 is dephosphorylated by SopB. Thus, association and 
activation of WAVE2 is stopped (C.1) and F-actin filaments are retracted by class II myosins at the terminal web 
(D). If SopB is absent, then F-actin associated with WAVE2 remains at the plasma membrane. This concludes 
with aberrant ruffle retraction (C.2). 
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SL1344 does not have any major effect on the invasiveness of polarized epithelial cells (Criss 

et al., 2001a; Felipe-López et al., 2014a) or on non-polarized epithelial cells (Stender et al., 

2000). We and Clark et al. (2001) also found that SopE-deficient SopE2-positive strains 

induced only small ruffles (Clark et al., 2011; Felipe-López et al., 2014a). Other analysis 

demonstrated that activation of Cdc42 by SopE2 is not fundamental for invasion at the apical 

side of the host cells, in contrast to Rac1 and SopE (Criss et al., 2001a). Further data 

demonstrated that sole translocation of SopE2 triggered the formation of pedestal-like 

structures on the apical side of polarized epithelial cells but was not accompanied with MV 

effacement or ruffle formation (Felipe-López et al., 2014a). 

The moderate contribution of SopE2 to the invasion might be associated with a group of 

several factors: i) the expression patterns of HilA and PrgH-controlled genes are different 

between NCTC12023 and SL1344. Thus, the low expression of SopE2 in NCTC12023 might 

explain its reduced effect in invasion (Clark et al., 2011). Nevertheless, authors failed to 

provide evidence of the expression level between SopE and SopE2 in SL1344. Thus, it is still 

open whether the expression level of SopE2 is less than that of SopE. ii) SopE2 is more active 

on Cdc42 than on Rac1 (Friebel et al., 2001a). iii) Although Cdc42 is also a potent activator 

of F-actin polymerization via WASP proteins, WASP is not required for full Salmonella 

invasion (Hanisch et al., 2010). Additionally, WASP recruitment to the membrane depends on 

PtdIns(4,5)P3, but since Cdc42 slightly stimulate the activation of PI5K, PTEN converts 

PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 into PtdIns(4,5)P2, and PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 is also degraded by SopB, the 

formation of ruffles by SopE2-Cdc42-WASP may be thereby restricted. 

Therefore, restoration of the invasiveness by SopE2 is limited to the level of activation of 

other host signaling molecules by Cdc42. Probably, the preferred activation of Cdc42 would 

involve maintaining the polarity of the cell during Salmonella, which results altered by SopE. 

In contrast to SopE, SopE2 is found in most of epidemiological strains, which suggests that 

the moderate activity of this effector protein is a consequence of natural selection acting on 
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Salmonella. In this way, Salmonella does not dramatically damage the host cells and might 

ensure its propagation in a wide range of hosts. The unaltered macropinocytosis of cells 

infected by SopE-deficient strains (Felipe-López et al., 2014b) confirms that SopE2 still 

permits the some physiological processes of polarized epithelial cells under invasion 

conditions. 

In summary, Salmonella T3SS-1 effector proteins SipA and SopB regulate the activity of 

SopE and those targets involved in F-actin polymerization triggered by SopE-Rac1. These 

molecules are also necessary to restore the physiology of the cell after complete engulfment 

of Salmonella. They might allow that those host signaling proteins activated by Salmonella 

become deactivated and the pool of molecules produced by Salmonella, i.e. PIs, return to the 

physiological state of the cell. This probably avoids further signaling that can conclude with 

inefficient internalization of Salmonella, loss of the cellular morphology and cell death. 

Furthermore, the limited activity of SopE2 allows the minimal activation of host signaling 

proteins necessary for Salmonella invasion. Though SopE2 function is limited but dominant, 

its activity may be better synchronized to the rest of the T3SS-1 effector proteins. Thus, the 

morpho-physiology of the cell does not suffer unnecessary changes that may lead to cell 

death.  

Microvillar proteins enhance Salmonella invasion of polarized epithelial cells. 

Our results revealed that morphological changes between polarized and non-polarized 

epithelial cells are not similar independently of the loss of polarity and MV, or a specific 

T3SS-1 effector protein, since ruffle morphology in non-polarized epithelial cells was almost 

undistinguishable among the different mutant strains tested in our assays (Felipe-López et al., 

2014a). Thus, modification of the cell morphology due to Salmonella invasion depends on the 

host cell proteins.  

Although microvillar proteins could represent an additional barrier to Salmonella 

internalization, our results indicated that manipulation of microvillar proteins by Salmonella 
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favours invasion and F-actin remodelling in the host cell. Thus, the pool of microvillar 

proteins could also explain the differences between invasion rates in polarized and non-

polarized cells (Felipe-López et al., 2014a; Holzer and Hensel, 2012). 

Villin provides new G-actin for ruffle formation by Salmonella. 

Knockdown of villin in C2BBe1 cells demonstrated that Salmonella was unable to invade 

these cells. Ruffles induced during invasion were smaller than those ruffles observed in the 

parent cells (Felipe-López et al., 2014a). We further observed that chemical inhibition of 

PLCγ highly reduced the invasion of Salmonella only containing SopE but the invasion rate in 

knockdown cells of villin was not stronger than the parent cells, which may represent that 

PLCγ only contributes to invasion if villin is present. 

Villin caps, bundles and severs F-actin. All these functions are modulated by the intracellular 

calcium concentration. Ca+2-uptake activates the F-actin severing activity of villin that results 

in MV effacement (Ferrary et al., 1999b) and increased G-actin concentration in the host cell. 

Severing activity of villin triggered by SopE and Rac1 likely permits Salmonella to remodel 

the F-actin in the MV and induce ramified F-actin polymerization, since MV only contain 

linear F-actin bundles. Once villin has been activated by SopE-Rac1-PLCγ, villin 

depolymerizes F-actin at the microvillus or group of MV, in which the reaction started. 

Depolymerization of F-actin releases more Ca+2 that can probably activate villin in other 

regions of the apical side of the host cell. This process can be positively promoted by the 

radial extension of the ruffles created by Salmonella. Activated villin newly binds PLCγ 

increasing the activity of both proteins (Athman et al., 2003; Revenu et al., 2004). Thus, a 

feed-forward loop may be established between villin-PLCγ that probably increases the 

depolymerisation of other F-actin structures as the surrounding MV at the apical side of the 

epithelial cells. This should necessarily release more G-actin that can be recruited to the ruffle 

formation by Salmonella.  
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Therefore, villin contributes to remodel F-actin in the apical side of the host cells. A previous 

depolymerisation of the established F-actin filaments likely facilitates the reorganization of F-

actin and polymerization of new F-actin filaments by Salmonella. If so, this depolymerisation 

step probably is less efficient in non-polarized cells. Although gelsolin is present in non-

polarized cells, gelsolin is less active to depolymerize F-actin at the same concentration of 

Ca+2 than villin in vitro (Janmey and Matsudaira, 1988), which might represent that in vivo a 

higher concentration of Ca+2is needed to trigger the F-actin depolymerization by gelsolin to 

obtain the same effect produced by villin. Thereby, reorganization of F-actin in non-polarized 

cells could represent an additional barrier for Salmonella and limits its invasion as previously 

observed (Holzer and Hensel, 2012).  

Myosin 1a is required for ruffle formation in polarized epithelial cells. 

Myosin 1a is a specific motor protein of the MV and only found in enterocytes (Tyska et al., 

2005; Tyska and Mooseker, 2002a). Myosin 1a maintains the tension of MV and might be 

responsible to transport vesicles with diverse proteins necessary for MV assembly as ezrin 

and EPS8-L3. Myosin 1a knockout mice showed vesiculated MV, which was associated with 

loss of tension force in the MV.  

Non-polarized epithelial cells lack myosin 1a. Thus, they may not provide enough protrusion 

force with other class I myosins, as myosin 1c or myosin 1d during ruffle formation triggered 

under physiological stimulus as growth factors or during pathogen infections. Then ruffle 

formation is probably limited to the protrusion force generated by F-actin polymerization and 

the motility of myosin 1c (Fan et al., 2012; Mogilner and Rubinstein, 2005). Therefore, the 

absence of myosin 1a would be a factor that limits the invasion of Salmonella in non-

polarized epithelial cells.  

Our experiments with myosin 1a-knockdown C2BBe1 cells reduced the Salmonella invasion 

and the ruffle size of infected cells (Felipe-López et al., 2014a). The reduced ruffle size 

evidenced that myosin 1a could be indispensable to maintain the ruffle formation by 
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providing the protrusion force. This would also support the hypothesis that the absence of 

myosin 1a in non-polarized epithelial cells neglects the invasion ability of Salmonella. 

There is an open question to solve: Salmonella internalization recruits myosin 1a to the ruffle 

ridge (Felipe-López et al., 2014a) but there is no description if any T3SS-1 effector protein is 

able to bind class I myosins, thus how does Salmonella modulate the recruitment of myosin 

1a during membrane ruffling? Previous data demonstrated that myosin 1a promotes 

membrane shedding upon ATP addition in isolated brush borders (McConnell and Tyska, 

2007). Since myosin 1a are bound to F-actin and increment of [Ca+2]i occurs transiently, 

myosin 1a is likely recruited to ruffles under F-actin polymerization and ruffle formation 

triggered by SopE but not by a direct interaction with a T3SS-1 effector protein. Recruitment 

of myosin 1a during ruffle formation probably also translate new membrane to the ruffle 

allowing Salmonella ingress into the host cell. Furthermore, myosin 1a is insensitive to 

presence or absence of PtdIns(4,5)P2. Hence, recruitment of myosin 1a is not affected by the 

misbalance of PI at the membrane caused during Salmonella invasion. Nonetheless, further 

biochemical experiments are necessary to clarify the role of T3SS-1 effector proteins to 

recruit class I myosins. 

Ezrin is necessary for progressive F-actin polymerization and membrane association for 

Salmonella invasion. 

We observed that Salmonella caused recruitment of ezrin during ruffle formation and early 

endosomes. Ezrin reorganization was caused by SopE but not its recruitment to the early 

endosome (Felipe-López et al., 2014b). Manipulation of ezrin by Salmonella was attributed to 

be a factor that would avoid the recovery of the brush border in this infection model.  

Ezrin anchors F-actin in MV to the membrane (Gautreau et al., 1999). Mst4 kinase 

phosphorylates ezrin at T567 to promote the open state and activation, which is necessary for 

membrane association and F-actin anchoring (Dhekne et al., 2014; Gloerich et al., 2012; 

LaLonde et al., 2010). Phosphorylation of ezrin at T567 is stimulated after addition of EGF, 
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which promotes recruitment of ezrin to ruffles (Bretscher, 1989; Bretscher, 1991; Bretscher 

and Aguado-Velasco, 1998). However, recent data also propose that Y145 responses to the 

stimulus of EGF by association of the SH2-domain of EGFR to ezrin. This permits cell 

propagation by lamellipodia formation dependent on FAK signalization (Srivastava et al., 

2005). In view that Salmonella also triggers membrane ruffling, recruitment of ezrin by 

Salmonella may be required for correct F-actin assembly to the membrane. Previous evidence 

in non-polarized epithelial cells also demonstrated that ezrin was recruited to the membrane 

ruffling by Shigella flexneri (Skoudy et al., 1999). Therefore, knockdown of ezrin in a cell 

culture model might demonstrate the inability of Salmonella to entry into the host cells, since 

aberrant ruffle assembly would occur. 

Ezrin was also observed to participate in the membrane recycling in cells activated by EGF 

(Bretscher and Aguado-Velasco, 1998). After dissipation of EGF-stimulus, ezrin localized 

again at the apical side of the cells, since a punctuate pattern was observed in EGF-stimulated 

cells after 20 min post stimulus. In contrast, our results demonstrated that ezrin was not 

recovered to the membrane but to the early endosome containing Salmonella (Felipe-López et 

al., 2014b). Recruitment of ezrin to the early endosome suggests that other effector proteins 

than SopE were responsible to maintain ezrin bound to the intracellular vacuole containing 

Salmonella. Since SopE alone only remodelled the distribution of ezrin but failed to recruit it 

to the early endosome, a possible candidate might be SipA.  

As mentioned above, SipA and SipC nucleate F-actin polymerization at the beginning of 

Salmonella invasion. This feature of SipA could enhance the binding of ezrin to F-actin to the 

membrane of the vacuoles containing Salmonella. Nevertheless, there is no information of 

any domain in SipA that could suggest a direct interaction that allows the binding to ezrin. 

Thereby, the recruitment of ezrin by SipA to the Salmonella-endosomes could be an indirect 

consequence of the F-actin polymerized around this endosomes. SipA-association with ezrin 

but not plastins would be responsible for the intimate association between bacterial and host 
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cell membranes. If so, association of SipA and ezrin would explain the zipper-mechanism of 

invasion observed in cells infected by Salmonella that only contains SipA. Therefore, ezrin 

likely plays a role during ruffle formation and association between host cell and bacterial 

membranes.  

Alteration of the F-actin polymerization by Salmonella disrupts the macropinocytosis of 

polarized epithelial cells 

MV are responsible for nutrient absorption at the intestine. They increase the absorption 

surface and secrete diverse digestive enzymes to the milieu. Disruption of the brush border by 

Salmonella reduced the macropinocytosis ability of polarized epithelial cells. Although 

reduction of the absorptive surface was observed, the abrogation of macropinocytosis was 

associated with the translocation of SopE and F-actin polymerization but not SopE2 (Felipe-

López et al., 2014b). 

Macropinocytosis is also highly altered in macrophages with constant activation of Rac1 

(Fujii et al., 2013). Authors stimulated activation of a light-sensitive Rac1 to monitor its effect 

in the formation of macropinosomes. By this technique was observed that macropinosome 

cups remain open when Rac1 is still active and membrane ruffling occurs. Once Rac1 was not 

more stimulated, macropinosome cups closed and vesicles were properly endocytosed. 

Compared to our observations, SopE was still present 45 min p.i. and colocalize with F-actin 

filaments (Felipe-López et al., 2014b). The presence of SopE at the apical side of the host cell 

maintains a constant activation of Rac1 even if Salmonella has been already engulfed. 

Therefore, polarized epithelial cells infected by Salmonella containing SopE fail to close the 

macropinosome cups. Then, no further material can be endocytosed.  

In contrast to the activation of Rac1 by SopE, as described before, the membrane ruffling 

caused by SopE2 Cdc42 is rather moderate and its effect on the whole apical side of the host 

cell is limited. Moreover, Cdc42 is associated with the formation of filopodia. Thus, although 
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the changes caused by SopE2-Cdc42 are similar to those induced by SopE-Rac1, they do not 

alter the closure of macropinosomes and still allow progressive endocytosis.  

Therefore, F-actin remodelling triggered by SopE-Rac1, but not SopE2-Cdc42 leads to the 

loss of the macropinocytosis. Although MV are effaced, this is not the dominant factor to 

abrogate absorption in polarized epithelial cells, since those cells infected by strains 

containing only SopE2 also loss MV. This conclusion is in line with experiments in mice. 

There, mice lacking microvillar proteins villin, epsin and plastin I suffer alteration in the MV 

height but endocytosis remained intact (Revenu et al., 2012).  

Brush border is a platform for active bacterial invasion. 

The high organization of F-actin filaments in MV offers a unique structure enriched with F-

actin and F-actin organizing proteins that serves as adhesion and invasion platform to enteric 

pathogens. Results from experiments with polarized epithelial cells and knockdown of 

microvillar proteins revealed that microvillar proteins decisively contribute to the invasion of 

Salmonella (Felipe-López et al., 2014a; Felipe-López et al., 2014b; Lorkowski et al., 2014). 

Independently of the function of microvillar proteins, the absence of any microvillar protein 

altered the ruffle formation either because of F-actin polymerization occurs or because other 

elements associated with membrane ruffling cannot be properly assembled. Besides 

membrane ruffling triggered by WT-strains of Salmonella enhanced the ability of non-

invading bacteria to penetrate the cells in a cooperative infection (Lorkowski et al. 2014). 

F-actin organization of polarized epithelial cells is obviously absent in non-polarized cells as 

HeLa, Cos-1, Henle 401 etc. Although all these cell lines were very useful to discover the 

targets of the T3SS-1 effector proteins, they do not permit to observe the physiological 

consequences caused by the T3SS-1 effector proteins and its targets, since the context for 

which T3SS-1 effector proteins have probably evolved is absent. Thus, many pathogenic 

aspects of the infection biology of Salmonella remained obscure.  
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Although Salmonella might not have direct control of any of microvillar proteins, the effect of 

the activation of higher regulators in the signaling cascades as Rac1 and the entry of calcium 

would be sufficient to trigger the rest of microvillar proteins. For instance SopE activates 

villin via Rac1 and PLCγ. This seems to be sufficient to trigger F-actin depolymerisation. 

Other examples in which microvillar proteins contribute to the reorganization of the F-actin 

cytoskeleton are myosin 1a, ezrin and probably plastin I. From these proteins, only plastin I 

could directly bind to SipA due to its binding to plastin T (Zhou et al., 1999a). 

Many microvillar proteins play a structural role rather than signalization. Hence, it is clear 

that MV proteins offer a set of organizing elements to the remodelling of F-actin by any 

invasive bacterial pathogen. In contrast to polarized epithelial cells, non-polarized cells or 

immature polarized epithelial cells lack of this level of organization. Thus, absence of 

microvillar proteins would reduce the potency of T3SS-1 effector proteins, since even though 

they act on the same targets their physiological effect on other proteins is reduced or 

inexistent. Thereby, F-actin rearrangement is less structured and efficient than in polarized 

epithelial cells. In conclusion, invasion of polarized epithelial cells and manipulation of 

microvillar proteins is then a physiological consequence of the invasion process rather than a 

direct manipulation of the bacterial virulence proteins.  

From this last conclusion one can speculate that the virulence machinery of many enteric and 

probably respiratory bacterial pathogens has been adapted during the evolution to polarized 

epithelial cells. If so, it is not surprising that non-polarized epithelial cells result less infected 

and manipulated by the same group of virulence proteins. In contrast, if bacterial pathogens 

would have evolved to infect any type of host cells regardless of the host targets, then 

invasion rates and some morphological changes should remain almost similar between 

different models, and independently of the microvillar proteins, virulence proteins could 

manipulate the cytoskeleton under any given physiological condition. This would imply that 
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the pathogen has a virulence protein for each signalling host protein. Then the dominancy 

would reside in the virulence factors and not in the host proteins. 

One example of the adaptation of T3SS-1 effector proteins is their possible role to maintain 

the polarization state of the host cell. As described above, SopE-Rac1 changes the 

physiological steady state of the cell. However, proteins like SopB are specialized to restore 

the level of PIs, which resulted altered after activation of PI5K and PLCγ. The phosphatase 

activity of SopB may be necessary to hold the levels of PtdIns(4,5)P2 at the apical side of the 

cell by dephosphorylating PtdIns(3,4,5)P2. If Salmonella would fail to maintain the polarized 

state of its host cell, the change of the morphology would interfere further the physiology of 

the cells and also the intracellular life style of Salmonella. Moreover, the loss of SopE in 

many epidemiological strains clearly points out to a reduction of the virulence, since SopE2 

would not strongly modify the polarization of the cell as mentioned above. 

The study of the microvillar proteins could provide unknown information regarding the 

response of polarized epithelial cells to the infection of any pathogen. It has already been 

described that activation of proliferation mechanisms after proteolysis of villin and ezrin 

occurs in infections of Giardia duodenalis and Entamoeba hystolitica in mice and cell models 

(Lauwaet et al., 2003; Solaymani-Mohammadi and Singer, 2013). In contrast to protozoa 

pathogens, the role of the microvillar proteins during the infection of bacterial pathogens has 

been poorly studied. Thereby, future investigation between polarized epithelial cells and 

bacterial enteric pathogens should reveal new insights about the interaction between virulence 

proteins and host proteins in the MV. This also should light up unknown mechanisms to 

response bacterial infections and their consequences in intestine development. 

Dominancy and virulence versus survival and species perpetuation 

From previous conclusions is possible to appreciate that Salmonella virulence proteins may be 

adapted to the invasion of polarized epithelial cells. The repertory of T3SS-1 proteins as well 
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the large adhesin SiiE cooperatively act to permit Salmonella ingress into this kind of host 

cells. 

The set of virulence proteins has defined role to modulate the host cell. Each protein should 

trigger discrete modifications in the host cells that do not alter other structures or signaling 

pathways. A modulated activity of any effector protein allows that contextual function of 

effector proteins is not disturbed either because the cognate proteins are excessively recruited 

by other effector proteins, which rapidly saturates the function of the effector protein in 

relevance, or because the substrates for this effector protein are absent and, in turn, it is an 

protein without effect. When any of these two possibilities occurs, then there is an effector 

protein with a clear dominancy to up regulate the physiology of the cell. This one-effector 

protein dominancy is given by the modulation of diverse signaling molecules of the host cells. 

In the case of Salmonella the dominant effector protein is SopE.  

SopE is sufficient to enhance the invasion. However, SopE triggers exacerbated changes in 

the cells, since not only ruffles are extremely large but the alteration caused by the ruffles 

remains for long periods. Previous reports demonstrated that SopE is responsible to activate 

caspase 3 and cell programmed death (Muller et al., 2009). This high activity of SopE could 

cause rapid cell death at intestine and limit the spreading of Salmonella to other host 

organisms. Therefore, during the evolution of Salmonella many strains lost or not ever 

acquired SopE. This probably ensures that invasion by Salmonella at the intestine does not 

destroy enterocytes and the immune reaction is modulated. Consequently, Salmonella can 

establish its habitat and intracellular niche for long term in the proper host organism, 

regardless the role of the host molecules to control the infection by Salmonella.  

This exemplifies that an augmented virulence by one single protein could negatively affect the 

propagation of an organism. Therefore, the smaller the changes induced by effector proteins, 

the better the propagation and survival of the host cells. 
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This work provides further information about the physic and molecular changes of polarized 

epithelial cells caused during the infection of Salmonella. Here, we described that Salmonella 

is able to manipulate the F-actin cytoskeleton and cause MV effacement by the translocation 

of SopE. We further observed that other effector proteins are only active during the infection 

if the molecular environment is provided by SopE. Additionally, our results demonstrated that 

invasion by SopE2 still allows the F-actin modification of the host cells but was less efficient 

compared to SopE from a molecular point of view. However, from an evolutionary point of 

view and persistence in the host organisms, SopE2 would not trigger an exacerbated immune 

reaction that eliminates Salmonella. This study to our best knowledge demonstrated the 

intervention of microvillar proteins ezrin, villin and myosin 1a in the invasion of Salmonella. 

These results suggested that despite microvillar proteins and MV are an additional barrier for 

the infection of Salmonella, they results beneficial to the infection because they provide an 

structured network of F-actin during the formation of the ruffle and they provide in a 

concentrated manner all those molecules targeted by the effector proteins of Salmonella. 

Thus, their absence in non-polarized epithelial cells did not confer these two factors, which 

negatively affects the reorganization of the F-actin upon bacterial infections.  

These conclusions call for a detailed study of the interaction between bacterial pathogens and 

polarized epithelial cells and in vivo, in order to determine how the infection process alters the 

morpho-physiology of the cell and what molecules from both sides, pathogen and host 

organism, are involved.  
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